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Arabic. Naturally, the expectations and informational needs of such 
a readership arc wide and varied. The translation of this classical 
Arabic summary of Islamic philosophical theology is provided to help 
meet every reader's preliminary wish to know and understand, and 
we hope it will not preempt anyone's impulse to exercise further 

the subject field, this translation aims only to follow the authors at 
a suitably distant clcvauon, giving readers a liberating intermediacy 
between an editor's ellbrt to produce an outer space mental view of 
complete information totality-always Baydawi warns against such 
absurd impossibilities—and a reader’s terrestrial pedestrian experi¬ 
ence of laborious gleaning of knowledge. Although some scholars 
already have pronounced the era of Baydawi's philosophical and reli¬ 
gious thought to be moribund, there are others who recognize it as 
a plateau, an intellectual staging area, and the threshold to agile and 
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XXVI INTRODUCTION 

require sailing and remaining far far beyond the value-added fea¬ 
ture of the plain English we intend. 

Specifically, we have attempted to match English to Arabic terms 

tion with contemporary plain meanings, and 2) the following of tra¬ 
ditional scholarship, with notes explaining their relative values. We 
cannot rely strictly on past scholariy tradition in matching English 
with the Arabic. Over time there comes a failure in the necessary' 
creative tension between a reader’s subjective conception of a term 
and the objective application of it. Therefore, some older valid expres¬ 
sions have been redesigned and struck into English, and are here 

Our hope is that many students will discover in this translation 
more aspects of history and theology that invite their own research 
and recording. Wherein the question in choosing a source book for 

in values, students can at least agree with the saying, "De gustibus 
non cst disputandum.” But wherein an excellent description of a 
classic human religious posture provides needed material for analyt- 

of mutually active good will,— then all devotees of knowledge and 
friendly meeting will do well when we shall think again together. 

A Biographical Note on ‘Abd Allah Ibn ‘Umar al-Baydawi 

‘Abd Allah al-Baydawi was bom near Shiraz, Iran, in the village of 
Bayda’. No date of his birth can be found, but it was before the 
family moved into Shiraz upon his father’s appointment as chief qadi 
there. This appointment came sometime during the 34 year period, 
1226-1260, when Abu Bakr ibn Sa‘d ibn Zangi governed in Shiraz 
as Atabeg of Fats province. Thus, Baydawi was probably born in 
the first half of the 7th/13th century; less vaguely, but arbitrarily, 
we will say that he was bom ’ca. 1225?’ He would have lived through 
the major upheaval of Islamic civilization when Hulagu and the Mon¬ 
gol armies overthrew Baghdad and killed the caliph in 1258, then 
went on to establish the Ilkhan [or, Mongol “Viceroy"] kingdom in 
Persia with Tabriz as its capital. Depending on when he died, Baydawi 
could have lived as a citizen under the rule of up to eight of the 
different Ilklians, from Hulagu [1256-1265] to Uljaytu [1304-1317], 
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orted any intellectual or publishing activity from his Shiraz years 
er than the fact that he had served as the chief judge there, and 

a reputation as a writer.1' This observation bears weight in our out¬ 
line of Baydawi’s life. 

Baydasvi is most famous for his commentary on the Qur’an, Anwar 
el-Tmdl wa-Asrar at Ta'ml. It is a thoroughgoing revision of Zamakh* 
shari’s commentary', al-Karhshaf 'an Haqa'iq al-Tanzil, done in order 
to replace that author's Nlu'tazilite interpretations and to provide a 
more widely useful orthodox commentary with fuller annotations. 
Baydawi dedicated it to Ilkhan Arghun whose reign was 683-90/ 
12114-91, probably completing it during that reign. Such a reference 
work would have tremendous value to the Ilkhan in governing and 











individual. So 10 Baydawi, as to everyone, gradually there did come 
the time of a parting along the unseen abscission line between body 
and intelligent soul. In this case of Qadi 'Abd Allah Baydawi, as in 
many a noteworthy case, memories of his words and copies of his 
writings continue to reward study and to stimulate comprehension, 
both in scholars' cells and in high oliiccs of government. 

A Biographical Notr on 
Mahmud Ibn 'Abd al-Raiihan al-Isfahani 

Shams al-Din Mahmud ibn ‘Abd al-Rahman al-Isfahani, author of 
this translated commentary on Baydawi’s Taivalt' al-Anwar, was bom 
in 674/1276 in Isfahan.” His home was one where scholarship in 

al-Rahman ibn Ahmad al-Isfahani. Mahmud aptly and heartily fol- 

lsfahani, Baydawi's commentator, is supplied by Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalani 
[773-852/1372-1449], writing in his biographical dictionary of nota¬ 
bles who died in die 8lh/14di century, aiDutat alKaminah fi .i*yan 
al-Mi‘ah al-Tlammah, entry #4752. We shall follow this oudine and 

possible correlating this with the rime-frame of Baydawi's career. 
Mahmud's father, ‘Abd al-Rahman ibn Ahmad Isfahan!, was one 

of the four students of Baydawi whose names have been gathered 
from various sources.* No date for his course of study with Baydawi 

between 681/1282 and on up to 710/1310, when the Dlthan Persian 
empire officially became a Shiite state. Let us add to our assump- 

Tabrir. while he studied there. That more distant capital city, plus 
Baydawi's rising fame somewhat later than 681/1282, would have 

earlier than 681/1282, even though the latter was closer to their 
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[In this category of the divine sciences there is one dial has no 
peer at all], the systematic knowledge of the fundamental principles 
or [our] religion [that is specifically, the ‘science of theological state¬ 
ment’]." This is the grandest of them all in subject, noblest of them 

and most obvious of them in proof. As both an edifice about the 
pillars of the religious law and as a foundation for them, as chief 
and foremost among landmarks of our religion, and as opener of 
the curtains of divinity, and giver of access to the secrets of lord- 
ship, [this systematic knowledge] serves to divide between the cho¬ 
sen righteous and the abandoned wicked, and to differentiate the 
obedient, a populace whose destiny is divine forgiveness T 3 and 
good pleasure, from the disobedient, a populace whose destiny is 

Writing on this subject, outstanding authors of all times and excel¬ 
lent scholars in all eras and periods 113x0 produced noble volumes 
and polished compendiums, they have striven to delineate ultimate 

abundantly. 
However, the book [entitled] Rays of Daumlight Oulstreaming11—a 

very learned work by that wise and careful leader, chief of cadis and 

->,d 1-aMUil: 
Baydavvi—/Tow of Dawnhglu Okhtramung from FAR HORI^OMS of Logcal Rtaumng. 
IsUliaiii HIGH VIS-1 AS of Ltgiiel Rtatonueg, a Comomur, m "Rati of DoumbtfU 
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all branches of knowledge is the [body of] systematic knowledge 
of the fundamental principles of our religion [that is, ‘the science of 
rheological statement'], in order to motivate students to desire and 



tcrics of divinity' arc the attributes of [God's] essence, 'the divinity’ 
being [God’s] essence, and the 'curtains of divine omnipotence’ are 
the attributes of die [divine] acts; thus, the attributes of [God’s] 

2. [Baydawi’s] expression, “the Observer”, is a second descrip¬ 
tive for that science [of theological statement, in its natural com¬ 
prehension] of the observable aspects of the world, namely, everything 
perceptible to the senses, as well as the unrevealed aspects of the 
divine kingdom, namely, the intclligiblcs that are absent to the phys¬ 
ical senses. For indeed, among the realities possible that [have become] 

called the 'observable evidence’, the ‘sovereign domain’ and ‘the cre¬ 
ation'; and there are those that arc perceived not by physical sense 
but rather by the intellect, these being called 'the unseen’, the ‘divine 
kingdom', and the ‘governing authority’. God has referred to both 
these categories when He said, 

[Q 6:73] 
“Do not all creation and all governing authority belong to Him?” 

IQ 7:54] 
“Blessed be He in whose hand is the sovereign domain”, [Q 67:1] 

"Praise be to Him in whose hand is the divine rule over all things.” 
[Q 36:83] 

3. [Baydawi’s] expression, “the Distinguisher”, is a third descrip¬ 
tive of that science [of theological statement]; that is, [it is] the 
agency distinguishing between those chosen to bear a divine mes¬ 
sage and to guide and those disposed by nature for error and ruin, 
namely, those created with a disposition for these tilings. ‘Ruin’ 
means ’destruction’, and is the verbal noun of “perished.” 

4. [Baydawi’s] expression, “the Unveiler”, is a fourth descrip¬ 
tive of that science [of theological statement]; that is, [it is] the 
Unveiler of the states of those in bliss or in misery in the Hereafter, 
these being their [respective places] of final abode on the Day of 
Justice and Decision. 

5. [Baydawi’s] expression, "the Solid Platform for the [pillar] 
bases of the Religious Law" is a fifth descriptive [of the science of 
theological statement]. It follows in orderly fashion upon what has 
preceded, namely, that die [pillar] bases of die Religious Law and 
the distinguishing signs of our religion are founded upon the Book 









one says, “The choices! of his companions came to me”, that is, the 
best of them—while continuing to examine its principles and deduce 
its distinguishing factors. 

So indeed, the principles mentioned in it are reviewed, and the 
distinguishing factors noted in it arc extracted [and listed for study]. 

have been summarized, that is, clarified and explained, ‘summariz¬ 
ing’ meaning ‘clarify’ and ‘explain’. 

The word, 'difficult' [also] means ‘ambiguous’. One may say, L 
12 “The matter became difficult”, that is, ambiguous. One may 
say, “The affair became problematic'', that is, hard and incompre¬ 
hensible, and “a problematic matter does not lead straight ahead.” 
Also, “clarification” means ‘explanation’, as one says, “I clarified it", 
that is, “I explained it.” 

The ‘many divisions’, [i.e., especially of peoples], [shu'ub] being 
the plural of [sha’b] with an ‘a’ after the ‘[shin]’, are what have 
been divided into many branches, or tribes among the Arabs." The 
term, “sides”, [junub] being the plural of‘side’ Ijanb], [as inj ‘then- 
boundary sides are close together’, that is, they arc near to each 
other. The expression, ‘uniformly identifiable' [literally, ‘designated 
by a mark’ [musawwamah], means something known [by its mark]. 
A statement of the Most High [refers to angels], "having a uniform 
insignia" [musawwimln], [Q,3:I25| that is, marks by which they are 
readily known. Also, the word of the Most High is, “stamped clay 
bricks”, [Q 51:33] that is, tliey have the seal imprints [of manufacture] 
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THE INTRODUCTION: 
STUDIES IN LOGICAL REASONING.1 

L 12, T 6 

Isfahan! says: MS 8b 

THE INTRODUCTION: 
STUDIES IN LOGICAL REASONING 

An introduction is intended to support the topical material follow¬ 
ing. Since the topics of the three interior books are based on mat¬ 
ters that are linked together by logical reasoning, our author has set 
forth his studies in logical reasoning as the introduction T 7 to 
the three books. And since logical reasoning is the process of arrang¬ 
ing facts that are known—whether these be [preliminary] concep¬ 
tions or [notions] accepted by consensus—in a way that leads to 
learning something that is not already known, studies [in the process 
of alternating] 'intellectual conception’ and 'judgmental assent' have 
come to be the beginning steps for 'logical reasoning’. 



Ill his Introduction tile audior set out four Chapters: 1. Principles 
of [Epistemology], I, 13 2. Explanatory Statements, 3. Argumen¬ 
tation, 4. Distinguishing Properties of logical Reasoning, 

Baydawi said: L 13, T 7 

1. The two phases of knowing: an alternation between a. and b. 

a. Concept formation regarding what is being perceived 

b. Judgmental assent- or dissent to features of the concept being formed 

c. Each phase either by intuition or by rational acquisition of knowledge 

(a.) Understand that thinking about something by itself, without 
passing any judgment on it whether of denial or assertion, is called 
['intellectual] conception'. 

(b.) But with a judgment passed on it either way, [this act of 
thinking] is called ‘judgmental assent’ [or dissent, to the concept 
being formed], 

(c.) Each of these [phases of knowing] is divisible into 
1. intuitional [knowing], that does not depend upon logical 

reasoning and thinking in order to take place, as forming a concept 
of existence or nonexistence, and judging dtat denial and affirmation 
may not be held together [in consideration as both true] nor removed 
together [from consideration as both untrue],’ and 

ing and thinking], as forming a concept of angels and of demons, 
and acquiring knowledge of the temporal origination of the world 
and of the eternity of the Creator. 

Now, if MS 9a these intellectual conceptions and judgmental 
assents should be altogether inherently necessary [as intuitions] or 
[if they should be] by acquisition, then we would not lose anything 
nor would we gain anything fin the way of knowledge], because 
knowledge by logical reasoning is acquired only from other things 

at: [y-r+ 







fkn Sim's theory of knowing 
Then the Shaykh fi.e., “al-Shaykh al-Ra'is" Abu ‘Ali Ibn Sina], in 
his book, al-lshmal, had divided [‘knowing*, as meaning ‘perception’] 

a. plain ‘conception’, that is, free from any ‘judgmental assent’ [to 

b. conception with judgmental assent’ [to the correctness of the 
conception]. And [also] in his book al-SJit/a' lie divided ['knowing'] 
into ‘conception’ only, and ‘conception with judgmental assent'. 

[It would be] as when we say, “All whiteness is an accidental 
quality.’’ [Understood] in this way, 

the relationship of this ‘form’ to the entities themselves takes its place, 
in that the one properly matches the odier. 

Some of the scholars who divide ‘knowing’ into conception and 
judgmental assent [to the conception being formed] mean by ‘con¬ 
ception* a simple perception, that is, perception in which judgment 
is not a property, and [they mean] by judgmental assent' a per¬ 
ception in which judgment is a property. Other scholars” made 
'judgmental assent' (or, a ‘judgmental statement*) an expression for 
the total of perception and judgment [together]. 

Hay dam's grtural theory of knowing L 14:10 
The audior [Baydawi following Ibn Sina] has divided ’dunking’ into 

a. thinking about a thing when [thought] avoids any judgment 
about it, whether excluding some factor from [die thing] or affirming 



mem of which is done by thought and logical reasoning are ‘intel- 

This is according to what you will be learning, that ‘thinking* is the 
movement [of the reasoning soul] among the ‘intelligibles’. 

This division of ‘thinking’ into two divisions and naming one of 

perception into two divisions and naming one of them ‘conception’ 
and the other ‘judgmental assent', nor (does it imply] that one [divi- 

ception’, and the other ‘conception with judgmental assent', that is, 
‘a judgment’. 

[Baydawi’s] expression, "by itself", is a condition of the object 
entity [under which it is intellectually conceived]. Also, his expres¬ 
sion, “without passing any judgment upon [the object] whether of 
denial or assertion”,—that is, without a judgment for either one of 
these being a property [of the thought],—clearly explains his expres¬ 
sion, “by itself.” 

What is meant by this is that no [particular] judgment would be 
made a property of [the thought], not that a lack of judgment would 
be a property of it. ‘Judgment’ consists cither [positively] in the ‘pro¬ 
jection' [i.e., upon the conception] of a relationship of certainty or 



another by way or difference, as is die difference between our state- 

odd", after we say, “This number is either odd or even.”1' 
(a.) So, on this basis,1’ thinking about a thing without any judg¬ 

ment being made as an accompanying property [of the thought], is 
called intellectual 'conception', 

(b.) while thinking about a thing with a judgment being made 
about it as an accompanying property [of the thought], is called 
‘judgmental assent’ [i.e., assent to the conception being formed]. 
Between these two [mental actions] there is a real difference, in the 
sense that they may not be affirmed [together as both true], nor 

There is no implication that a conception, that would be formed 
about each of these two terms,73 would exit from [the category of] 
'intellectual conception' and enter [that of] 'judgmental assent', 
because the conception formed about each of these two terms would 
be [simply] a thought about [that] term by itself; that is, no judg¬ 
ment would accompany [the thoughtj, so it would be outside [the 
category ofj ’judgmental assent’ and still within [that of] ‘intellec¬ 
tual conception’. Nor is there any implication dial a conception that 
would be formed about the ‘subject [of a sentence] together with its 
predicate' would [therefore] become a 'judgmental assent’, because 
this ‘intellectual conception’ of the subject71 would have no judgment 

Or Rqydasvi's theory of burning as intuition and acquisition L 15:12 
[Baydawi’s] statement—that each of the pair, namely, ‘[intellectual] 
conception' and 'judgmental assent', is divided into 

Hastnrah-, presumably from al-Shanf al-Jutjani's giimrs [//aiAodA] on bl'aliani’s 







with a judgment passed—of one of the two [alternatives, i.e., denial 
or affirmation]—upon [the thought so far conceived]. And he did 
this in order to draw attention to the fact that in his judgment it 
was preferable to set forth ‘judgmental assent1 as a term for ‘think¬ 
ing [conceptually] about something togtthtr with a judgment passed 
upon [the concept in its process of formation].' 

Isfahan's theory of knowledge L 16:12 T 8:25 
All we [Isfahan!] haw said is that only a portion of each of these 

because, if it were not so, then the acts of conception and of judg- 

b. they would be all rationally acquired, and each of these alter¬ 
natives is impossible. 

(a.) We say this of the first option, because if all of the concepts 
and judgmental assents should be inherently necessary [by intuition], 
then we would not have lost anything [i.e, of knowledge] from either 

ing them] any logical reasoning or thought. But the conclusion is 
false, because a great many conceptions and judgmental assents do 
not come about for us without logical reasoning and thought. 

(b.) And we say it also of the second option, because if all con¬ 
ceptions and judgmental assents should be by rational acquisition, 
then we would not have obtained any of them [by acquisition]. But 
this conclusion is [also] false, because sometimes there are many 
intellectual conceptions and judgmental assents that we do acquire. 

An explanation of the logic here is dial matters of logical reasoning 
are acquired only from other and previously held items of knowledge. 
So, if all intellectual conceptions and judgmental assents should be 
by acquisition then the implication would be that all of them would 
lie relying upon something else, either in subject-substrates MS I la 
limited in extent, and then a circular argument would be implicit 
from die inherent necessity that whatever was acquired then would 
return to its supporting base. L 17 or in subject-substrates unlim¬ 
ited in extent, and then an infinite series argument would lie implicit. 
And both circular and infinite scries arguments imply that it would 
be impossible for us to acquire by rational means any [knowledge] 



at all, either from intellectual conceptions or from judgmental assents. 
A circular argument would so imply because in dial case, our 

acquiring some particular thing (a) [by reasoning! would depend on 
[our acquiring) some odier thing (b) [by reasoning), [andj that [in 
turn] would depend on [our already having] the first tiling (a); thus, 
our rational acquisition of any [particular] thing would depend upon 
[our rational acquisition of] that very thing. This is because thing 
la:—being dependent upon thing (b) that [in turn] is dependent upon 
the [original] thing (a)—would itself he depending upon that [same 
original] thing (a); and something [not known] that depends upon 
' lr '-.c., for rational disclosure] would be impossible to acquire by 

ng. 
nfinite series argument also would so imply [i.e., the impos¬ 

sibility of acquiring knowledge] because in that case, 
a. our acquisition of any [knowledge) either by intellectual con¬ 

ceptions or judgmental assents would depend on our haring acquired 
within our intellect something haring no limits, T 9 and such an 
acquisition within the intellect of something having no limits would 
be an impossibility 

comprehension something that has no limits; and anything depen¬ 
dent upon an impossibility would be an impossibility. Therefore, our 
obtaining [by rational acquisition] any [knowledge], cither by way 
of intellectual conceptions or by judgmental assents, would be an 

1. An objection had been made31 against ‘intellectual concep¬ 
tions’ [as a phase of knowing] as follows: 

a) If what is meant would be the conception of an entity 
■in its reality,’ then we [the objector] would prefer that all [knowl¬ 
edge] be ‘acquired rationally’. Any implication that the argument 
would be circular or an infinite series in that case would be ruled 
out, since it would be admissible that the conception of an entity 
‘in its reality’ would lie concluded with the acquisition of the con¬ 
ception ‘in some aspect.’ It could not be said of this that the aspect 

11 MS gl: [I.C.. by) Shams al-Din ai-.Samarqaiidl [i.c., Abu al-Layth Na»r ibn 
Muhammad al-Sanluqandi. called Imam al-Huda, d. between 373/983-t and 





‘in some aspect’ and ‘in its reality’! has been invalidated when taken 
by itscll' apart from die other. Thus, if everything [knownj in this 
sense” should be inherently necessary [as intuition], then all the indi¬ 
vidual cases of conception—including every individual case of con¬ 
ception ‘in some aspect* and every individual case of conception ‘in 

bit of knowledge would be lost from any of them. And if everything 
[known] in this [same] sense should be by [rational] acquisition, then 
either a circular or an infinite scries argument would be implicit. 

3. And again an objection has been raised to this [latter point] 
as weU,1* that on the assumption that all [knowledge] would be by 
rational acquisition then die [very] reasons mentioned as invalidat¬ 
ing this division [of knowledge] would be by rational acquisition, so 
it would not be possible to argue that dtis division was invalid. This 

be [itself knowledge] by rational acquisition and thus would be ruled 

argument would never be completed. 
3. a. The answer [to this objection] is that the reasons men¬ 

tioned as invalidating this division [of knowledge] are [already] known 
to be in the same circumstance, so if they are already known, and 
the assumption being that everything [known] is by rational acqui¬ 
sition, then [the reasoning of] the argument would be complete and 

if [some fact] should not be something already known then the impli- 

acquisition] would be denied. 







Ill such a case our position would be that [that argument] would 
depend upon a dear explanation of the falsity of metempsychosis 
and of the soul's temporal nature, and thus it would entail an expla¬ 
nation of something clearly comprehensible being based on [an expla¬ 
nation of] something difficult to comprehend. 

5,-a. In refuting this division [of the argument], it is prefer¬ 
able to argue that, if ‘conceptions’ and 'judgmental assents' in their 
entirety T 10 should be by rational acquisition, then not one tiling 
would have come to us from these two processes except by logical 
reasoning and thought. But this conclusion is false, lor many things 
do come to us from ‘conceptions' and 'judgmental assents' without 
logical reasoning and thinking. 

Baydawi said: L 19, T 10 

2. logical maiming Hu mams of tht rational acquisition of kntnvUdgt 

logical reasoning is the process of arranging" entities that arc known 











[Continuing from Baydawi] “If these entities so organized should be 

‘definition’ or an ‘explanatory statement’, and if they should be 
b, conducive to judgmental assent then they would be called an 

‘argument’ or a ‘demonstration’.’’ The former [i.e., forming a con- 
cqition] would be like [the definition] “a living being that speaks”, 

[i.e., judgmental assent) w-ould be like when we say, "The world is 
a possible entity, and everything that is a possible entity has a cause”, 
[a saying] that leads to a judgmental assent to [the correctness of] 
our saying, “the world has a cause”. 

The author [Baydawi] put ‘explanatory statement’ before the ‘argu¬ 
ment’ ill die setting of his exposition -because of its natural prece¬ 
dence to the argument—in order to have it correspond with the 
natural order. Natural precedence [of A to B] is as when one entity- 
A is such that another entity-B” depends upon A, but A has no 
elfect upon B. For example, one precedes two, and indeed, ‘two’ 
depends upon there being a ‘one’, but the ’one’ has no effect upon 
[the ’two-]. 

‘conception', while the ‘argument’ would be a little earlier than the 
‘judgmental assent’. 

Moreover, ‘intellectual conception’ precedes 'judgmental assent’ 
naturally. This is because every T 11 judgmental assent depends 
upon (1-2) the conception of [judgmental assent's] two terms* and 
upon (3) the conception of the combination of the two, as it is inher¬ 
ently impossible to form a judgment while being ignorant of any 
one of diese three [subordinate conceptions]. But these [subordinate 
preliminary] conceptions do not have any effectual causality upon 
the judgmental assent. 

nytelc; T: (gha>r|; the MS i 
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Chapter 2: Explanatory Statements 

1. Conditions that govern a definition 

it be defined] 
b. by way of itself,—as when [some disputant] says, “Movement 

it be defined] 
c. by way of [a definition] more obscure than itself. 
[This latter statement is true] equally whether 

1. knowledge of the entity depends on [a definition removed] 
in only one degree, as in the definition of the sun as “a star of 
the daytime", and in the definition of the daytime as "the time period 
when the sun is up [in the sky]”;—or whether 
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2. [tliis knowledge would depend on a definition removed] in 
several degrees, as when ‘two* is defined as the “first even num¬ 
ber”, and then ‘even number’ is defined as “a number divisible into 

neither of which is more than the other”, and then [finally] the 

3. (tliis knowledge] is not dependent at all,—as when ‘fire’ is 
defined as “a basic principle resembling the soul." 

Further, unusual and metaphorical expressions as well as repetitions 
should be avoided,—as when someone might say, “A number is a 
plurality of units brought together", or, “Man is a living being who 
is corporeal and speaks rationally.” [This would be true], unless, of 

a) an inherent necessity should require [definition in this way], 

father is a living being from whose seed another individual of the 
same species is generated”,—wherein [necessary repetition] would be 
the case; or 

b) some other need [should require it], as when people say, 
“A flattened nose is a hollowed out nose”, that kind of ‘hollowing 

Isfahani says: L 22, Til, MS 13a 

In Chapter 2 Baydawi set forth three topics: MS 13b 
I. The conditions that govern a definition; 2. The classes of 

definitions; 3. Realities definable and definitive. 

1. Conditions that govern a definition 

a. An explanatory definition of some dting is a statement the un¬ 
derstanding of which necessarily brings about an understanding of that 
tiling. The expression, ‘an understanding of that thing1, here is meant 
to be an understanding that is more general than either die under¬ 
standing obtained from a delimiting definition or the understanding 
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obtained from a descriptive definition,2 in order that this [single 
explanatory] definition should deal with both of these [particular 
kinds of understanding]. 

However, according to this explanation |of what constitutes a 
definition],1 the implication is that an object defined cither by ‘delim¬ 
itation’ or by ‘description’ would [itself] serve as an ‘explanatory 
definition’ for bodi the ‘delimiting definition' and die ‘descriptive 

of an object ‘defined by delimitation’ or ‘defined by description’— 
that an understanding of [each of] these aspects necessarily would 
bring about an undeistanding of what constitutes either a ‘delimit¬ 
ing definition’ or a ‘descriptive definition', respectively. 

[This would be true], unless, of course, if by [the phrase] ‘nec¬ 
essarily would bring about', there is meant the kind of 'necessary 
influence’ that a cause has upon its effect, but not the reverse. 
However, ‘a requirement of logical necessity’ is something more gen- 
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lo be equivalent to another entity, and with regard to any one of 
its own accidental qualities, lo be more specific than [the other 
entity). The [2nd] deliner of a [1st] definer would be a case like 
that, for in consideration of its own essence [the 2nd] would be 
equal to the [1st] deliner," while in consideration of its being a 
specific definer/ [the 2nd] would be more specific than [the 1st is], 
'fhat is to say, it is in consideration of the fact that [the 2nd] is a 
‘definer', that it is [therefore] equivalent to a definer; [its equiva¬ 
lency] is not in consideration of the fact that [the 2nd definer] is 
more specific than [the first is]. Now, an understanding of the ‘definer’ 
of some thing must precede an understanding of the thing that is 
'defined', because knowledge of the ‘definer’ is a cause of knowledge 
of the ‘defined’ thing, and a cause precedes the caused effect. And 
if knowledge of the ‘definer’ precedes knowledge of the ‘defined’ 
tiling, then the former must be much clearer than die latter. 

b. [Thus, definitions arc governed by the following conditions, as 
given by Baydawi,] 

1. It is not valid to give an ’explanatory definition’ of some 
tiling in terms that would be no better than equal to it, whether in 
clarity or obscurity. That is, whatever would be presented as a 
‘definer’ the case would be such that, if [the ’definer'] should be 
understood, then the ‘defined* [entity] would he understood, hut if 
[the ‘definer’] should be something unknown, then [the ‘defined’] 
would be unknown. An example of this is when someone says, “An 
even number is not an odd number’’, lor an ‘odd number’ is equal 
to ‘even number* in [degree of] clarity and obscurity. 

2. Nor is it valid to give a definition of a tiling by way of itself 
Otherwise, the implication would be that knowledge of iLself would 
precede MS 14b knowledge of itself, and that would imply that 
a thing would precede itself. [This is true] equally whether the ‘de- 
fincr' is presented as only the same as die ‘defined’, as when dispu¬ 
tants may say that ‘motion-change’, that is, locational [movement], 
is 'to be in transition', or whether [the ‘definer’] is presented as the 
same as the 'defined' plus something more, as when people say, 

[definition by way of] an accidental quality [‘to be in transition’], 
while die latter is an example of [definition by way of] the substance. 





diiions and exceptions would be more frequently in the intellect, and 
thus it would be clearer and more familiar to the intellect. And what 
is clearer to the intellect should take precedence because the learner 
would perceive it first, and then would mote on to what is more 
.pedfW- ^ b h b ^ ^ ^ 

should precede in complete delimiting definitions only because what 
is more general in them is the genus, and that logically indicates 

But this [individuality] is obtained by [a defining factor] that is more 
particular, this being the ‘individual difference’. If the genus should 
not take precedence, then 'the formative part' [or, ‘the defining fac¬ 
tor] in the delimiting definition would be defective, and it would not 
be complete and inclusive of all of its parts. But in any other than 
a complete delimiting definition, it is preferable to give precedence 
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The truth is that the general term should precede die particular 
term in [all] explanatory definitions, equally whether the general 
term is a genus® or an accidental quality,® and equally whether the 
particular term is an individual difference” or a property.” [This is] 
because the particular term T 13 provides the [factor of] distinc¬ 
tion, and the distinction is not attained until after there has been 
participation [i.e., in a commonality' of meaning], for there would 
have to be a consideration of the commonality [of meaning]1* first, 
in order to form a conception of the [factor of] distinction. 

d. Moreover, in formuladng definitions one should avoid 
1. terms that are unusual, MS 15b that is, those words whose 

use is not well known or that vary [in meaning] from population to 
population, and that are matched by ordinary words, and 

2. terms that arc used metaphorically, that is, terms used in 
senses that are not conventional, because of some connotation between 
them, since these terms need examination and clarification, so the 
need for one explanatory statement would require [in tum] another 
explanatory statement. Further, in formulating explanatory definitions 
one should avoid the [kind of] repetition for which there is no inher¬ 
ent necessity or need, equally whether the repetition would be 

3. the delimiting definition itself, as if someone should say, 
“Number is a plurality formed of units gathered together”, when 
“formed of units gathered together” is the 'plurality' itself; or whether 
|the repetition] is [only] 

4. one of the parts of the delimiting definition, as “Man is a 
living, corporeal and rationally speaking being.” In the delimiting 
definition of a 'living being* there is understood the notion of ‘body*, 
as when [the living being*] is said to be “a body with a sensate 
[reasoning] soul and moving of its own will.” For then the [teim] 
'body* is repeated, this being one of the parts of the delimiting 

Regarding repetition that is on account of some inherent necessity, 
that is the kind [of repetition] that, if it should not in fact take place, 
then the definition would not remain true. [This is], for example, 

" MS gj: As a rarniuliy^jwaUng tiring [al-tatiqi. 
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b. And [die statement is true also] in the teverse of this sense, 
that is, the explanatory dcBnition must truly affirm everything that 
the thing defined truly conforms to, this being both the 'factor of 
inclusion'** and the 'factor of reflexive action'.17 

[The reason for this is that] if (the explanatory definition] should 
not Ire equivalent to [the thing defined] in actual fact, then [the 
explanatory definition] would be either 

1. dearly different from [the thing defined], or 
2. more particular lhan it from some aspect or other,” or 

4. more general than it in an absolute sense. 
But all of drese conclusions are false. That the first and second 

[().), (2.) conclusions are false] is obvious, because the conception of 
the defining agency necessarily should bring about the conception 
of the thing defined; but something clearly different [from it] or 
something more particular would not do that. 

The third [(3.) conclusion is false], because something more par¬ 
ticular in an absolute sense would not indude all the individual parts 
of the thing defined, and thus would be less frequently [in the mind], 
and what exists less frequently would be more obscure, and whal is 
more obscure would not be useful in an explanatory definition. The 
fourth [(4.) conclusion is false], because [the definer being] more 

dity of the ihing defined from others, since [the definer as more gen¬ 
eral] would make a commonality between [die quiddity of the defined] 
and the others, and what makes a commonality between two enti¬ 
ties would not clearly distinguish either one of them from lire other. 
Further, the conception of something more general in an absolute 
sense would not necessarily bring about [in the mind] the concep- 

being’ and of a 'walking being’ do not necessarily bring about the 
concept of ‘man’. 



that an explanatory definition L 29 may be divided into four 
classes: 

a. a complete delimiting definition, 
b. an incomplete delimiting definition, 
c. a complete descriptive definition, and 
d. an incomplete descriptive definition. 
The reason why [the division] is comprised within these four classes 

is that the explanatory definition, being other11' than the thing defined 
but factually equivalent to it, inevitably would be either 

1. [from] within the entity defined, or 

3. a composite of these two. 
(I.) In the first case, that is, where the explanatory definition 

is [from] within the thing defined, 
a) either the explanatory definition will comprise the total¬ 

ity of the parts of the thing defined, this being a 'complete delimit¬ 
ing definition', as 'rational living being' is in giving an definition of 

b) the explanatory definition will not comprise the totality 
of the parts of the thing defined, litis being an ‘incomplete delimit¬ 
ing definition', as ‘the body of a growing and rationally speaking 
being', or ‘a body that speaks rationally', or ‘a substance that speaks 
rationally’ would be in defining 'man'. 





ining pan], and thus implicitly it would 
f a thing by itself, or [the defined part] 



a) all of ils [necessary] parts,"' or 
b) [only] one of them.*' each of these alternative's being 

invalid. 
(a) As for [the first alternative here with the definition hav¬ 

ing] all the parts, [the definition would be impossible.] because hav¬ 
ing the totality of the parts would constitute the thing itself, and a 
definition of a tiling by the totality of its parts would be a definition 
of the thing by means of itself, which is impossible. 

having only| one of the parts, [the definition would be impossible] 
because that part would give an explanatory definition of the total¬ 
ity only if it gave an explanatory definition of one of its parts. This 
is because, if it did not give an explanatory definiuon of one of the 
parts, then [the case would be] either that none of the parts had 
any need of definition, or that [the part to be defined] already had 
been given an explanatory definition by some other than the part 
stipulated as providing the explanatory definition for the [original] 
entity. Now, if all parts of the entity [to be defined] should be known 
already, then its quiddity would be known [already]; and so that 
[stipulated] part [really] would not provide the explanatory definition 
for it, but this would be contrary to the assumption [i.e., that a 

Titus, it is established lliat a pan would provide an explanatory 
definition of a thing only if it would give an explanatory definiuon 
of one of its pans. Thus, that pan providing the explanatory definition 
would lie either the part [itself] that is being given the explanatory 
definition, and this would imply definition of a thing by itself;" or, 
[it would be] something external to the thing [being defined], which 
would imply definition by external means, but definition by exter¬ 
nal means is impossible. 

(2.) [In the second case above, (as well as in the paragraph 
just ended), definition by means of an external factor is impossible]: 
because T 15 an external [factor] would provide an explanatory 
definiuon of a thing only if [the external factor's) specific applica¬ 
bility [to the thing] should be explained. Indeed, any characteristic 
MS 17b that would not be specifically applicable to the thing [being 



defined)" would not be valid in its definition. Thus, if [the external 
factor's] specific applicability to (the thing being defined] should not 
be explained, then possibly its specific applicability' to [the thing] 
would be nonexistent, and thus would not provide an understand¬ 
ing of [the thingj. 

Now, having a specific applicability means that the characteristic 
would be affirmed of that [particular) thing and be excluded from 
anything else. Thus, an understanding |of an external descriptive fac¬ 
tor's) specific applicability ]to an entity being defined] depends upon 
an understanding of the thing [being defined] plus an understand- 

, [formulating an explanatory definition of a particular thing] 
understanding of that thing' implicitly would constitute a 

circular argument. This is so because, in such a case: 
a) an understanding of the thing [to lie defined] depends 

upon an explanatory definition of [the thing] made by a defining 

b) a definition of [the thing] by way of a defining factor 
external to it depends upon an understanding of the [external defining 
factor's] specific applicability' to the thing. And 

c) an understanding of the [external defining factor's] specific 
applicability to the entity [being defined] depends upon 'an understand¬ 
ing of the thing' [itself]. Thus, it is implicidy a circular argument. 

thing] from an understanding of 'whatever else there is [other than 
that thing) among all matters without limit', implies that the mind 
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a definition] by external means. This is so because a [definition] 
composed of both internal and external factors would represent nei- 

wisc, then the external factor would be within, because die external 
part I. 31 would be [only] a part of what is composed from it 
and from the internal [part], and the part of a part would consti¬ 
tute a part [of the whole]. 

Let no one say that [a definition] composed of both internal and 
external factors would not be [a definition] by external means unless 
implicitly the internal factor would be [really] external. This is because 
we hold that the entry of a composite [definition] within the inte¬ 
rior of something would necessarily cause the entry of every part of 
the composite within [the entity], but the exit of the composite from 
[within] the entity would not necessarily cause every part of [the 
composite definition] to exit from iL 

Thus, invalidation of a definition by means of an external (actor 
implies invalidation of a definition by means of a composite of inter¬ 
nal and external factors. 

b. The second [aspect on which Razi raised objection] is that if 

there was some awareness10 [already], dien it would be impossible 
to obtain it [again as if new], because of the impossibility of [newly] 
obtaining something already obtained. But if it should not be some¬ 
thing of which there was some awareness already, then a search for 
it would be impossible, because of the impossibility for anyone to 
begin a search for something of which no one was aware. 

Baydawi said: L 31, T 15 

Bantam \ reply to Razi’s objections 

a.-al. The answer to [Razi's] first objection is that a part natu¬ 
rally precedes the whole, and for [partial) entities, every one of which 
is antecedent to [a complete] entity, it is impossible to be the [com- 

Moreover, an explanatory definition of an entity is not under oblig¬ 
ation to provide a definition of any of [tire entity's] parts, basically 

gfc I-e., I [omIM- 





there would be no impossibility. 

Isfahan! says: L SI, T 15, MS 17b 

BaydauA’s reply to Ra&'s objections 

a. al. The answer to (Razi'sj first objection is that an explana¬ 
tory definition [of something] would be valid when using both inter¬ 
nal and external factors [of the thing]. 

1. Regarding definition by way of internal factors, when it 

not proside the explanatory definition for it.” Our position is that 
we do not grant that if the totality of the pans should be known 
then the quiddity* would be known. The ‘whole’ is something other 
than the ‘totality’ of its parts. For it would be admissible that the 

Ire known. Thus, the whole woultl need to be defined, anti the part 
would proside the definition of it 



2. Regarding definition by means of an external factor, we do 

definition of [an entity] only if [that factor] clearly defines its specific 
applicability to [the entity]." Our position is that wc do not grant 
that. 

[Razi's] statement is: “Since any description that would not speci- 

position is that we grant this. 
[Razi’s] statement is: “If [the external factor’s] specific applica¬ 

bility to [the entity] should not be known, then possibly its specific 
applicability to [die entity] is nonexistent and thus would not pro¬ 
vide any understanding of it." 

Our position is that we do not grant that if [the external factor’s] 
specific applicability to [the entity] should not be known then pos¬ 
sibly its specific applicability to [the entity would be nonexistent. 
Indeed, it is admissible that [the factor] would be specifically applic¬ 
able to [the entity], while at the same time its specific applicability 
would not lie known; so then there would be no possibility for it to 
lack specific applicability to [the entity], and in that case it would 
provide T 16 a useful understanding of the entity.” Truly, the 
useful understanding provided by an external characteristic about the 
described object depends upon the cliaracteristic’s explanatory definition 
being of such accuracy that from a conception of [that definition] 
there would be inferred a conception of the described object exactly 
as it is. But then this nevertheless depends upon the external char¬ 
acteristic being specifically applicable to the described object and 
inclusive of it at the same time. For if [the characteristic] should not 
specifically apply to [the described object], then it would have a 
commonality both with the described object and with everything else. 
Thus, [the characteristic] would be more general than [the described 
object], and from the conception of something general no inference 
can be made to the conception of something particular. Moreover, 



if [the characteristic] should not be [also] inclusive, then it would 
be more particular [than the described object], and something more 
particular would Ire more obscure, and thus would not be useful in 
forming a definition. 

But the useful understanding provided by an external character¬ 
istic about the described object does not depend upon knowing its 
specific applicability and its inclusiveness. Indeed, what is useful in 
forming a conception is the understanding of the specifically applic¬ 
able and inclusive characteristic fitself], not an understanding of the 
specific applicability of the external characteristic to die described 
object. So it is admissible L 33 that between the specifically applic- 

be an obvious concomitance such that the mind would make the 
transition from a conception of [the characteristic] to the concep- 

[previously]. 
Now, even if it should be granted that a definition by external 

means would depend on an understanding of the specific applica¬ 
bility of the external characteristic to the described object, never¬ 
theless we do not grant that this implies a circular argument and 
an understanding of what is without limit. 

[Razi's] statement is: “An understanding of the specific applica¬ 
bility [of an external characteristic to a described object] depends 
on an understanding of the described object, as well as an under¬ 
standing of whatever else there is of all [relevant] matters without 
limit-" Our [lsfahani's] position is that knowing the specific applic¬ 
ability [of an external characteristic to the described object] depends 
upon knowing the described object, from one or another aspect, and 
depends upon knowing everything else there is of [relevant] things 
without limit, from a total aspect. Therefore, there is no implication 
of a circular argument or of a [required] comprehension [of every¬ 
thing else without limit], 

[Baydawi] has stated that this reply [to Razi] is a weak argument. 
The fact that every individual part naturally would precede [in an 
explanatory definition of an entity] does not imply that they all pre¬ 
cede as comprising a whole and a totality in order to point out the 
difference there is between the totality of parts and the thing itself. 
Indeed, it is admissible that every one of the parts naturally would 
precede, while the whole, being a whole and a totality, would not 



ful from your point of view [i.e., as supporters of the Baydawi-Isfahani 
argument]; and, if the quiddity [of an entity] should be known 
[already] when there is a knowledge of all its parts, then it would 
have no need for a [specific] part to define [the entity], and so the 
[specific] part would not provide an explanatory definition for it. 

a.-a2. In answer [to Raai] about a definition by external means 
[Baydawi] said: 

provides the explanatory definition living such that from a conception 
of [this description] a conception of die described object can be inferred 
that exactly fits it. However, that [inference] depends upon the [for¬ 
mer conception's] specific applicability to and at the same time its 

Regarding this [statement] an observation could be made [by using 
his own words], “ir the conception of the [definition] by external 
means necessarily should bring about the conception of [the described 
object], and if [this definition by external means] should lie an 
[already] formed conception, then the [conception brought about 





to the parts would constitute something other than the single exist¬ 
ence linked to their totality. Thus, the [multiple] concepts of 'all the 
parts [separately]' constitute something other than the [single] con¬ 
cept of 'all the parts [as a totality]'. Therefore, it cannot be inferred 
that a definition by means of 'all the parts’ would constitute a 
definition of an entity by means of 'itself'. 

An objection could be raised that then inevitably 
1. either [the case would be that] every one of the parts would 

that T 17 the 'genus' and the 'individual difference’ each would 
have an existence in the mind different from the other’s existence 
in the mind; so it would be impossible to predicate one [of thcm| 
of the other as being in agreement, and it would be impossible also 
to predicate them both of the sum resulting from the two of diem* 

















is descriptively defined as a process the knowledge of which [taken 
as a premise] by necessity produces knowledge of the conclusion’s 

By the ‘knowledge taken as a premise’ and the 'knowledge [acquired] 
as a resulting conclusion’* [Baydawi] is referring to [the process of] 
a ‘judgmental assent' that comprises ‘theoretical opinion', ‘formal 
belief’ and ‘certain conviction'. 

By 'necessity'’ he means [here] something more general than 'ordi¬ 
nary necessity' or ‘intellectual necessity’,6 equally' whether [this unusual 
necessity] is readily apparent, that is, without an intermediary factor, 
or whether it is not readily apparent and has an intermediary factor. 



in the mind. 
Thus, a ‘proof demonstration’ is a process the judgmental assent 

to which by necessity brings about a judgmental assent to the proved 
conclusion's existence, [in a judgmental assent] more general [and 
basic] than if the proved conclusion had been [merely] a compos- 

definition involved the proper usage of verbal expression, [Baydawi] 
did not hesitate to put it into words as the ‘proved conclusion', for 

Proof demonstration is of three kinds, and tile basis for limiting 
the kinds to three is that proof demonstration is an adjunctive mat¬ 
ter calling for two factors: 

a. die fust of the two being a factor the knowledge of which would 
be [admissible as] a premise, and 

b. the other a factor the knowledge of which would be [accepted 
as] a conclusion. The first factor (a) is that by means of which a 
proof demonstradon is made [i.e., it would be the predicate of the 
major premise]. The second factor (b) is that about which something 
is demonstrated, [i.e., it would be subject of the minor premise]. 
The factor (a) by which proof demonstradon is made may be cither 
a universal or a particular, and it is likewise with the factor (l») about 
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scrsus [among scholars], a [special] appropriateness [for usage], or 
the similarity [to an accepted usage]. 

Our author has dealt exhaustively with the subject of analogical 
deduction in his book, Minhaj at-1Vusul i/a '/lm al-Usul. 

Baydawi said: I. 39, T 19 

2. Analogical deduction in the syllogism and its types 

Analogical deduction in die syllogism14 consists in a proposition-,;*: 

accepted as valid, there woukl necessarily unfold from [the first propo¬ 
sition-^)] because of its essence another proposilion-fb), and that-(b) 
would comprise either the resulting conclusion-(c) or its actual con¬ 
trary^). 

This [syllogism] is called cither a 'hypothetical exceptive [syllo- 

live [syllogism]'. 

Isfahan! says: L 39, T 19, MS 21b 

2. Analogical deduction in the syllogism and its types 









Thus it is known that the syllogistic ‘structure’ mentioned gives 
the ‘necessary implication' of our proposition, that “A is equal to 
C”, only through the mediation of our [other] statement that “all 

neous premise, not being a ‘necessary implication' of either one of 
the two premises of the syllogism. 

So wherever this premise would not be true, the [syllogistic] com¬ 
posite structure would not produce [a 'necessary implication']. It 
would be as when we say that “A is half of B and B is half of C”, 
because it would not be truthful to say that all that is half of B 



premise to our statement, "Removal of part of the substance neces¬ 
sarily causes the removal of the substance", in order to produce the 
conclusive logical goal. 

But that [implied mediating) premise would be only on the con¬ 
dition that its two limiting terms should be different from the lim¬ 
iting terms of the syllogism [itself], lest the demonstration exercise 
should produce as result the ‘equivalent contrary'. In that case the 
limiting terms of the syllogism [itself] would not be different, in con¬ 
trast to tire [difference in the] terms here,” since the ‘contradictory 
contrary’ docs change the terms of the syllogism [itself], in contrast 
to the ‘equivalent contrary’. 

c. Further [to the meanings in Baydawi’s reference), ‘the neces¬ 
sity deriving from [the syllogism’s] essence’ is something more gen¬ 
eral in meaning titan either what is ‘obvious’ or what constitutes the 
‘everything else’, so that both the ‘perfect syllogism’*1 and the ‘every¬ 
thing else’ can be included within it. 

Baydawi’s expression, ‘another proposition’, means that it wo 

otherwise, then the necessary' implication would be that each of 
two premise judgments would be mutually distinct from each other, 
[each being] in their own syllogism, because [logical necessity] would 
govern each one of them.” 
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2. from the absence [of true fact in the premise] to its absence 
in the conclusion, or, 

3. from the presence of [true fact in] one of two incompatible 
premises to its absence in the other [premise], or, 

4. from the absence [of true fact in one [of two incompatible 
premises] to its presence [in] the other [premise]. 

b. [The hypothetical exceptive syllogism therefore] will include a 
[first] premise that governs cither 

1. by means of an ‘inherent necessity’ conjoined between the 
two [entities, premise and conclusion], this [type of premise] being 
called a ‘conditional conjunctive premise*?1 or, 

2. [the hypothetical exceptive syllogism will include a first pre¬ 
mise that governs] by means of an ‘inherent incompatibility' [be¬ 
tween the premise and conclusion], this [type of premise] being called 
a ‘conditional disjunctive premise'.** [The conditional disjunctive pre¬ 
mise] is- 

a) ‘real truth’ if the two [i.e., premise and conclusion] are 
absolutely incompatible, [and it is] 

b) ‘impossible to match' if the two of them are incompati- 

in statements regarding a falsehood. 
c. In addition, there is another [second, premise] that will pro- 

1. proving the position of the [first] premise, or, 
2. proving [the position of] the incompatible [first premise] 

absolutely, or, 
3. [proving the position of the incompatible first premise] in 

affirming true fact only, or, 
4. negating the conclusion, or, 
5. [negating the position of] the incompatible [first] premise 

6. [negating the position of the incompatible first premise] in 
pis] negation only. 



This [oilier second type of premise] is called a ‘[conditional] exap- 

Isfahani says; L 43, T 20, MS 23a 

The hypothetical exceptive syllogism 

In the first type [of syllogism], namely, the hypothetical exceptive syllogism’, 
a. a valid proof demonstration inference may be made 

1. from the presence [of true fact] in the premise to its p 
cnee in the proved conclusion, as when we say, “If this should 

therefore it is a living being.” Or, 
2. from the absence [of true fact] in the conclusion to its absence 

man." Or, 8 8 
3. from the presence [of true fact] in one of two incompatible 

premises to its absence in the other. Or, 
4. from the absence [of true fact] in one of two incompatible 

premises to its presence in the other, as when we might say, "Either 
this number is even or it is odd, but indeed, it is even, so it is not 
odd”; [or,] “but it is odd, so it is not even”; [orl, "but it is not 
even, so it is odd”; [or,] "but it is not odd, so it is even.” 

b. Thus, on the foregoing basis, the ‘hypothetical exceptive syllo¬ 
gism' will include a [fust] premise dial governs [either] 

I. by means of an ‘inherent necessity’ conjoined between the 
premise and the conclusion, ][i.e.],—the presence [of true fact] in 

in the conclusion [implying] its absence in the premise,—) this [type 
of premise] being called a ‘conditional conjunctive premise\ and it is plainly 
conditioned by the fact that it is decisively affirmative, universal, and 
conjoined [with the conclusion] by an ‘inherent necessity’,41 ([i.e.],— 

8 
S
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tlic presence [of true fact] in the premise implying its presence in 
the conclusion, and its absence in the conclusion implying its absence 
in the premise); or, 

2. by means of an ‘inherent incompatibility' between the two 
entities [premise and conclusion], {[i.e.],—the presence [of true fact] 
in one of these two implying its absence in the other, or its ab¬ 
sence in L 44 one of them implying its presence in the other,—) 
this [kind of] premise being called a 'conditional disjunctive premise', 

a) is 'real truth' if the incompatibility [i.e., between premise 



absolutely, that is, affirmatively and negatively in the ‘real truth’ 
[‘conditional disjunctive premise' case], or, 

6, negating the [position of the] incompatible [first] premise 
only in its negation [of falsehood] in the ‘impossible to isolate [premise' 
casej. 

This other [second type of] premise is called a ‘/conditional) tucfi- 

Baydawi said: T, 44, T 21 

The categorical connector syllogism 
The second type of syllogism [namely, the categorical connective syl¬ 
logism] has four aspects [i.e., figures], because in it there must be 

figures] may be either 
a. predicate in the minor premise and subject in the major pre- 

b. predicate in them both, or, 

d. subject in the minor premise and predicate in the major premise. 

Isfahani says: I, 44, T 21, MS 23b 

The categorical connector syllogism 
When [Baydawi] finished his discussion of the ‘hypothetical excep¬ 
tive syllogism’, he began to discuss the ‘categorical connective syllo¬ 
gism'. In accordance with the kind of judgments of which it is 
composed, this is called cither the ‘categorical [syllogism|‘, that is 

min^pranbe = [ll-siSua'l^ur'pirmi^ =ap4faibm’]°IliiS! are dwhmra 







Baydawi L 45, T 21 

Figure 1 will provide a valid dcinoiisliauoii51 
la) when die middle term is aflirmed [either] by all of the minor 

term [SaM], 
lb) or [when the middle term is affirmed] by some of [the minor 

term| [SiM|, 
2a) and when the major term is affirmed by L 46 all that has 

been affirmed of the middle term [Map], 
2b) or, the negative of this [i.e., when the major term is negated by 

all that has been affirmed of the middle term] [MeP], 
—[all 1 and 2] prosing that the major term is affirmed [either] 

by all of the minor term or by some of [the minor term], or [the 
major term] is negated [cither] by all of [the minor term] or by 

[That is: [MaP & SaM = SaP)/[AAA-l], and 
|MaP & SiM = SiP]/[AII-l], and 
[MeP & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-l], and 
[MeP & SiM = SoP]/[EIO-l].] 

Isfahani says: L 46, T 21, MS 24a 

figure 1 
The moods that can possibly be assembled in each of the four 
figures—according to their quantity, namely, universality and par¬ 
ticularity, and their quality, namely, affirmation and negation—are 

versa! [So], and negative-particular [So], by the corresponding four 
major premises. 





Summary of figure 1 
Figure 1 will Iherefore provide a 
la) when the middle term is al 

[SaM], this being the minor [ 

le C is B";“ 
lb) being 
s affirmed by all that L 47 has been 
erm [MaP], this being the major premise 

!, as we say, “All B is A”,” or, 
m is negated by all that has been affirmed 
[MeP], this being the major premise nega¬ 

tive universal, as we say, “No B is A”;“ 
—[all 1 and 2] proving: 

that the major term is affirmed by all of the minor term [SaP|, or 
[that the major term is affirmed) by some of [the minor term) 

affirmed of the middle 
affirmative universal, i 

2b) when th 

[SiP), c 
that (the m is negated by all of the minor t 

is negated) by some of [the m 

n [SeP], 

In other words, 
[Figure 1] will provide a 

la) when the middle term i 
2a) [when) the major term 

of the middle term, 
—[all la and 2a] provini 

affirmed by all of the minor ten 
; affirmed by all that has been af 

C is A 
r, [Figure I] will provide < 

& SaM - SaP]/[AAA-l|. 



lb) when ihc middle term is affirmed by 

2a) [when] the major term is affirmed by all that has been affirmed 
of the middle term, 

—[all lb and 2a] proving that the major term is affirmed by some 
of the minor term, as we say, "Some C is B, and all B is A, so 
some C is A”;® 

or, [Figure I] will provide a valid demonstration— 
la) svhen the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term, and 
2b) [when] the major term is negated by all that has been affirmed 

of the minor term, 
—[all la and 2b] proving that the major term is negated by all 

of the minor term, as we say, “All C is B, and no B is A, so no C 

Or, [Figure 1] will provide a valid demonstration— 
lb) when the middle term is affirmed by some of the minor term, 

2b) [when] the major term is negated by all that has been affirmed 
of the middle term, 

—[all lb and 2b] proving that the major term is negated by some 
of the minor term, as we say, "Some C is B, and no B is A, so 
some C is not A."“ 
[That is: [MaP & SaM = SaP]/[AAA-l], and 

[MaP & SiM = SiP]/[AII-l], and 
[MeP & SaM - SePJ/[EAE-l], and 
[MeP & SiM = SoP]/[EIO-l].] 

Thus, the author’s expression, “proving that the major term is 



= ScP)/[EAE-l). 



term is negated by all that has been affirmed of the middle term 
(2b), proving that the major term is negated by some of the minor 

Baydawi said: L 48. T 22 

Figure 2 
Figure 2 will provide a valid demonstration— 
la) when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term 

[SaM], and 
lb) [when the middle term is] negated by all of the major term 

[PeM]; or, 
2a) when the case is the reverse of this [i.e., when the middle term 

is negated by all of the minor term [ScM|, and 
2b) when [the middle term] is affirmed by all of the major term] 

[PaM], 
—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is negated by all of 

[That is: [PeM & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-2), and 
[PaM & SeM = SeP]/[AEE-2].] 

Or, [Figure 2 will provide a valid demonstration] 

1 [SiM], and ' Y I 1 
3b) when [the middle term] is negated by all of the major term 

[PeM]; or, 
4a) when [the middle term] is negated by some of the minor term 

[SoM], and 
4b) when [the middle term] is affirmed by all of the major term 

[PaM], 
—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some 

of the minor term. 
[That is: [PeM & SiM = SoP]/[EIO-2], and 

[PaM & SoM = SoP]/[AOO-2].] 
This stipulates that the time of the negation and the affirmation 

should be the same, or that it should be one of the two connnuouslv. 

As adjusted: (McP St SiM - SoPj/[E10-IJ. 







Summary of figure 2 
Figure 2 will ihcrcfore provide a valid demonstration— 
la) when the middle term is affirmed by all of the minor term 

[SaM], and 
lb) [when] the middle term is negated by all of the major term 

[PeM], ^ c b ^ ^ ^ 

or, [Figure 2 will provide a valid demonstration] by the reverse 
of the foregoing, that is,— 
2a) when the middle term is negated by all of the minor term [ScMJ, 

2b) [when] lire middle term is affirmed by all of the major term 

[PaM1'"N C B nd U A B” 
—[all I and 2] prosing that the major term is negated by all of 

the minor term, this being our saying, “No C is A.” 
[That is: [PcM & SaM = SeP]/[EAE-2], and 

[PaM & ScM = SeP]/[AEE-2]_] 
[Baydawi’s] expression, “proving that the major term is negated 

by all of the minor term”, is linked to the fiist two moods, for the 

negative universal. 
Or, [Figure 2] will provide a demonstration— 

3a) when the middle term is affirmed by some of the minor term 
[SiM], and 

3b) [when] the middle teim is negated by all of the major term 
[PcM], 

as we say, MS 26a “Some CUB, and no A U B”; 
—or, [Figure 2] will provide a demonstration— 

4a) when the middle term is negated by some of the minor term 
[SoM], and 

4b) [when] the middle term U affirmed by all of the major term 
[PaM], 

as we say, “Some C U not B, and all A is B”, 
[all 3 and 4] prosing that the major term U negated by some 

of the minor term, as sve say, “Some C is not A.” 
[That U: [PeM St SiM = SoP]/[EIO-2], and 

[PaM & SoM = SoP]/[AOO-2].] 
Thus, [the author’s] expression, “prosing that the major term is 

negated by some of the minor term”, is linked to the last two moods, 



The condition upon which these four moods would produce [a 
valid proof demonstration] is that there should be one of die two 
[following sets of] circumstances: cither a) the time of both the 
affirmation and the negation would be one and the same, or, b] that 
one of die two premises would be validated as continuing [in exis¬ 
tence], either bl) continuing in accordance with its essence, or b2) 
continuing” in accordance with its descriptive characteristic. This is 

true, then the syllogism [of Figure 2] would not be productive. 
It would be as we say, •‘The whole moon is eclipsed necessarily 

at the time the earth is interposed between it and the sun, but (this 
is] not continuously”, and, "None of the moon is eclipsed7' at the 
time of the lunar quarter” fi.e.. because of the earth being] between 
it and the sun, but [this is] not continuously", togedter with a false 

moon as a general possibility.” 

Baydawi said: L 50, T 23 

Figure 3 
figure 3 will provide a valid demonstration— 
lab) when the two terms [i.e., major and minor] are affirmed by 

all of the middle term (MaP & MaS], or, 
2a) when one of them [is affirmed by [all of the middle term] 

[MaP or MaS], and 
2b) [when] the other [is affirmed] by some of [the middle term] 

[MiS or MiP], 
—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed by some 

of die minor term. 
[That is: [MaP & MaS = SiPJ/[AAI-3J, and 

[MaP & MiS = SiP]/[All-3], and 
[MiP & MaS = SiP]/[IAI-3].] 

Or, [Figure 3 will provide a valid demonstration]— 

' The MS alone add* here, “necessarily" |hi-al-4arurah|. 



3a) when the minor term is aflinned by all of [the middle term] 
[MaS], and 

3b) fwhen] the major term is negated by all of [the middle term] 
[MeP], or 

3c) [when the major term is negated] by some of [die middle term] 
[MoP], or 

4a) when [the minor term] is affirmed by some of [the middle term] 
[MiS], and 

4b) [when] the major term is negated by all of [the middle lermj 
[MeP], 

—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some 
of the minor term. 
[That is: [MeP & MaS = SoP]/[EAO-3], and 

[MoP «t MaS = SoP]/[OAO-3], and 
[MeP & MiS = SoP]/[EIO-3].] 

Isiahani says: L 50, T 23, MS 26a 

Figure 3, if it is to be productive [of a valid proof demonstration], 
stipulates I) that the minor premise should be affirmative, and 2) that 
one of the two [i.e., major and minor premises] should be universal, 

a. The minor premise should be affirmative, because if it should 
be negative dien it would imply the [kind of syllogistic] ‘difference' 

1 It would htTaTwe say.' "No man is a horse, and [so] every man 
is a living being”, or, “[and so] every man is a rational being", and 
truly, in the first example there would be a coordinating statement, 
namely, “Every horse is a living being”, and in the second example 
there would be a differentiating statement, namely, "No horse is a 
rational being.” 

But if the major premise should be exchanged for our saying, “No 
man is a neighing animal”, or, “no man is a donkey”, then the 

pie there would be a coordinating statement, namely, "Every horse 
is a neighing animal”, and in the second example there would he a 
differentiating statement, namely, “No horse is a donkey." 

b. Further, [in Figure 3] one of the twro premises should be uni¬ 
versal, because if they both should be particular then it would imply 
die [kind of syllogistic] ‘diflercnce' [i.c., between propositions] that 





if
fS

 *
1 

living beings are rational1’, and in the second example, “Some liv¬ 
ing beings are not horses." 

Thus, if these two [universal] moods should not produce a uni¬ 
versal, then the rest" would not produce [one], since [these two 
moods] are more specific than the rest of the moods. Tile first exam¬ 
ple'* is more specific than any mood composed of two affirmative 
[premises],79 and the second example"1 is more specific than any 

’ as the more specific [premises] will not produce a certain thing, 
more general [premises] will not produce it, otherwise, the more 
:tlic [premises] would have produced it- This is because the result- 
infcrcncc of a more general [premise] is [also] its own conchtd- 
conscqucnt; and the more general being a concluding consequent 
he more specific, the consequent of a consequent would be a 

Summary of figure 3 
Figure 3 will thus provide a valid demonstration— 
lab) when both the minor and major terms arc affirmed by all o 

the middle term (MaS and MaPJ,” 
as we say, “All B is C, and all B is A", or 
2a) when one of the terms is affirmed by all of die middle tern 

[MaP or MaS], and 
2b) [when] the other term is affirmed by some of the middle tern 

[MiS or MiP]; 
this latter statement [i.e., 2a & 2b)] having two aspects, that is 

[Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration— 

’’ L: [d-hSqiyahj; T and MS Gairen 989Ha: [ahbSqt); the MS: (al-bawlqtj. 
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2al) when Ihe minor term is affirmed by all of die middle term 
[MaS],es and 

2bl) [when] the major term is affirmed by some of the middle icrm 
[MiP], just as if the major premise in the example given 
should lie exchanged for our saying, “Some B is A”; 

and [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration— 
2a2) when the major term is affirmed by all of the middle term 

(MaP), and 
2b2) [when] the minor term is affirmed by some of the middle term 

[MiS], just as if the minor premise [in the example given 
above] should be exchanged for our saying, "Some B is C”, 

—[all 1 and 2] prosing that the major term is affirmed by some 
of the minor term. 
[Thai is: [MaP & MaS = SiP]/[AAl-3], and 

[MiP & MaS = SiP]/[IAI-3], and 
[MaP & MiS = SiP]/[AII-3],) 

In other nerds, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration (when 
it is done] by means of the three foregoing moods, all proving that 
the major term is affirmed by some of the minor term, as when we 
say, "Some C is A." 

Or, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration 
3a) when die minor term is affirmed by all of the middle term 

[MaS], and 
3b) [when] the major term is negated by all MS 27a of the mid¬ 

dle term [McP], or 
3c) [when] the major term is negated by some of the middle term 

[MoP), 
as when we say, “All B is C, and—no B is A, or—some B is 

Or, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration— 
4a) when the minor term is affirmed by some of die middle term 

[MiSJ, and 

’ [McP], ' * maJ°r ‘Crm “ n'8a" V ° * lCn" 
as when we say, “Some B is C, and no B is A”, 



cgatcd by —[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is nc 
of the minor term. 
(That is: [MeP & MaS = SoP)/[EAO-3], and 

[MoP & MaS = SoP]/[OAO-3], and 
[MeP & MiS = SoP|/[EIO-3].] 

In other words, [Figure 3] will provide a valid demonstration L 52 
[when it is done] by means of the three foregoing moods, [all] prov¬ 
ing dial the major term is negated by some of the minor term, as 
when we say, “Some C is not A.” 

Baydawi said: L 52, T 24 

Figure 4 will provide a valid demonstration— 
la) when the minor term is affirmed by all of the middle term 

[MaS], and 
lb) [when] [the middle term] is affirmed by all or the major term 

[PaM], or 
2a) [when die tniuor term is affirmed by all or die middle term 

[MaS|J and 
2b) [when [the middle term] is affirmed] by some of [the major 

term] [PiM], 
—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed by some 

of the minor term. 
[That is: [PaM & MaS = SiP]/[AAl-4], and 

[PiM & MaS = SiP] / [IAI-4].] 
Or, [Figure 4 will provide a valid demonstration]— 

3a) when [the minor term| is affirmed bv all of [the middle term] 
[MaS], and 

3b) [when] the middle term is negated by all of the major term 
[PeM], or 

4a) [when [the minor term] is affirmed] by some of [the middle 
term] [MiS], and 

4b) [when the middle term is negated by all of die major term [PeM],] 
—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some 

of the minor term. 
[That is: [PeM & MaS = SoP]/[EAO-4], and 

[PeM & MiS = SoP]/[E10-4].J 
Or, [Figure 4 will provide a valid demonstration]— 

5a) when the minor term is negated by all of the middle term [MeS], 



5b) [when] [the middle term] is affirmed by all of the major term 
[PaM], 
[all 5] proving that the major term is negated by all of the 

[That is: [PaM & MeS = StF]/[AEE-4].j 

Isfahani says: L 52, T 24, MS 27a 

Figur, 4 
Figure 4, if it is to be productive [of a valid proof demonstration], 
stipulates (a.) that the two lesser categories, [namely] negation and 
particularity,M should not be together, either in a single premise,K 
or in [the] two premises, equally whether they are of one kind, as 
when both premises are either negative or particular, or whether 
they are of two kinds, as when one of them is negative and the 
other is particular; unless of course, if the minor premise should be 
affirmative particular, then in that case it p.c., Figure 4] would neces¬ 
sarily stipulate (b.[ that the major premise should he negative universal. 

a. The reason for the first stipulation, namely, that the two cat¬ 
egories should not be together in [a Figure 4 syllogism], [and] assum¬ 
ing that the minor premise would not be affirmative particular, is 
because if the two lesser categories should be together in [one [Figure 
4] syllogism], [and] assuming that the minor premise would not be 
affirmative particular, then it would imply the [kind of syllogistic] 



And il would be as when we say, “All rational beings are men”, 
and “Some living beings are not rational”,"1 or, “Some donkeys are 
not rational." Righdy, in the first example there should be coordi¬ 
nating statement, namely, "All men are living beings”, and in the 
second example L 53 there should be a differentiating statement, 
namely, “No men MS 27b are donkeys.” 

two lesser categories are together, except for the one compounded 

negative universal and the one compounded of the two affirmative 
particulars. 

are eleven in number: 
I) minor premise affirmative universal & major premise negative 
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7) "“ " ” affirmative 

8) minor premise negative particular & the four preconditioned major ones: 
[namely, # 8 =] minor pr. negat. partic. [& major premise afiir- 

9) “ " '' [St " “ negative 
universal,] 

10) “ ” * [& " " affir¬ 
mative particular,] 

1. The first combination of those mentioned, that composed of 
the two negative universals fi.e., #5], is more specific [and definite]® 
than (a) the two negative particulars [#11] and {b) the minor premise 
negative universal & the major negative particular |#6| and (c) the 
minor premise negative particular & the major premise negative uni¬ 
versal [#9], 

2. The second combination of those mentioned, that composed 
of a minor premise negative universal & a major premise affirmative 
particular [#7], is more definite than [that] composed of a minor 
premise negative particular and a major premise affirmative partic¬ 
ular [#10]. 

3. The third combination of those mentioned, that composed 

universal [#8], is more definite than a minor premise negative par- 

4. The fourth combination of those mentioned, that composed 
of a minor premise affirmative universal & a major premise nega¬ 
tive particular [#1J, is mote definite than a minor premise affirmative 
particular & a major premise negative particular [#3J, 

Now, when the most specific [and definite] one is not productive 
[of a valid proof demonstration] then the most general [and indefinite] 



horses.” This is more specific (and definite] than the two affirmative 
particulars. And when the more specific (and definite] are not pro¬ 
ductive then the more general (and indefinite] are not productive. 

Thus there drops out [of consideration] because of the second 
stipulation two other moods. So (in Figure 4] there arc five pro- 

(1-3) minor premise affirmative universal & the three [major premises, 
namely, affirmative universal, affirmative particular, and neg- 

(4) minor premise affirmative particular & major premise negative 
MS 28a universal, 

universal. 
The first four [of these] validly produce only a particular conclu¬ 

sion''1 because of the possibility that the minor term might be more 

1. [The first] would be as when we say, “All men are living 
beings, and all rational beings are men.’,9? [ill: PaM & MaS - 
SiP/AAI-4] 

* MS gl: This being that the two lesser categories should not be together [hi a 
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2. So if (here should be no productivity of a universal [propo¬ 
sition] L 54 in this [first] mood, then there would not be any 
productivity of a universal in the second one because it [i.c., the 
first] is more specific [and definite] than the second. [«2: FiM & 
MaS = SiP/lAl-4] 

arc living beings, and no horses arc men.”” [#3: PcM & MaS = 
SoP/EAO-4] 

4. And if this mood should not produce a universal proposi¬ 
tion, then [neither] would [the fourth one] a minor premise affirmative 
particular with a major premise negative universal produce a uni¬ 
versal proposition because the former mood [#3] is more specific 
[and definite] than the latter. [#4: PcM & MiS = SoP/EKM] 

la) when the minor term is affirmed by all the middle term [MaS], 

lb) [when] the middle term is affirmed by all the major term [PaM], 
as when we say, “All B is C & all A is B”, or 
2a) when the minor term is affirmed by all the middle term [MaS], 

and 
2b) [when] the middle term is affirmed by some of the major term 

["Ml. "All B ' C & a b" 
—[all 1 and 2] proving that the major term is affirmed by some 

of the minor term, as when we say, “Some C is A.” 
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3a) when the minor term is affirmed by all the middle term [MaS], 
and 

3b) [when] the middle term is negated by all the major term [PeMJ, 

or, [Figure 4] will produce a valid demonstration 

|MiS], and 
4b) [when] die middle term is negated by all of the major term 

[PeMJ, 
as when we say, “Some B is C & no A is B”; 

—[all 3 and 4] proving that the major term is negated by some 

[either ofl these two moods [3ab or 4ab] is used, proving that the 
major term is negated by some of the minor term. 

Or, [Figure 4] will produce a valid demonstration— 
5a) when the minor term is negated by all the middle term [McS], 

5b) |when] the middle term is affirmed by all the major term |PaM j, 
—[all of 5] proving that the major term is negated by all the 

[That is: [PaM Sc MaS = SiP/AAI-4], and 
[PiM & MaS = SiP/lAI-4], and 
[PcM & MaS = SoP/EAO-4], and 
|PeM & MiS = SoP/EIO-4], and 
[PaM St MeS = SeP/AF,E-4],] 

Baydawi said: L 54, T 25 

Summary of the types "f the syllogism* 
Thus, die syllogistic combinations dial are productive [of a valid 
proof demonstrahonj are twenty-three in number: four hypothetical 





Baydawi said: L 55, T 25 

3. 7he premised materials of argumentation 

An argument may be structured either upon the basis of rationality 
or upon the basis of authoritative tradition. 

a. Argumentation structured on rationality 

In this first (basis of argumentation], the premises are either 
1. very positive, in which case [the argument] is called 'proof’ 

or *proof demonstration’, or they arc 
2. presumptive or popularly accepted, and [the argumenlj is 

called ‘rhetorical’, or ‘hortatory’, or they 
3. may only resemble T 26 one of these two, and then [the 

argument] is called 'fallacy'. 

Isfahan) says: L 55, T 26, MS 28b 

3. 'Tire premised materials of argumentation 

Topic 3 is on the materials of argumentation, namely, the judg- 

is composed. 
An argument may be structured either upon the basis of ration¬ 

ality, in that it is a product of the intellect, without any need to 
draw on the oral religious tradition, or, it may be structured upon 
the basis of the authoritative tradition, '" in that oral religious tra¬ 
dition freely enters into it. 

The former is as when we say, 'The universe is a possible reality 
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disobeys God and HU Messenger thereby shall get the Fire of Hell.’” 
[Qur’an 72:23J 

Let no one say that restriction [from one type or the other] is 
prohibited, since it is admissible that an argument should be composed 
of both traditional and rational [elements], and thus an argument 
might be either rational completely or traditional completely, or com¬ 
posed of both these factors;—because our [i.e., Isfahani's] position 
is that something ‘purely traditional’, wherein the intellect would 
have no entry, would be impossible. Indeed, the ‘argument’, equally 
whether it be structured upon the base of ‘rationality’ or upon ‘tra¬ 
dition’, has [both] ‘form’11” and ‘substance’."” Thus, [for example], 

it; while the veracity of its ‘substance’ would be dependent on the 
101611601,'“ so a ‘purely traditional' [argument] would be impossible. 
Thus, from this mentioned standpoint, restriction certainly applies to 
both the rational and the traditional [forms of argument]. 

Unless, of course, if it should he that what is intended by the 
‘purely rational' would be something whose two premises would be 
certified by the intellect, and [what is intended) by the ‘purely tra¬ 
ditional’ would be something whose two premises would be certified 
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[Baydawi], our author, regarded the former aspect [with prefer¬ 
ence],"* so he set up two divisions, 'radonal' and 'traditional', while 
the Imam [Fakhr a]-Din Razi] regarded the latter aspect [with pref¬ 
erence],"* so lie set up three divisions, 'purely rational', 'purely tra¬ 
ditional’ and 'a composite of them both’. 

a. Argumentation slruetured on rationality 

In the first [of the two methods of argumentation], that is, argu- 

1. ‘very positive' and 'necessary' or 'acquired' [by logical rea¬ 
soning], this [hind of rational argumentation] being called ‘proof or 

2. 'presumptive' or ‘popularly accepted’, this kind [of argu¬ 
mentation] being called ‘rhetorical’ and 'hortatory'; or they only 

3. have resemblance lo one of these two [types of premises], 
namely, to the ‘very positive’ or to the 'presumptive'119 'popularly ac¬ 
cepted’ [typesj, this kind [of argumentation] being called 'fallacious'. 

(1.) Thus, a ‘proof demonstration’ [argument] is a syllogism 
composed of ‘very positive’ [i.e., as distinct from 'alfirmative'] premises 
that produce a Very positive' result; 

(2.) the ‘hortatory’ [argument is a syllogism] composed of pre¬ 
mises that arc both 'presumptive' or both ‘popular in acceptance’, 
or they are a mixture of these two, or of one of the two and a ‘pos¬ 
itive’ one that produces a ‘presumptive’ result;"1 MS 29a while 

(3.) a 'fallacious' [argument is a syllogism] composed of premises 
having [only] a ‘resemblance’ to the ‘very positive’, or to the 'pre¬ 
sumptive', or to the ‘popularly accepted’ [premises]. 
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Baydawi said: L 56, T 26 

1. Proof demonstration 
a) The principles of convinced certainty arc those (judg* 

mental propositions, i.c., premises] by which the intellect becomes 
absolutely certain simply on the basis of a conception of the [premises’] 
two terms [major and minor], these being called 'axiomatic first prin¬ 
ciples’ and 'intuitive principles [of knowledge]’.112 

b) Or, [certainty comes) through an intermediate factor that 
the mind conceives while forming a conception of the two terms, 
as, for example, that four is an even number, this factor being called 
‘judgments already in syllogistic form’.1:1 

c) Or, [certainly comes] through sense |)erccplion, this lac- 
tor being called ‘direct observations' and 'sensate perceptions'.1" 

d) Or, [certainty comes] by way of these latter two together, 
the [external] sense [involved] being the sense of hearing, as when 
a great many people join in reporting the fact of an entirely possi¬ 
ble event and one’s intellect is thus made absolutely certain that their 
being in collusion to fie u-ould be impossible, these factors being 

e) Or, [certainty comes] by other means, as, for example, 
when one observes die pattern of a certain thing being set logedier 

judges that it is not merely a coincidence,—otherwise, it would always 
happen, not just most of die time, as there being a usual sequence 
of diarrhea following upon the drinking of a preparation of scam- 
mony,"6 this factor being railed the ‘testimony of experience’."7 
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dial the light of die muon is borrowed from die sun, [factors of this 
sortj being called ‘intuitive surmise’.1,9 

Isfahan! says; L 56, T 26, MSA 29a 

1. Proof demonitration 

ciples of proof demonstration. 
a) The principles of convinced certainty are the first prin¬ 

ciples of proof demonstration, these being the judgmental proposi¬ 
tions [i.c., premises] by which the intellect becomes absolutely certain, 
either— 

1) simply on the basis of a conception L 57 of both 
die two terms [major and minor of die premises], equally whether 
the conception of their two terms is by the logical ‘acquisition’ [of 
knowledge] or whether it is by 'intuition'; 

2) or, by a conception of one of the two terms [derived] 
through logical acquisition and by a conception of the other [term 
derived] through intuition, as when we say, The whole is greater 
than any part”, and, “In [the balance of whedier it will have] its 

encc”,—these [principles] are called ‘axiomatic first principles’ and 

b) Or, [certainty comes] through judgmental propositions 
[or, premises] through which the intellect becomes absolutely cer¬ 
tain, not simplyf on the basis of a conception of their two terms, but 
rather by ’an intermediate factor’ that the mind conceives while 
forming a conception of their 'two terms’, such as that ‘four’ is ‘an 
even number'. Indeed, the intellect becomes absolutely certain that 
‘lour is an even number’, not simply on the basis of a conception 
of [this proposition’s] two terms, but rather by an intermediate factor 
that it conceived while forming the conception of both ‘evenness’ 
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activity or any representation of what it might be the middle term 

It has been said that the difference between Hntuitivc surmise' and 

perform, as a middle term, in order to obtain for himself a desired 
goal; for as long as a man will not try out a medicine, either by 
taking it himself or by giving it to someone else lime after time, he 
will not be able to judge that it would cause diarrhea. This case is 

similarly based.1” 
To every one of these foregoing principles some objections and 

doubts might be expressed, but since our author did not raise them 
as objections we too have avoided them. 

Baydawi said: L 58, T 27 

2. Mutant 
a) ‘Presumptive [judgmental] propositions' are premises 

which the intellect passes judgment, while yet allowing for the | 
sibility that the contrary of them might have a ‘more probable | 

b) ‘Popularly accepted propositions' arc [premises that] 
majority population stands by, cither on account of some general 
advantage, or by reason of a broad amiable tolerance or an ardent 
zeal.'24 These propositions are such as, “Justice is good", and "Oppres¬ 
sion is evil", and “Indecent exposure is blameworthy", while “Helping 
the poor is praiseworthy." 

Isfahani says: L 58, T 27, MS 29b 

2. Mulorit 
When [Baydawi) had finished with the principles of proof demon¬ 
stration, he began on the principles of rhetoric. 

a) These include ‘presumptive propositions' that arc premises 
by which the intellect passes judgment, while yet allowing for the 

t 
? 

9
*

 



position resulting from [the premise,] “Everyone who walks around 
at night is thereby a thief,” 

b) Then there arc MS 30a ‘popularly accepted opinions', 
judgmental propositions acknowledged hy the majority populace either 
because of some general advantage linked to the pattern of their 
affairs, as for example, "Justice is good”, and “Oppression is evil", 
or because of [the people’s] broad amiable tolerance, an example 
being our saying, “Helping the poor is praiseworthy”, or because of 
ardent aeal, an example being our saying, “Indecent public expo¬ 
sure L 59 is blameworthy." 

The difference between 'popularly accepted opinions’ and 'axiomatic 
first principles' may be known by the fact that, if a man should 
withdraw himself [in abstraction] from all theoretical and practical 
formulae [of behavior] and should suppose himself to have been cre- 

any action, and if these proposiuons [i.e., premises based on popu¬ 
larly accepted opinion] should be brought before him, then [in that 
case] he would not exercise judgment according to [these opinions], 
but rather he would be hesitant in regard to them; but if the axiomatic 
first principles should be brought before him, then in this situation 
he would not be hesitant in regard to them, but rather he would 
exercise judgment accordingly by them. 

Baydawi said: L 59, T 27 

3. Fallacy 
a) The premises of Jan argument by] fallacy arejudgmen- 

case not having sensate evidence but using an analogy based on sen- 
sate evidence, as one might say, “Everydting that exists is eidter a 
body or resides in a body.” 

b) Sometimes the phrase, ‘imaginative suggestions’,IH is used 
regarding these analogies, as they are propositions set forth cither to 
make the [reasoning] soul desire something or to turn it away from 
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to some derived corollary, because the necessary implication [of the 
primary action] requires denying [the secondary action] as false. 

Isfahan] says; L 60, T 28, MS 30a 

b. Argumentation ttmetured on audiorilatief tradition 

hi the second [form of argumentation], namely, argumentation struc¬ 
tured on authoritative tradition, proof demonstration [is premised 
on] 

1. that which has bran transmitted validly 

tually, namely, the prophets, peace be upon them. Indeed, a ratio¬ 
nal proof demonstration indicates their truthfulness, since a) they 
have claimed to be truthful, and b) they have produced something 
miraculous in conformity with their claim, these [together] MS 30b 
being a rational indicadon of their truthfulness. 

|Baydawi] said that |their 'truthfulness’] was “recognized intellec¬ 
tually” only because their truthfulness cannot be known by way of 

of authoritative tradition provides us with a conviction of certainty 

(1.) when it is transmitted to us [by a line of witnesses] in a 
succession without interruption. This is because if [the line of wit¬ 
nesses] should not be without interruption, then there would be a 
possibility of falsification by' the bearers of tradition, so as a result 
there would be no conviction of certainty. Moreover, the transmis¬ 
sion [by a line of witnesses] without interruption can be only ‘to us’, 
because a transmission without interruption to others than ourselves 
would not provide us any conviction of certainty. 

(2.) Now, we know dial those who narrated tile history to us 

vidual words, its style of presentation, its grammatical inflection, and 
its arrangement, because authoritative tradition provides the intended 
meaning only when it is presented according to the conventional 
significance [of the language], and this conventional significance was 
provided only by those who narrated the history in Arabic. Thus, 
if they had not been preserved from error [in these matters], dien 
there would have been a possibility of falsification on their part, and 
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derived corollary necessarily implies denying as false the d 
corollary also. This is because giving judgmental assent to the d 
corollary is built on giving judgmental assent to the source; t 

the tradition] would be denied when the ' 1 
preponderant over the intellect. 

As [for the second alternative], if the I 
together into the realm of contradiction, tlu.. . 
tainty L 61 would ever take place within the logical require 
of authoritative tradition. 

Therefore, it is established that a conviction of certainty wo 

tative tradition]. 





3. [Sound logical reasoning] is an obligation [in attaining an expe¬ 
riential knowledge of God|. 

1. Sound logical remaning yields knowledge 











1. |Il would nol bo fining) because the knowledge that results 
alter logical reasoning is provided by logical reasoning, and what is 
provided by logical reasoning would be logically rational. 

It should not be said that Baydawi meant, by [knowledge of the 
goal] being ‘inherently necessary’, that anyone who obtained knowl¬ 
edge by means of the two premises upon die special syllogistic struc¬ 
ture would obtain knowledge of the result as a matter of 'inherent 
necessity’, not that he would obtain it without logical reasoning’. 

Our [Isfahani's] position is that, in such a case, the reply fi.e., 
Baydawi's reply to die first point of die Buddhists) would nol have 

placed opposite 'the logically rational’, nol 'the necessary’ in this 
[other] sense.15 It is on this account that lie put ‘logically rational’ 

words, “and the appearance of error after [sound logical reasoning] 

of the appearance of error after it is the conclusion to the 'neces¬ 

sary' in this [other] sense." 

no occasion for him to say, “and knowledge [obtained] by requir¬ 
ing the two premises to be logcdter in the special syllogistic struc¬ 
ture for it L 64 would be inherendy necessary”, in his reply [i.e., 
to the first point]. 

This is a full statement [of the reply] on the first point [of the 
Buddhist argument] in accordance with what Baydawi’s book plainly 
indicates. 

Now, the point the Imam [Fakhr al-Din Razi] has made is that 
it is valid to say, “Knowledge that [a person's] belief consists in the 
result obtained after logical reasoning is [itself] necessary knowledge.” 
For if the knowledge should be obtained by way of the two premises, 
whcdier by necessity or by logical reasoning, and the knowledge is 
by way of the special syllogistic structure [i.e., the syllogism), so that 

Icipart ['adain 





















thing. They held that an act that issues from an agent without any¬ 
thing intermediary is ‘direct action’, while that with something inter¬ 
mediary is ‘generation’, as in die movement of a hand and a key. 
The movement of the key is by the intermediation of the movement 
of the hand, so it is by ’generation’; and a resulting inference is gen¬ 
erated by one who reasons logically by the intermediation of [for- 

The Asha'irah have argued that knowledge temporally originated 
in a [syllogistic] resulting inference would be a possible entity' God 
being omnipotent over all possible realities and the divine agent for 
all of them and one that would begin with free choice; and thus, 
knowledge that would issue from Him” by way of a [syllogistic] 
resulting inference would not be a religious obligation, but rather, 

An objection could be raised that the coming of knowledge by 
free choice would not exclude [the clement of) obligation absolutely, 
L 69 but rather, it would exclude any obligation that would be 



ity, and one’s knowledge of this impossibility 
necessary (knowledge). 

b. Shayfch -Abu ‘All Ibn Sina asserted*1 lhat 







vision [of knowledge], then our reply to wl 
be to say that if valid logic should be in 
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confined lo the subject matter then the syllogism necessarily produces 
it in the resulting inference, as you have learned that a syllogism 
the premises of which consist of falsehood will necessarily produce 
[falsehood] as tile resulting inference, and dial fact is like the exam¬ 
ple set forth by die Imam Razi.'" And, 

2. if the corruption should lie confined to the [syllogistic] form, 
or, includes both the syllogistic form and the subject matter, then 
the resulting inference will not requite the exclusion of whatever 
validity [the resulting inference] has, since the agency making the 
requirement is the syllogistic format. 

Baydawi said: L 71, T 33 

2. Sound logical reasoning is sufficient for huuvledge of God 

Sound logical reasoning is sulficient for knowledge of God, and there 

being a proof demonstration of its truth. 
The Isma'iliyah present an [opposing] argument with the follow¬ 

ing points. 
a. Contradiction and disputation persist among thinking people in 

this matter, and so if the intellect were sufficient then that would 
not be the case. 







Baydawi said: L 73, T 33 

3. Sound logical reasoning is obligtteny for knowledge of God 

(God] has made sound logical reasoning an obligation in |seeking) 
an experiential knowledge of [Himself the] Most High. 

It is an obligation, and our position is in accordance with the 
statement of [God] Most High, 

“Tell [the people], ‘Observe everything in the heavens and the 
earth’" [Q. 10:101] and similar verses. 

With tile Mu'tazilah [it is an obligation] because [to bavc| expe¬ 
riential knowledge [of God] is a duty on rational grounds: but [such 
knowledge] is not attainable except by [sound] logical reasoning, and 
anything whatever—without which an obligation would not be fulfilled 
in an absolute sense—itself becomes an obligation. 

An objection may be raised against this [argument of theirs] as 
follows: 

a. it is founded 3' 74 









proof of its impossibility? And why would it not be admissible to 
secure the knowledge of God Most High through an infallible teacher 
guide, as is the opinion of the Isma'iliyah, or through general inspi¬ 
ration, as is the opinion of the [BuddhislJ philosophers of India, or 
through inner purification, as is the opinion of the Sufis, this, [how¬ 
ever], being a right method.0 

c. Moreover, [their argument] is based upon the impossibility of 
an imposed obligation to do what is in itself impossible; 

[Isfahan! replies] that the impossibility of an imposed obligation 
to do what is in itself impossible is not allowable [as a proposition], 

A further objection is raised against the argument of the Mu'tazilah 
that, if logical reasoning were rationally obligatory then it would 
have been obligatory before the mission [of the prophets], because 
in that case the obligation to use logical reasoning would not be 
based upon the mission [of the prophets] but rather upon intellec¬ 
tual reason. The fact that there was intellectual reason before the 
mission [of the prophets] is well established, and the fact that there 
was obligation before the mission [of the prophets] is implied by the 
imposition of punishment for not doing what was obligatory. 

But the word of Him the Most High, 

a messenger", [Q. 17:15] excludes any obligation prior to the mis¬ 
sion [of the prophets] by excluding the logically necessary conse¬ 
quence of the obligation, namely, punishment. 

Now, die exclusion of obligation prior to die mission of tile prophets 
would be implicit in the exclusion of obligation [based] on rational 
grounds, and the exclusion of obligation [based] on rational grounds 
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To explain die inherent necessity of [the Mu'tazilah] logic here, 
it is that 1-75 a person on whom a [religious] obligation has been 
imposed will not consider logically something he does not know he 
is obliged to consider. Now, he will not know of the obligation laid 
upon him to consider it logically unless he [reflects and] reasons log¬ 
ically,* since in that case the [awareness of an] obligation to con¬ 
sider [a matter] logically would come through the religous law. Thus, 

logically except by the certainty of the religious law; and the cer¬ 
tainty of the religious law is dependent upon die sign of a miracle 
to the truthfulness of the Prophet, peace upon him, and the sign of 
a miracle to his truthfulness is based upon logical reasoning. 

Thus, a knowledge of the obligation to practice logical reasoning 
is based upon logical reasoning, and logical reasoning is based upon 
the knowledge of its being an obligation, so there would be a cir¬ 
cular argument, and the silencing [of the prophets] would be implied. 

[In reply to the Mu'tazilah] we [le., Isfahan! and orthodox Muslims] 
would say that if logical reasoning had been made an obligation on 
rational grounds, then the implication would be that all the prophets. 

To explain the structure of inherent necessity [in their argument], 
it is that the obligation to practice logical reasoning is not inher- 
endy necessary, since it is based upon premises that [in turn) arc 
based upou precise logical steps. Thus, the knowledge that logical 

I. upon their knowing that it is an obligation to have experi¬ 
ential knowledge of God Most High, and 

3. that there is no other way 

be fulfilled, then that factor itself is 
All of these premises are logical 

cise logical steps. Now, what is bases 
will itself be logical in nature, and 

> it. Moreover, 
ut which an obligation cannot 

i nature and they require pre- 
on something logical in nature 
bus, the obligation to practice 
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been placed under religious obligation (i.e., as member of a religious 
community] and is being questioned would have the right to say, “I 
will not undertake to reason logically about anything as long as I do 
not know there is an obligation to use logical reasoning, and I would 
not know of the obligation to use logical reasoning unless [I should 
leant of it] through logical reasoning," 

Thus, [in the Mu'tazilah argument] logical reasoning w-ould depend 
upon the knowledge of its being an obligation, and the knowledge 
of its being an obligation would depend upon logical reasoning. So 

the prophets, as being needless] would be implied. 

END OF THE INTRODUCTION 
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L 75, T 35 

BOOK I: REALITIES POSSIBLE 

SECTION 1: UNIVERSALS 

1. According to the Aihcfirah and the Mrdtazilah 

A known thing, or, an intelligible may be either 1) externally real¬ 
ized, this being an 'existent',2 or 2) not (such], this being a ‘non- 

Somc [Asha'irah colleagues] have made the classihcation three¬ 
fold, saying that a ‘realized entity’ is la) what is realized in terms 

something else, this being an 'attribute-state', such as the 'genera' 
and the 'differentiae'.* They defined the attribute-state as a descriptive 



Ihe nonexistent is more general than the excluded, because it holds 
true both of the certainty I- 76 and of the excluded. 

The Mu'tazilite minority who assert the existence of the attribute- 
state add another [fourth] classification, saying that if an existing 

if it is not independent then it is an attribute-state. 

Isfahani says: L 76, T 35, MS 37b 

BOOK I: REALITIES POSSIBLE 

After Baydawi had finished with the INTRODUCTION he began 



SECTION 1: UNIVERSALS 

Baydawi devoted Section 1 to 'unive reals' because they are funda¬ 
mental concepts for the unties on ‘accidents' and 'substances’. In this 

2. Existence and nonexistence; 3. Quiddity; 4. Necessity and possi¬ 
bility; past eternity and temporality; 3. Singularity and plurality; 6. 
Cause and effect. 

Chapter i: Classification of the Intelligibles 

| This classification is] according to the dews held by our [Asha'irah] 
colleagues,7 by the Mu'tazilah, by the Philosophers ]and by the 

1. According to the Aiha'irah and the Mu'tazilah 

Scholar colleagues [of the Asha'irah] who do not affirm die attribuic- 

nal reality and 2j what is nonexistent in it, because the 'intelligible' 
is either something realized externally, this being an existent, or 

them, the intelligible is limited to two classes! 
But a minority among our [Ashalrah] colleagues make the dassifica- 

that is, its reality does not derive from the reality of something else, 

then it is an 'attribute-state' such as the genera and the differentiae. 

is for the sake of example, not for confining the attribute-state within 

MS gl: le„ as a consensus (ishu'ai ahijm&‘|, meaning, of the lank of scholars 

T alone adds, supported by a gloss in Ganctl MS 989Ha: such as ate the 





The Mu'tazilah majority who do not assert ihe attribute-state 
divide ihe intelligible into three classes: die excluded, die certainty 
not having being in the individual quiddities, and the certainty that 
does have being in the individual quiddities. Thus, they set up the 
counterpart of the existent as [both] the certainty not having exis¬ 
tence in the individual quiddities and the excluded. 

The Mu'tazilah minority who do assert the attribute-state divide 
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of having being in the individual quiddities the certainty not having 
being in the individual quiddities becomes valid [as an intelligible], 
and by the lack of any certainty the excluded becomes valid [as an 
intelligible]. 

Baydawi said: L 78, T 36 

2. According to the philosophers and the Mutakallimun 

The philosophers hold that if anything that may validly be known 
has any reality whatsoever then it is an existent, but if it does not 
have that [reality] then it is a nonexistent. 

They divide the existent into ‘mental' and 'external'; and [they 
divide] the external into what will not accept nonexistence, this 
being the ‘necessary’, and [into] what will accept it, this being the 
‘possible’. 

[They divide] the possible into 1) what will have being in a sub¬ 

exist, this being ‘substance’. 
The Mutakallimun, however, divide [the existent] into what has 

no beginning to its existence, this being ‘the Eternal One’,u and into 
what has a beginning, this being the ‘temporal phenomenon'. 

They divide the temporal phenomenon into 1) what occupies space, 
which is either la) substance or lb) what inheres within it, this lat- 

them [i.c., an originated entity not occupying space cither as sub¬ 
stance or aeddentj. But then they judged [the latter alternative] to 
be impossible, because if such were to be in existence, then the 
Creator Most High would have commonality with it in this [exis¬ 
tence] but would differ from it in everything else, and so a combi¬ 
nation of entities would be implied. But this is prohibited, because 
a sharing in accidental qualities, especially in the negative, does not 

•• The One [at-qadlm|. 









Baydawi said: L 79, T 37 



tal assent [lo the intuitive conception of existence] depends I. 80 

knowledge of the intuitive character of [the knowledge about the 
particular thing]. 

Another objection might be raised that assent [to the intuitive con¬ 
ception of existence] depends in some respect upon die conception 
of a part [of existence], not upon the conception of die actual real¬ 
ity of [existence]; so no inference should be made from the con¬ 
ception of [existence] to die intuitive character [of the conception 
of it], 

c. Existence is simple, because it would be impossible for it to be 
compounded from something qualified by it or [qualified] by its 
opposite. [Existence] may neither be defined nor described, since 
there is nothing better known than it is; and if there were, a descrip¬ 
tion would not explain the core of its real nature. 

lsfaliani says: L 80, T 37, MS 39b 

CiiAt’itN a: Exisrt.Nct and Nonexistence 

[Baydawi] set forth Chapter Two on existence and nonexistence in 
five topics: 1. The conception of existence [is intuitive]; 2. Existence 
is a commonality [among all existents]; 3. Existence is an addition 
[to the quiddities]; 4. The nonexistent is not a certainty [externally]; 
5. The attribute-state fis to be excluded]. 

1. The conception of ext 

The conception of existence is an intuitive one, from three aspects. 
a. Existence is a part of my existence,1 [myself being] one who 

forms conceptions intuitively, and a part of one who forms concep¬ 
tions intuitively would be [itself] an agency that forms conceptions 
intuitively. Thus, existence b an agency diat forms conceptions intu¬ 
itively; thus, die conception of cxbtence [as an agency] b intuitive. 
But there is more in this that requires consideration.1 

e-| bring in 







assent] is absolutely intuitive, then it would be known that the knowl¬ 
edge of its parts is by intuition, and therefore it would be known 
that the knowledge of existence is by intuition, and thus, the cer¬ 
tainty that knowledge of existence is by intuiuon would have no need 
for proof. But, b) if it should not be known that [the judgmental 
assent] is absolutely intuitive, then there still would be no benefit 
[from the proof), since in that case it would he possible that some 

enee [possibly] being from this [latter portion). 
Moreover, no one can say that knowledge that [the judgmental 

assent's] intuitivcncss is absolute does not depend upon the knowl¬ 
edge that knowledge of the part is by intuition, because knowledge 
that its intuitiveness is absolute would be impossible without know- 

of existence, nor of its intuitive character from all aspects. For it is 
admissible that the conception of it in some respect may be intu¬ 
itive, while the conception of its real nature or the other aspects 

Further, another objection could be raised by someone saying that 
they do not grant that what precedes T 38 intuitive assent most 
appropriately should be intuitive. Intuitive judgmental assent is such 
that the mind's judgment will not depend upon it unless there is a 
conception of both its terms. So it would be admissible that the con¬ 
ception of both its terms, or of one of the two, should be acquired 
[by logical reasoning] even though it should precede intuitive assent. 

c. Existence is intuitive of conception because we do form a con¬ 
ception of existence, and the conception of it is either by I. intu- 

intermediate [method] between the two. L 82 Here, the second 
[alternative] is prohibited, so the first is indicated. 

We [Isfahani] have said “The second [alternative] is prohibited" 
only MS 41a because if [the conception of existence] should be 
acquired, then its acquisition would be by way of either a delimit¬ 
ing definition or a descriptive definition. But the conclusion is false, 



thing that it qualifies; otherwise, the implication would be that the 
thing would be part of itself. And the second [alternative is impos¬ 
sible] because of the prohibition against composing a thing from 
something that is qualified by its opposite; otherwise, the implica¬ 
tion is that the opposite of the thing would be a part of it. 

Therefore, with 'existence' there would be no 'part' nor would 
there be a composition [of parts], for it is simple. It may not be 
defined by delimitation nor by description, because a description [of 
something] would be only by way of what is better known than it 



position is that there is no impossibility in the fact that part of a 
tiling may be a subject-substrate for (the thing itself). 

Consider [the terms], “rational being” in relation to "man", for 
when it is said, “The rational being is a man”, this is a true judg¬ 
ment, because each of tile two equal [terms] is said truly of the 
odier. "Man” which is predicated of "rational being” is not exaedy 
the reality of die rational being nor does it enter into the reality of 
it, but is outside of it and concomitant to it. Everything that is pre¬ 
dicated, being external and concomitant, is accidental,1* and the sub¬ 
ject posited is the accident-receiving subject-substrate for it. 

Understand that it is really true that the conception of 'existence' 

whatever can be known is known only through [its] existence, but 
existence is not known by way of anything. MS 41b 

Our expression, “the conception of existence is intuitive” is an 
intuitive proposition, and judging [this proposition] depends upon 
nothing but the conception of its two terms. The ‘intuitive’ is an 

the eenainty of [the ‘intuitive j for the conception of existence there 
is no need for a middle term, but rather, in [the intuitive] there is 
enough [meaning] for the conception of both terms. 

But it may be difficult for some minds to have certainty about 

mental assent because of the lack of a L 83 conception of its two 

•nation process obstructs the intellect16 in perceiving the intclligibles,” 

not take place as by right it should. Thus, there is need for an admo¬ 
nition, and what is stated in explanation is merely an admonition 
for the [reasoning] soul1* to be alert to form [its] conception of the 
two terms of intuitive judgmental assent from the standpoint on 
which eenainty depends, not proof. But if [the conception] should 
lie in the form of a proof, then impossibility and objection would 
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Understand that these aspects [of the argument] are [only] admo- 

all cxistcnls] is an intuitive conception, and what is intuitive docs 
not depend upon proof. 

Baydawi said: L 85, T 39 

3. Existence is an addition to tie quiddities 

[Our doctrine] that [general] existence is an addition to [the quid¬ 
dities] differs from the position of the Shaykh fal-Ash'ari] absolutely, 
and from that of the philosophers specifically in regard to the Necessary 
Existent. 

In regard to the realities possible [we base this doctrine on the 
following arguments]. 

a. We form conceptions of [the possible realities], but still haw 
doubt whether their existence is external or mental, until a proof 
demonstration will stand on them. 

b. The possible realities accept both existence and nonexistence, 
but their existent natures are not like that. 

c. The quiddities differ among themselves [individually], but [gen¬ 
eral] existence is a commonality [among them], so it would not be 

erwise, [the quiddities] would have differentiae which would have a 
commonality with them in what is understood by existence, and then 
[the differentiae] would have other differentiae, and so the argument 
would be an infinite series. 















L 88, T 41 Baydawi said: 

Special case of Hit necessary existent 

In regard to the Necessary Existent*9 [absolute, or general existence 

a. Thefirst [reason) is dial it [the Necessary Existent] should be 
[only] an abstraction [i.c., without any identifying qualities such as 
general existence], then it would have been made abstract by some 
agent other than itself; otherwise, its concomitants would negate one 
another and it would become a possible reality. 

Objection is raised that its abstraction is due to the nonexistence 

We respond that in that case |the Necessary Existent) would be 
in need [even] for its [own] nonexistence! 

Objection is raised dtat [general] existence is analogous in nature. 
Our position is that even if this should be granted still it would 

not be impossible for there to be equalities in complete reality; other¬ 
wise, there would be implied either a) the composition of [general] 
existence [i.e., in the Necessary Existent] or b) a complete distinc¬ 
tion between the two existences p.e., of the Necessary Existent and 
of the possible realities], and the falsity of both of these [alterna¬ 
tives) is clear. 

Furthermore, [this is so] because whatever is predicated about 
things by analogy would have to come from their accidental quali¬ 
ties. [This is true] since if the subject-substrates should resemble one 
another or belong to the same genus in some other respect, then 
the two impossibilities mentioned [above: a) and b)] would be implied. 
L 89 But if [die subject-substrates] should be different from one 
another, then each of the two [existences] would differ from the 
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Existent, then the Necessary Existent would be a [‘specific’] exist- 

Necessary Existent and the possible realities, but the [general] exist¬ 
ence of the Necessary Existent is not an ‘addition’ to [the Necessary' 
Existent] Itself.50 So, it would be implied that the [term], “Necessary 
Existent", would be a way of speaking about a [specific] existence 
MS 45a that would be abstracted,51 that is, a [specific] existence 
that would not be an accidental quality. In that case, if the [specific] 
existence should be abstracted, then it would have been made abstract 
by a cause other than the [specific] existence (itself). But this con¬ 
clusion would be false and the premise likewise. 

Now, the inherent logic used here is that, if the abstraction of the 

cific] existence [itself], then its abstraction would be due to the 
‘essence’ of the [spccificj existence [itself]. 

Thus, the abstraction would be a concomitant of the ‘essence’ of 
the [specific] existence” in itself. 

However, [general] existence in the possible realities is an acci¬ 
dental quality that is not required to be an abstraction,55 so, the 

the concomitants of tire [general] existence in itself, which would be 
impossible. So, it would be a certainty, that if the [specific] exist¬ 
ence should be an abstraction, dten it would have been abstracted 
by a cause other than itself. But that conclusion would be false, 
because if the [specific] existence were to be abstracted in the 
Necessary Existent by a cause other titan itself, then [the Necessary 
Existent] would be [merely] a possible reality, which is impossible. 



















addi¬ 
tion fio the quiddity of the Necessary Existent].” 

Baydawi said: L 93, T 43 

The fthilatopher’s variant argument 

The philosophers argue that if the (general] existence of [the Necessary 
Existent] should be an addition to [the quiddity], then [the Necessary 
Existent] would need a subject-substrate for [the general existence]. 
Whereupon it would need a cause, either a) to accompany, and thus 
[the Necessary Existent's] essence would take precedence in [specific] 

ment would be implicit, or, b) to make a distinction [between the 
general existence and the essence], and thus [the Necessary Existent] 
would be a possible reality. 

The reply |to this argument] is that it is not necessary for an 
accompanying cause to take precedence in [specific] existence. Indeed, 
with the possible realities the quiddity is a causal entity that is recep¬ 
tive to their specific existences, and the parts of the quiddity serve 
as a cause supporting the subsistence of [their specific existences], in 
spite of the fact that [the parts] do not take precedence in (generalj 

Isfahan! says: L 93, T 43, MS 47b 

The philosophers argue in support of their position that the Jgen- 
cral] existence of [the Necessary Existent] is identical with its essence, 
to the effect that if |the general existence] should be an addition [to 
the quiddity] then [the general existence] would have need for its 

that is made an accidental quality would have need lor What it 
describes, as its subject-substrate, and therefore its [general] existence 
would be a possible reality, because anything having need for some¬ 
thing else would be a possible reality. 
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Thus, ihc [general] existence [of the accidental quality] would 

companying agent] being [either] its essence or one of its attributes, 
the implication being that its essence would take precedence in 
[specific] existence over its [general] existence,'" and then the dis¬ 
cussion of that circumstance would repeat the discussion of the first 
circumstance, and the argument intplicidy would be an infinite series; 
or b) [the accidental quality's needed cause] would make a distinc¬ 
tion [between the Necessary Existent’s essence and its general exist- 

need for something else, and thus, |the Necessary Existent] would 
be [merely] a possible reality. 

In response, sve [Isfahani] would prefer [to say] that the need of 
[the general] existence would be for an accompanying cause, which 
would be the [Necessary Existent's] own essence. 

[Baydawi's] statement is that then the implication would be that 
the [Necessary Existent’s] essence would take precedence in [specific] 
existence over its [own general] existence. 

We [Isfahani] say that we would not grant [this]. There is no 
necessity for an accompanying cause to take precedence in [specific] 
existence over its effect. 

The quiddity of the passible realities is a cause receptive to their 
[various specific] existences, although it does not take precedence 
L 94 in its [general] existence over their [specific] existence; odter- 

parts of the quiddity- [of the possible realities] arc a cause support¬ 
ing the subsistence [of the possible realities], although [the parts] do 
not precede [the possible realities] in [general] existence.” 



of its [own] attributes, 

riddityj may be 
differentia [may 
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together11" would be as that of an inherent joining with [its] sub¬ 
strate, as the body is in relation L 95 to whiteness. But this [line 
of reasoning] is invalid. 

Rather, [and this question refers to the case of the Necessary Exist¬ 
ent,] the being of the quiddity is its [specific] existence, and any 
consideration of the quiddity as somediing separate from [specific] 
existence would be only in the intellect. It is not dial the quiddity 
is disjoined from [specific] existence in the intellect, for its being in 
the intellect constitutes its mental [specific] existence, just as its being 
in the external10* constitutes its external [specific] existence. Rather, 
it is the business of the intellect to consider the quiddity by itself 
without MS 48b paying attention to [its] ‘existence’ or ‘non- 
existence’. However, the lack of consideration for an entity does not 
constitute [an active] consideration of its nonexistence. So, to char¬ 
acterize the quiddity as having [specific] existence is a transaction 
of the intellect. 

Thus, a quiddity is only a recipient of [specific] existence within 
the intellect; and it is not possible for [the quiddity] to be an agent 
of [specific] existence during its [own] [specific] existence within the 

As for the parts of a quiddity, such as genus and differentia, [each 
of them] would constitute a causal factor for the quiddity, but not 
for [its specific] existence. For this reason it would be unnecessary 
for them to take precedence in [general] existence over the [specific] 
existence [of the quiddity]. 

Baydawi said: L 95, T 44 

4. The nonexistent is not a certainty externally 

[The fact that the nonexistent is not a certainty externally is a prob¬ 
lem] because if the nonexistent should be made equal with the 
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an object of will, some part of it more than another, and everything 
(conceptually] distinguishable is a certainty, so the nonexistent would 
be a certainty. 

b. The impossibility of [the nonexistent] would be its exclusion, 

of] possibility is a certainty, so the nonexistent that is qualified by 
[the fact of possibility] is a certainty. 

In reply to this [argument], the first [reason] is nullified by impos¬ 
sible things, by imaginary things, by composite things, and by [gen¬ 
eral] existence itself, and the second [reason] is nullified by the fact 
that possibility and impossibility are both matters of die intellect, as 
we will explain. 

lsfahani says: L 97, T 45, MS 49b 

Argument of the Mu'tazilah on the nonexistent 

'flic Mu'tazilah argue that the nonexistent may he a certainty lor 



3. The third [point in which the nonexistent is distinguish¬ 
able] is that the nonexistent may be something desirable. One of us 

liked bclbrc their existence, then it would be impossible for one of 
the two to be a desirable object and the other to be a disliked object. 
So it would be a certainty that the nonexistent possible reality would 
be something distinguishable. 

As for the fact that everything [conceptually] distinguishable has 
certainty, that is so because distinguishability is an attribute hating 
certainty for whatever is [conceptually] distinct, and the certainty of 
an attribute for what is characterized derives from the certainty of 
what is characterized. 

b. The second reason [of the Mu'tazilah]121 is that the impossi¬ 
bility [of a nonexistent] would constitute [its] exclusion, since the 
characteristic of what is impossible is exclusion. And if [the (act of] 
impossibility [in itself] should be a certainty, then whatever is impos¬ 
sible and is so characterized would [also] be a certainty, because the 
certainly of an attribute derives from the certainty of what is char¬ 
acterized. But now the thing that is impossible is not a certainty, so 
the [fact of its] impossibility will not be a certainty. 

If impossibility should not be a certainty, then possibility would 
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[Baydawi's] statement (quoting their argument] is that if [general) 
existence should be an existent, then it would be equal to the other 
quiddities in (genrral] existence, but it would differ from them in 
their specific properties. [GeneralJ existence then would possess another 
[general] existence and its [other general] existence would be an 
addition to its quiddity. 

But we [Isfahani] hold that [general] existence is distinguished 
from all the other cxistcnts by negative qualification, which is (lias 
the [general] existence of [general] existence is not as an accident 
to a quiddity; but rather, the [general] existence1*9 of the [general] 
existence'” L 101 is its own self, so, no argument in an infinite 
series would be implicit. 

Someone might object that [general] existence is not an external 
existent, for an existent is an external entity that has [general] exist¬ 
ence, and that entity would be either a. [general] existence itself, or 
b. something else. But both of these [alternatives] arc impossible. 

(a.) The first [alternative is impossible] because of the impossibil¬ 
ity of certifying a thing by itself [as a certainty], MS 51b because 
the certification of one thing by [another] thing is a relationship that 









Baydawi said: L 102, T 47 

1. On the quiddity itself 

Every external entity has a real nature p.e., a quiddity], by which 
it is what it is, and this [quiddity) is different from everything else. 

a. [For example], human nature in itself [i.e., as a quiddity] is 
neither singular nor plural, though inevitably it involves both. It is 
called [both] the [human quiddity as] 'absolute', and the 'quiddity 
not conditioned by anything'. 

b. Then, if [the quiddity] is taken together with its individuations 
and properties, it is called [both] the [quiddity as] ‘external blend- 
[that is, an absolute blended with particulars), and the ‘quiddity con¬ 
ditioned by something'. 

This [‘external blend'] is existent externally, and [with it] likewise 
the former [type is existent externally] because [the former] is now 
a part of [the latter], 

c. But if [the quiddity] is taken on the condition of being devoid 
of [the particulars], then it is called [both] the [quiddity as] ‘abstrac¬ 
tion', and the ‘quiddity conditioned by nothingness'. That ‘abstrac- 

in [the intellect] constitutes a property, nevertheless, the intended 
meaning is that the abstraction is from external properties. 

Therefore, the [quiddity as] ‘abstraction’ and the [quiddity as] 
'external blend' differ from one another as two particulars differ 
under something more general, that is, the [quiddity as] ‘absolute’. 
Herein appears the weakness of what Plato had asserted, namely, 
that for every species there would be an individualization that was 



the part having commonality with the [quiddities as] ‘blends’ that 
arc external existents. 

Isfaliani says: L 102, T 47, MS 52a 

Chapter 3: Quiddity 

When [Baydawi] had finished with Chapter 2 on Existence and Non¬ 
existence he began on Chapter 3 on the Quiddity. In it he set forth 

1. On the quiddity itself, 2. The classes of quiddity, and 3. 
Individuation. 

1. On the quiddity itself 

Topic 1 is on the quiddity itself, with an explanation of the difference 
[between the quiddity] and anything else, [including] its properties 
and otherwise.* 

[The term] 'quiddity' is derived from an interrogative exclama¬ 
tion, and provides the answer to tire question, “What is it?" It is 
considered to be related to the interrogative only because h occurs 
as the answer to it. For example, if a question should be raised as 
to what Zayd is, then the way this question would be answered is, 
“He is a rational living being”, so “a rational living being” is the 
quiddity of Zayd. 

The [term] ‘quiddity’ is applied usually to an intelligent entity, like 
that comprehended in the [term] ‘an intelligent human being’. [The 
terms] ‘essence’ and 'real nature’ are applied to the quiddity usually 
in the context of [general] existence.1 The ‘quiddity’, ‘essence’ and 
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'real nature' [all]' belong among the secondary intelligibles. L 103 
They arc accidents linked to the primary intelligibles, because they 

[specific] quiddities7 that corresponds to them. For example, the intel¬ 
ligible notion of a 'man' or an 'animal' is referred to as a |general] 
quiddity, although there is no such thing as a [general] quiddiry 
among the individual [specific] quiddities; but among the individual 
[specific] quiddities there is [the individual specific quiddity of] ‘man’ 
or ‘horse’ or something else. The case is likewise with the ‘essence’ 

If you have undetstood this, we can proceed to say that for every 
thing that can be posited, whether it be a particular or a universal 
a species or a genus, or anything else, the real nature [i.e., ‘qt 
dityl of that thing, by means of that same reality, is constituted t 
thing. This [quiddity] is distinct from everything else that may 
one of [the thing's] accidental properties, whether those accidents 
are inseparably concomitant or separable. MS 52b 

For example, human nature, as human nature in itself, is different 
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not be (rue of ‘man' as being plural. 
Ulus, tile quiddity [of an entity] may be a given tiling, but togellier 

with any one of these considerations it would lie something else, 
wliilc not one of these considerations would be true of it unless some¬ 
thing else should be added. Regarding the fact that [the quiddity] 
has being as a ‘quiddity', that [fact comes about] through [the entity’s] 
own ‘essence’.10 'Man' [the notion, as an individual specific quid¬ 
dity] is ‘man’ through its own ‘essence’, not by anything else T 48 
added to it. And ‘man' [the notion] would be [in the] singular, not 
through its essence, but rather, when the attribute of being ‘singu¬ 
lar’ is added to [the quiddity]. 

‘Man’ [the notion] in itself having no side reference to anything 
that may or may not accompany it, but rather standing in direct 
reference to its notion in itself—is called [both] the [quiddity as] 
‘absolute’, and the 'quiddity not conditioned by anything’.11 Then, 
if ‘man' [the notion] is taken together with [us] individualizations 
and properties, it is called [both] the [quiddity as] ‘external blend’, 
and the ‘quiddity conditioned by something'. |And that 'external 
blend1] is existent externally. It is likewise with the former, that is, 
the [quiddity as] ‘absolute’ is existent externally, because it is part 
of that [quiddity as] ‘external blend' that is existent externally, and 
part of something existent externally is itself existent externally. But 
if ‘man’ [the notion, as a [specific] quiddity] is taken on the condi¬ 
tion of being without individualizations and properties, it is called 
[both] the [quiddity as] ‘abstraction’, and the ‘quiddity conditioned by 
nothingness’.17 

‘external existence’ is also one of the properties, and the presuppo¬ 
sition is that [the quiddity] has been abstracted from [the proper¬ 
ties]. Rather, [the quiddity] has being only in the intellect, and even 
though its ‘having being in the intellect’ is a property, nevertheless 
what is meant by its abstraction is [that the abstraction is) from 

11 [Jhnihtyah la bt-durl ihay'|. 
17 fal-mahlvah bi-shart la-shay']. 



'abstraction', having external reality, and continuing perpetually from 
eternity past to eternity future. [Plato’s argument is as follows:] 

a. Because [the individualization] would be the part having a com¬ 
monality among the external blends, it therefore would be existent 
externally since it would be part of an external blend existent exter¬ 
nally, [that is], a part of something existent externally [and which 
is] itself existent externally.11 

b. And [the individualization) would be abstracted from the [other] 
individualizations, because it would have been empowered as a com¬ 
monality among the external blends. 

c. But this part having the commonality among the external blends 
would be prevented from being [itself] an external blend, because 
the external blend would be enclosed by individualizations that would 
prevent [any external] commonality, and [so the part having the com- 

However, the weakness of [Plato’s assertion] becomes apparent in 
his presentation, because the ‘abstraction’ [as taken out] from the 
external individualizations and properties, would not exist externally 



Baydawi said: L 104, T 48 

2. The classes of quiddity 

a. A quiddity is either 
1. a simple entity, 
2. an externally composite entity, that is, assembled from parts 

externally differentiated, as ‘man* [the notion], composed of body and 
spirit, and a ‘triangle' [the notion], composed of lines; or, 

3. an intellectually [composite entity], its parts not externally 
differentiated, as transcendent entities, if we posit substance as a genus 
for them, and as the black that is a composite of color quality and 
[the differentia] blackness. 

b. The parts [of a quiddity] are either 
1. mutually interpenetrating within one another, as the genera 

and the differences, or 
2, mutually differentiated but resembling one another, as the 

units [in sets] often, or 
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3. mutually differentiated from one another intellectually, as 

4. [mutually differentiated from one another] externally, as the 
parts of a [human] body. 

Furthermore, [the pans of a quiddity] are either 
5. completely existential and real, as in the foregoing exam- 

6. adjunciively so, as are the pans [in a composite] of an imme¬ 
diate contiguity, or as 

king, or 
8. some are existential and some arc noncxistcntial, as are the 

parts of the first [class of quiddity]. 

Islahani says: L 104, T 47, MS 53a 

2. The classes of quiddity 

a. A quiddity is either 
1. a simple entity, having no divisible pan," or it is 
2. a composite entity, having pans; a composite being either 

a) an externally composite entity, that is, one assembled from 
externally differentiated pans wherein every L 105 single pan has 
its own independent existence, not the existence of any other, I) as 
‘man’ [the notion] that is a composite of a human body and spirit— 
if we mean by 'spirit' the form that inheres in the matter of die 

form of any laxly, and as 3) a ‘triangle’ is a composite of a plane 

nally composite substance, and.the last an example" of an exter¬ 
nally composite accident; or, [the composite is] 
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QUIDDITY 



Isfahani says: L 107, T 49, MS 54b 

Our author, [Baydawi], has appended three corollaries to the topic 
on die classes of the quiddity: I. Regarding the simple quiddity, 2. 
Regarding the composite [quiddity] widt distinguishable parts, and 
3- Regarding the composite [quiddity] with interpenetrating parts. 

Corollary regarding die simple quiddity 

Objection has been raised that the simple quiddities arc not consti¬ 
tuted entities, because if they had been constituted they would need 
a cause and they would be possible realities, since anything needing 
a cause would be only a possibility. But the simple elements are not 

be applied to simple quiddities, and because adjunction would require 
that there be a duality, and there is no duality in the simple quiddities." 

Our author replied to this that our position docs not grant that 
the simple quiddities may not be possible realities. 

The objector states that it is because possibility is an adjunction, 
and we reply that that is granted. 

The objector states that therefore [an adjunction] may not be 
applied to simple quiddities, but we hold that this [inference] would 
be impossible. 

duality, and we reply that this is granted. 
The objector states that there is no duality in the simple quiddities. 
Our position is that, if he means that the simple quiddities have 

is granted. But the application of possibility does not require that 

is a mental consideration which may be applied to the simple quiddi¬ 
ties with reference to their [general] existence; thus [the possibility] 
requires duality in consideration of their quiddity and their [general] 
existence. Simple quiddities have duality with this consideration, but 
the duality with this consideration docs not imply that there would 
be any composition in the essence of the simple quiddities. 

But, if [the objector] means that the simple quiddities have no 
duality at all, then that inference would be impossible, for the simple 
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[This isj because anything whatsoever, tile existence of which would 
be assumed, logically requires ‘individuation’. And an entity that 
makes a requirement is precluded by its own existence from requir¬ 
ing its own self-removal (from existence]. 

The sccond-(2.) [of the three classes], namely. that [the individuation] 







thing added to the individuated quiddity, then [all] the individual 
examples of individuation would have commonality in I. 111 the 
individuation. [This isj because, if it should be an existential entity 
added to the individuated quiddity, then die individuation would 
have a universal quiddity that would constitute the total reality of 
the individual examples of individuation. And the individuations dial 
would lie the individual examples of the '[universal] individuation' 
would [then] be made distinguishable by [the action of] another 
[second] individuation, since the distinguishing from one another of 
the individuals having commonality in the total reality would be by 
individuadon. Thus, the ‘[universal] individuation’ would base another 
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of the individuated entity, then the adjoining of the [new] individual 
to the quiddity would require the [prior] existence of the quiddity, 
because it is impossible to add an existent, that being the [new] indi¬ 
viduation, to a quiddity that [still] would be a nonexistent. 

Therefore, [they say], either the existence of the quiddity would 

or the existence of the quiddity would not require another individ¬ 
uation, and then the existence of the quiddity T 52 with no addi¬ 
tional individuation would be implied, and dial is the logical goal 

c.-a. The answer [to their third reason] is that the existence of 
the quiddity is present together widt the addition10 of the individu¬ 
ation to it, so there would be no implication of an infinite series 
argument, nor of the quiddity exisung with no individuation. Of 
these two argument in an infinite series, or the quiddity existing 
with no individuauon one of them would be implied only if the 
individuation should be added to the quiddity subsequent to the exis- 

cc of the quiddity, but if the adding of the individuation should 
simultaneous with [die existence of the quiddity], then there would 
no implication. 

Baydawi said: L 112, T 52 

The philoxopher’s corollary 
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for it to multiply; but rather, it only needs an agent merely to make 
it multiply. 

Truly, the individuation of quiddity individuals is to be assigned 
to the will of (he [divine] Agent of free choice, for it is His will that 
requires all matter64 to become particularized through an individu¬ 
ation suitable lor it. 

[mAhlyali]; L, T 98911a: mailer |mSddah|. 
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Chapter 4: Necessity and Possibility, 
Eternity and Temporality 

1- These subjects are intellectual entities having no external existence 

a. Necessity and Possibility. Regarding both Necessity and Possibility 
[this topical statement] is true: 

1. Because if they both should have [external] existence then 
the relationship of existence to [abstract] necessity would be [one[ 
of necessity, while [its relationship] to [abstract] possibility would be 
[one] of possibility. But if it should be otherwise, then a necessary 
reality would become possible, and a possible reality would [become] 
necessary; L 114 but this is impossible, and it would imply an 
infinite series argument. [Moreover, the topical statement is true], 

2. Because—both the requisite [factor arising out] of existence, 
[namely, abstract necessity], together with the nonrequisite [factor 

of being made existent, and that precedes the existence' of any pos¬ 
sible reality,—take precedence, by reason of [dieir] essence over the 
existence of both a necessary reality, and a possible reality. Thus, if 
both these [abstractions] should come into existence, then the impli¬ 
cation would be that an [abstract] characteristic would be taking 
precedence [in coming into existence] over a subject-substrate, namely, 
what is characterised. 

An objection is raised that then they both would stand as con- 

cxisienis [externally]. 
[In reply], our position is that the contrary of what would be tile 

nonexistent [phase] of an external existent is an [external] existent, 
but it is not so with die contrary of intellectual entities. 



scries argument would be implicit. 

Isfahan! says: L 114, T 52, MS 57b/58a 

Chapter 4: Necessity and Possibility, 
Eternity and Temporality 

When Baydawi had finished Chapter 3 he began Chapter 4 [on the 
four subjects listed here], but he set them forth in five topics: 

1. lTiese [four subjects] are intellectual entities; 2. The distin¬ 
guishing properties of Necessity; 3. The distinguishing properties of 
Possibility; 4. Eternity; 5. Temporality. 

1. These subjects are intellectual entities having no external existence 

a. Necessity and Possibility. Regarding Necessity and Possibility, this 
[topical statement] is true for two reasons. 

1. It is tme because if both necessity T 53 and possibility 

of existence to possibility would be [one] of possibility. Raydawi's 
expression is, “But if it should be otherwise." That is, if the rcla- 

if the relationship of existence to possibility should not be one of 
possibility, then [in that case] the relationship of existence to ncces- 

ence to possibility would become one of necessity. This is inevitable 
because of the fact that the relationship of existence to an existent 
entity is confined to [the categories of] necessity and possibility. 

Thus, if one of diesc two should be excluded, dicit tile oilier would 

be one of possibility, and the relationship of existence to possibility 
should be one of necessity, then a necessary reality would Income 
possible, and a possible reality would become necessary. 
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Moreover, the knowledge that one tiling cxerls causal action upon 
another thing, or [that the first thing] has need of some [other] thing 
is a matter of intuitive understanding that does not admit [the use 
of] a doubtful analogy. 

bility then there would he no ambiguity, while if [nonexistence] 
should be described as having [possibility], then admissibly it would 
be an eilect, and the effective cause of it would be in accordance 
with what has been said previously about the lack of a causal fac¬ 
tor for existence.” 

On account of the difficulty of this L 120 ambiguity, a theory 
has been held that the causal factor for the need [recognized in pos¬ 
sibility] is [due to the fact of its] temporal origination, or, possibil¬ 
ity together with it. But the case is not so, because [possibility] is 
an attribute of existence that comes alter the causal action [prefer- 

Tlierefore, ‘possibility’ would be neither the causal factor [itself] or 
[its own] need,” nor would it be a part of [the causal factor], nor 
would it be a condition for the causality of its causal factor. 

Isfahani says: I. 120, T 55, MS 60b 

3. The distinguishing properties of possibility 

[The distinguishing properties of possibility are also four in number, 
but each one is given a separate full discussion, as follows]: 

a. [The first distinguishing property is that] ‘Possibility' makes a 
‘possible reality’ have need for a cause.” This is true of a possible 
reality because when each of its two terms, existence” and nonex¬ 
istence, arc equally balanced in their relation to its essence, then 
[the possible reality’s] existence is impossible except through an agent 
of preference. Thus, in a situation where its existence is in the bal¬ 
ance, a possible reality has need for an agent of preference who can 
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there would be no difficulty, for we have said1* that a preference of 
one of the two terms [in the balance] of the possible reality would 
require an agent of preference. So, if no preference should materi¬ 
alize for [the possible reality], then [die situation] does not call for 
an agent or preference. But, if the possible reality’s nonexistence 
should be characterized by a preference, then we do not grant the 
impossibility of its being an effect. Indeed, if a possible reality’s non¬ 
existence should be characterized by a preference [in the balance], 
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of [lire right’s] dependence upon the absence of a caasc for the 
occurrence of the second state. But, 

b) if the second state should occur not by reason of a cause, 

ancc [of existence] without any cause [for its preference]. And this 

lect, to be concerned with a case of preference for one of two equals 
without an agent of preferral. However, 

2. if the occurrence of the second state [of die possibility] should 
not become possible, then the one p.e., first state of the ‘possibil¬ 
ity1] having the priority [for preference in the balance of existence]. 

gk (l.e.,1 















a. on the admissibility of tracing the derivation of what is from 
past eternity to the eternal Necessary Cause, and [they agreed] 

b. on the impossibility of tracing its derivation to an ‘Agent of 
Free Choice'. However, the philosophers do apply the name,65 ‘Free 
Choice [Agent’] to God Most High, but not with the meaning by 
which MS 66a the Mutakallimun interpret ‘choice’. 

The Mutakallimun have agreed to exclude ‘eternity past’ [as a 
qualifying term] from everything except the essence of God and His 

[Baydawi's] statement, “And while the Mu'tazilah denied the past 
eternity of the [divine] attributes", refers to the answer to an assumed 
interpolation, A full statement of this interpolation would be, “You 
[disputants] have arrogated to your own use the agreement among 
the Mutakallimun to exclude eternity past from everything except 
the essence of God Most High and His attributes. There are Mu'tazilah 





another agency]6® and is [then] called ‘essential origination’. 
The philosophers held that ‘temporality’ in the first sense® requires 

the antecedence of both ‘matter’ anti ‘a time period’. [They held 

1. regarding the first of these, [‘matter’, the statement is true] 
because the ‘possibility of temporal origination’ is present in exis¬ 
tence before [temporal origination itself] is [present]; so, there would 
be a substrate lor [the temporal origination] other than some [par¬ 
ticular] temporal phenomenon, and drat [substrate] would be ‘mat- 

2. regarding tire second of these, [‘a time period’, the state¬ 
ment is true] because the nonexistence [of the time period] is 
antecedent to its existence, and this antecedence'11 is not because of 
some causal factor, or its essence, or its preeminence, or its place, 
but it is because of the ‘duration of time'. 

A reply |to the philosophers] in their first [proposition] is that 
[abstract] possibility is nonexistcntial; and [the reply] in their second 
[proposition] is that the antecedence sometimes would be other than 







implicitly would be a case of transformation. Thus, the possibility of 
[the temporal phenomenon's) existence would be attained prior to 
its [actual) existence. 

That [abstract] ‘possibility’ would not be the power"'6 held over it 

' ' * over an ‘impossibility’ is that it is not a ‘possible reality' in 
and the reason that what is not an ‘impossibility’ is something 

which power MS 67a can be held is that it is a ‘possible 



Moreover, [abstract] 'possibility' is not an ‘intelligible entity’ in 
itself because of the fact that its existence is not in a substrate. But 
rather, it is an 'adjunctive entity* that a thing has in comparison to 
its own existence, as the saying goes, “A body has the capability of 
existing", or, in comparison to one thing becoming another thing, 
as one might say, “A body has the capability of becoming white.” 

Thus, ‘possibility* would be an T 61 intelligible entity in com- 

have no existence except in their subject-substrates. Thus, a tempo¬ 
ral phenomenon would be preceded [in existence) by 

a) the 'possibility* of its existence, and by 
b) its subject-substrate,’8 A particular possibility is the poten¬ 

tiality for tile subject-substrate in relation to the existence of a par- 

Now, the subject-substrate is a subject-substrate in comparison to 
the [abstract] possibility that was an accidental quality within it, and 
[it is also] a subject-substrate in comparison to a temporal phe¬ 
nomenon, if the temporal phenomenon is an accidental quality: but 
[the subject-substrate] would be ‘matter' in comparison to a tem¬ 
poral phenomenon, if the temporal phenomenon should be ‘sub¬ 
stance*. Whichever it is, the temporal phenomenon L 133 would 
be preceded by ‘mailer', since the subject-substrate would be a body, 

sophers], namely, the fact that temporal origination requires the 

nonexistence of a temporal phenomenon is antecedent [timewise] to 

a) Causal antecedence. This class is an antecedence of the 
effective cause, that is [also] a necessary cause, over its effect. It is, 
for example, like the antecedence of the movement of a Unger over 
the movement of a ring [on the finger], 

b) Natural antecedence. This is a case where one entity is 
such that another entity has need for it, although the first entity is 



then, MS 67b in spite of this fact and by itself alone, the one 
having the need cither will give existence to the one that is needed, 
or it will not. Thus, the one having the need, by the first consider¬ 
ation would be 'causal antecedence’, and by the second considera¬ 
tion it would be 'natural antecedence’. 

c) Temporal antecedence. In this case, the one that pre¬ 
cedes is antecedent to the one that retards, in an antecedence that 
does not join together the one coming before with the one coming 
after, as is, for example, the antecedence of father over son. 

d) Functional antecedence. In this case, the functional arrange¬ 
ment is to be considered. The [functional] rank may be perceptible 
either sensatcly, as in the antecedence of one who leads [the prayer 
rite] over one who is led, or [it may be perceptible] intellectually, 
as in the antecedence of genus over species, if [the comparison] 
begins from the top. 

e) Honorary antecedence. In this case, the antecedence is 
like that of an advanced scholar over a [beginning] learner. 

Thus, among the philosophers, the classes of antecedence arc com- 

thing according to its position, but a nonexistent temporal phe¬ 
nomenon has neither position nor place, or it would be something 
according to nature, but there is nothing in the nature of a non¬ 
existent temporal phenomenon that would have antecedence. 



[for it] present within external existence. 
An objection has been raised that the [abstract] possibility is an 

intellectual entity linked to an external entity, L 134 so, from the 
standpoint of its having a linkage to an external entity, it would not 
itself be an external existent. This is true, because in external real¬ 
ity there is no entity identifiable as ‘[abstract] possibility,' but rather, 

[In reply] to this [objection] it has been argued that the [abstract] 
possibility of a temporal phenomenon, prior to tile latter's existence, 
docs inhere in its subject-substrate. Indeed, since the temporal phe¬ 
nomenon's existence would have a linkage with the subject-substrate, 

to the subject-substrate. Thus, [the possibility] 
of the subject-substrate in view of its linkage tt 
would bej an attribute of tit I 1 pi 
fact that the possibility of [its] existence woul 







L 135, T 

Chapter 5: Singularity and Plurality 

1. On Ihr real nature of ’ingulanty and plurality 

not be divided into entities having commonality in a quiddity; while 
‘plurality’ is the opposite of [‘singularity’]; 

b. Moreover, ‘singularity’ 
1. differs from both ‘existence’ and ‘quiddity’;—whereas the 

‘many’ in itself would be the ‘many’, whether of some existent thing 
or a human being, but it would not be a 'one', and the same would 
be true of a ‘plurality’; and [singularity] 

2. is an established certainty externally. This is because it would 
be part of [ihe concept of] an ‘existent one', and because, if it should 
be a nonexistent then 'plurality' would be a nonexistent; and as 'plu¬ 
rality' would be tile sum of the nonexistent ‘unils of singularity’, both 
of these [conceptual] contraries would be nonexistents, and that 
would lie impossible. Therefore, 'singularity' is soinelhing [externally] 
existential, and ‘plurality* being the sum of the 'units of singularity', 
is also [externally] existential. 

An objection has been raised that, if the units of singularity should 
be existents then they would have a commonality both in the (act 
of their being units of singularity, and [in the fact of] their being 
distinguishable from each other by specific properties, so they would 

would be an infinite series. [In fact, however], the truth is that both 
‘singularity’ and 'plurality' arc intellectual entities. 

Isfahani says; L 135/136, T 62, MS 68b 

In Chapter 5 the author has set forth three topics; 1. On the real 
nature of singularity and plurality; 2. The classes of singularities; 3. 
The classes of plurality. 
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1. On the real nature of tingularil)' and plurality 

‘Singularity’ cannot possibly be defined in accordance with reality 
because the conception formed of it would be intuitive in nature, as 
everyone knows that [the category of] ‘one tiling' [might consist of] 
a man, or a horse, or any other [single] thing, without needing to 
acquire this knowledge by a process of reasoning. 

a. The definition given by our author is in accordance with 
[metaphoric] verbal expression,1 but not in accordance with [strict] 
reality. If it were otherwise, then the argument would be circular. 
This is because if we should say, “‘Singularity’ consists in a given 
thing being such that it may not be divided into endties having com¬ 
monality in a quiddity," then we would be saying that ‘singularity’ 
consists in a given tiling being such that by inherent necessity it may 
not become 'many'. Thus, we would have used ‘plurality’ in defining 
'singularity'. 

But ‘plurality’ [itself] is impossible to define except by means of 
‘singularity’, since 'singularity' is the beginning principle of ‘plural¬ 
ity’, and from it are derived its existence and its quiddity. On that 
basis, any formulation by which ‘plurality’ would be defined would 
make use of ‘singularity’ ill it. Examples arc: “Plurality is a collection 
of ‘single units"’, and “Plurality is what is counted up one by one", 
and other such lormulations. But singularity is better known to the 
intellect than plurality, because it is the beginning principle of plu¬ 
rality, and the intellect would know the beginning principle first. 

The definition [i.e., of ‘singularity’] that was set forth [by the 
author] MS 69a is inclusive of both 

I. genuine singularity, that is, an endty being such that it may 
not be divided as a matter of fundamental principle, as are the 
Necessary Existent and the point [in space], and 

1 MS glows: I. The benefit of putting a definition into a verbal expression is 
knowing that the verbal expression marks the position of (bi*izA’) a determined 

2. A definition by verbal [metaphor] fai-ta'rif al-lalff] is when a [standard] 

clearer expiession to ^indicate ^tbat meaning, a, we sav "The burly fellow fal- 

tary on Iji s -l/niniji/l ^ 1 ^ ^ 





lo meet together, which implies that two contraries would meet, and 

than a plurality, then it is determined that it would be nonexistent 

Now, a plurality would be the sum of the units of nonexislential 
singularity, MS 69b so it also would be noncxistential; thus, there 
would be the two contraries [together], singularity and plurality, both 
noncxistential. But this would he impossible, because one of tsvo con- 

the two noncxistents. Thus it is established that ‘singularity’ would 
be existential. And ’plurality’ is the sum of the units of singularity 
that are existential, so plurality also would be existential. 

a. -a. The answer to [Baydawi’s] first reason is that 
1. if by ’’the Existent One” he means the total composed of 

’one’ and ‘existent’, then we do not grant that ‘the Existent One' 
would be an existent in such a way that the ‘singularity’ that is a 
part of it would also be an existent; but 

2. if by “the Existent One" he means the subject-substrate of 

do not grant that singularity would Ire a part of [die subject-substrate], 
but rather, singularity would be made accidental to it.! 

b. -a. The answer to [Baydawi’s] second reason is that it is indeed 
admissible for two contraries to be nonexislential, on [the basis of] 
the fact that ‘singularity’ is not the contrary of ‘plurality’, so indeed, 
there would be no [precise] opposition between singularity and plu- 

An objection lias been brought against the proof that demonstrates 
that singularity is existential, to the effect that if the units of singularity* 
should be existential, then they would have a commonality in the 
fact of their being L 138 units of singularity and they would be 
distinguishable by reason of their specific properties.*1 So the singularity 
units would have other singularity units, and then the discussion 
would be transferred to the singularity units belonging to the singular- 



CHAPTER 5 

The fact of the matter is that singularity and plurality are 
precisely ‘existential entities’, but rather, they are ‘intellectual e 
tics'. In regard to ‘singularity’, this is [true] because if it should 
an existent precisely, then it would be just one thing among all 
things. So it would have its own singularity, and its own singularity 
would have its singularity, and thus, impliiitly there would be an 

Radier than this, [singularity] is an intellectual entity that the intcl- 

singulanty], but rather, in such a way that [the singularity] woult 
be a measure of the plurality and that [measure] w ould be an adjunc 
lion made accidental to it. 

Singularity it not the opposite of plurality in 
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parly] adjoined with plurality is the fact that plurality’s quiddity can¬ 
not be intellectually perceived [as being] in comparison with singu¬ 
larity, even though [plurality's] quiddity can be intellectually perceived 
by means of singularity.’ For there is a difference between a thing's 
being intellectually perceived as being in adjunction widt something 
else and its being intellectually perceived by means of it; and that 
which is considered as being in adjunction [with something else] is 
the former. MS 70b 

Moreover, [in reverse], singularity cannot be intellectually per¬ 
ceived [as being) in comparison with plurality, and the precondition 
for [die existence ofj an adjunction is that both parties to the adjunc¬ 
tion should lie intellectually perceptible in relation to the other. 

The fact diat singularity may be the opposite of plurality when it 

meni of measure for plurality, and plurality is the object of its meas¬ 
ure. The instrument of measure would be the opposite of the object 
of measure (when it is] in an adjunct relationship to it; it is likewise 
with die object of measure compared to the instrument of measure. 
Indeed, thinking about the object of measure is done in comparison 
with thinking about the instrument of measure, and vice versa. 

The instrumentality of measure and the objectivity of the meas¬ 
ured are factors outside the real nature of singularity' and plurality, 
being accidental qualities applied to them. Therefore, the opposition 
between singularity and plurality would be in regard to having as 
their accidental qualities the instrumentality of measure and the objec- 
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SINGULARITY AND PLURALITY 321 

is opposed to the other only because one (of each pair] requires the 
nonexistence of the other (in the pair). Otherwise, the case would 
be as it is with other [kinds of] pairs of mutually disparate entities. 

c. Negation and affirmation may not both be true and may not 
both be false; 

1. Two adjuncts may both be false as the substrate may be 
devoid of both; 

2. Two opposites [may both be false] because 
a) the substrate may be nonexistent, or 
b) it may be characterized as something intermediate,—as 

tepid, or unjust, or inadmissible, or 
c) it may be devoid of everything, as something transparent; 

3. Privation and possession [may both be false], because cither 

b) it lacks capacity for [possession], 
d. [Ollier corollaries] 

1. Two adjuncts will be mutually concomitant to each other, 
both pursuing and reversing in every aspect; 

low each other, as do health and sickness; or sometimes 
b) they will not follow each odier, as it is with motion away 

from a center and motion towards it, since inevitably there must be 
between them a point of rest, as is the popular view; or sometimes 

c) only one of die two [contraries] will occupy [the sub¬ 
strate], as it is with the whiteness of snow. 

e. Inductive reasoning has indicated 

two [that arc mutually] 'other' in species, (both being] subsumed 
under a single genus, and 

2. that a pair of mutually distinct [opposites] may not be con¬ 
tradicted by a single entity. 

Isfahani says: L 147, T 67, MS 74a 

Somt coroUarits 

The author, [BaydawiJ, set forth L 148 five corollaries to Topic 3 
[on the classes of plurality!. 





the given entity and what would put an end to its essence,—but not 
by the intermediate means of any other thing, T 68 —would be 
a stronger force of objection than would the exclusion that is between 
the given entity and what would put an end to its essence,—by the 
intermediate means of some entity external to it. 

Moreover, if ‘evil' had not been comprised within the fact that it 

an end U> tile conviction dial it is ‘good’. Indeed, if we had posited 
something else that was "not good’, in place of ‘evil’, then the con¬ 
viction l, 149 that the given entity was that [other] entity that 
comprised the fact that it is ‘not good’ would prevent the convic¬ 
tion that it is ‘good’; and that would be not because it was that 
[other] entity, but rather because it comprised the fact that it is ‘not- 

This (discussion | all indicates that an [opposition of] exclusion by 
means of the essence will exist only between negation and affirmation. 
This last [position] is what the author has set forth in his book. 

c. Negation and affirmation may not both be true or both be 
false at once. 





















nal existence, or if the one coming out should be a resulting elfcct, 
then T 70 the discussion of this matter would go back a stage, 
and the argument implicitly would be an infinite series. 

The answer [addressed to the philosophers] is that a ‘source of 

or that one of them had come out, [from the simple entity’s essence], 
A counterobjection [raised by the philosophers] is that corporeal¬ 

ity entails the occupation of space, and [they say to us that] in “your 
scheme” there is a receptivity to existential accidental qualities [while] 
at the same time |you are claiming] ‘simplicity’ [for your simple 

A rebuttal to the dtis, [namely], the answer given [to the pltiloso- 

a. 'Hie first of these [meanings] is that [the source of causation] 
would be an adjunction that would quality the essence of the cause 
as compared to its effect. [This is] from the standpoint that they 
both would be together, in consideration of their [being a case of] 
causc/cffect, but the discussion is not about this. MS 77a 









possibility’. 
b.-a. Further [in answer], the doctrine that a simple entity would 

not have multiple effects has preceded [in the discussions]. 

Isfahani says: L 155, T 70, MS 77b 

4. Whrtha mu thing cm be both wrier and agent of 
carnation sunullaneouily 

Topic 4 is on the question whether it would he admissible for a sin¬ 
gle entity to be both a passive receiver for [a given causation] and 

The philosophers have held the position that a single entity,—in 
which there is no plurality from any aspect whatsoever and with 
which there arc no ‘tools’ or ‘materials' (tor productivity],- -may not 
be both the receiver of [a given causation] and its [active] agent, 

a. [For a single entity], the ‘passive reception’ [of causation] and 
the ‘active doing’ [of causation] would be mutually exclusive [roles] 
even though [the entity's] relationship to the 'passive reception’ [of 
causation] T 71 and its relationship to the 'active doing1 [of cau¬ 
sation] should be identical. [This is] from the standpoint that its 
relationship to the 'passive reception’ would fall between the [same] 
two relations between which its relationship to the ‘active doing1 had 

a 'passive receptor' is the very same essence that had been qualified 
as being an ‘active doer'. Likewise, the entity that had been qualified 
as being the ‘[causation] received’ would be the very same entity 
that would be qualified as being the ‘[causation] performed'. 

Now, that which indicates there is a mutual exclusion between 
the [role of] ‘active doing’ and die [role of] ‘passive receiving’, when 
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a. -a. [To lliis first argument Baydawi] replied19 that for a thing 

theory would not exclude it Irom being considered a necessity to 

Now, the role of ‘active doing' is different from the role of ‘pas¬ 
sive receiving'. Thus, for the role of ‘passive receiving’ the thing 
might be a nonnecessity, while for the role of ‘active doing’ it might 
be a necessity. But what is an impossibility, is that the thing would 
be both a necessity for the other disputant and also a nonnecessity 

Now, because3® a thing being a necessity for another disputant 
due to one theory docs not exclude it from being a nonnecessity for 
him due to another theory, the doctrine has been formulated 

1) that the relationship of the 'passive receiver’ to the 
‘[causation] received' would be through ‘general possibility’, and 

2) the relationship of the 'active agent’ to the ‘[causa¬ 
tion] performed’ would be through '[specific] obligation’; thus, 

3) there would be no 'mutual exclusion- between diem 
since there is no ‘mutual exclusion’ between ‘[specific] obligation' 
and 'general possibility'. 

b. a. Further, the doctrine91 that a simple entity [as cause] docs 
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i. ‘Passivity [as a slate]’ is the role of a thing in being causally 
affected by some other [agency], as what is being cut apart, while 
it is being cut apart.1 

Further, it should be understood that the ‘point’ and the ‘unit of 
singularity' arc both outside this list, and that it is not known what 
kind these are because of the possibility that each of them or one 
of them might be categorized together with something lower in rank 
either as a doctrine or as an accidental quality, and that [the des¬ 
ignation] ‘accident’ is not properly their ‘kind’, since their acciden¬ 
tal nature needs to be demonstrated.2 

Isfahani says: L 157, T 71, MS 7Ba 

SECTION 2: ACCIDENTS 

When Baydawi finished Section 1 on ‘Universal*’ of Book 1: ‘Realities 
Possible', he began Section 2 on ‘Accidents’. Here he set out four 
chapters: 

I. General topics;1 2. Quantity; 3. Quality; 4. Accidents of relation. 

Chapter i: General Topics 

Here there are five topics: 1. The various lands of accidental qualities; 
2. The impossibility of accidents transiting between substrates; 3. 
Whether an accident can subsist in another accident; 4. Whether 

accident subsisting in two substrates. 

I. The various kinds of accidental qualities 













valuation of whatever was inhering within it. Therefore, the [exter¬ 
nal] existence of an accident would not become realized unless by 
reason of a subject-substrate that would give it [individuated] par¬ 
ticularity. Thus, any transition [away from this subject-substrate] 
would not be an appropriate step for it. 

This is different from the case of a body in its need for a space 
[to occupy]. For its ‘existence’ and for its Individuation’ llie body 
does not need space [to occupy],11 but rather, MS fiOa with regard 
to its own particularity and physical boundary the body does have 
need for a particular space [to occupy]. And there is nothing to pre¬ 
vent it from making a transition from one [such] space to another. This 
[freedom of transition] is in view of its being both an existent and 



His occupation of a particular space is an impossibility. So, if this 
[fact we have just mentioned] should be granted, then why would 
it not be admissible that the occupation of [an accident's] substrate 
should be subsequent to [the accident’s] occupation of the substrate 
of L 161 another entity, namely, substance? 

""le philosophers have an argument that quickness and slowness 

sistence of an accident in an accident, holding firmly to the doctrine 
that the meaning of the ‘subsistence’ of one entity (a) in another 
[second entity] (b} was that [entity (a)] occupied a particular space 
after the other entity (b) already was occupying it, and that the other 
entity (b), that was followed, was nothing other titan ‘substance1. 

This is because, if [that entity !-b.] should be an ‘accidental qual¬ 
ity’ [instead of ‘substance’], then its occupation of [shat] particular 
space [necessarily] would be after the occupation of [the same space] 
by the ‘other entity’ (=a). Further, that ‘other entity’ (=a) inevitably 
would be either the entity that was inhering there first (=b), or some 
other than it (=a, or c). 

If [the ‘other entity'] should be the first alternative (=b), then the 
implication is that each of the two (a, b) occurred within the other 
(a in b, b in a), after die ‘other entity’ (b, aj had occurred within 
the [‘first’ (b in a, a in b)]; thus, a circular argument would be 
implicit, and it would be impossible. 
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If [the ‘other entity’l should be the second alternative (^a, or c), 
then the implication is that there was a preference situation without 
an ‘agent of prcfcrral’, since making one of tltem (a/c or b) subsist 

the implication would be that each of them (a/e, or b) was subsist¬ 
ing in [the 'other emit)'’ (b, a/c)],11 which would be ‘the substance'. 

[Baydawi] stated that that firmly held doctrine was weak, since 
we do not grant that the subsistence of one entity within a second 
entity' would be [merely] another way of describing its occupation 
of a particular space after the second entity had [already] been occu¬ 
pying [the same spacej. Rather, ‘subsistence' is a way of saying that 
the first of the two entities becomes specific to the other [second 
one] in such a way that the first is a ‘descriptive factor’ while the 
second is the ‘described factor', even though the quiddity of that 
specification may not be known. " The descriptive factor is called an 
‘inherent’ and the object described a ‘Qocus-]subsirate’. 

The attributes of God Most High subsist in His essence, although 











otherwise, 



would nol continue as a composite [of two partial composites]. 
The reply [to these problems] is that to transform the difficulty 

of their becoming separated into the need of an entity in [the process 
of] composition for the two of them L 164 would not be more 
appropriate tlian to transform the case into the need of one of them 
for the other, or for a free choice agent to attach them [to each 
other], 

5. The impossibility of one arevient subsisting in tuv substrates at once 

[The proposition of this topic is in the negative], because, if it should 
be admissible for one accident to subsist in two substrates, then it 
would be admissible for one body to exist in two [different] loca- 



For an affirmation can be made with certainty that the blackness 
scnsatcly perceived to be in this [particular] substrate is indeed 
different from the blackness sensately perceived to be in that other 

An explanation of the inherent necessity in the logic used here is 
that, if it should be admissible for a single accident to subsist in two 
substrates [at once], then it would be admissible for a single [ex¬ 
ample] of blackness to subsist in two substrates, and it would be 
conceivable that the blackness sensately perceived as being in this 
[particular] substrate would be identical with the blackness sensately 

ent causes to join together to bear upon a single effect in an individual 
example; but this conclusion would be obviously false. T 75 To 
explain the logic used here, it is that a single accident as an indi¬ 
vidual has an independent cause that is its subject-subsuate, and 
[also] is its locus-substrate and part of [its independent cause]. Thus, 
if that [same] single accident as an individual should happen to come 

[also] would be the [other second] locus substrate and part of [die 
other second independent causc|. The [first] independent cause, of 
which the [first] subject-substrate would be a part, would be other 
titan the [second] independent cause, of which the other [second] 
subject-substrate would be a part. Therefore, two independent causes 
would have joined together to bear upon a single accident as an 

It was asserted by a group of the early scholars, that is, the old 
philosophers, that adjunctive qualities, such as 'adjacency' and ‘proxim¬ 
ity’, do qualify two entities. Abu Hashim [al-Jubba’i] held that ‘com¬ 
position of structure'" constitutes a single accident that subsists in 

a-d'ltf). 







Baydawi said: 165, T 75 

Chapter 2: Quantity 

1. Classes of quantity 

Quantity is divisible either 
a. into parts that have no commonality in a single boundary, this 

[division] being a ‘discontinuity’, and is called ‘number’, or 
b- into parts that do have a commonality [in a single boundary], 

this [division] being a ‘continuity’. 
If [a continuous quantity] is not permanent in its essence, then it 

is a 'time duration’. But if it should be [permanent in its essence] 
then it would be a ‘quantitative measure’. 

If [die measure] should be divisible in one dimension, then it is 
a ‘line’, and at this [line] the ‘surface’ tenninates, just as [the line 
itself) terminates in a ‘point’. If [the measure] should be divisible in 
two dimensions, then it is a ‘surface’, or a ‘two-dimensional form',1 
and at this [surface] L 166 the ‘body’ terminates. If [the mea¬ 
sure] should be divisible in three dimensions, then it would be |eithcr] 
a ‘geometrical teaching body’,2 or a ‘thick object’, and the thickness 
is the tilling material between the [outer] surfaces. 

If you regard the entity as a descending [measure], then it would 
be ‘depth’, and if you regard it as an ascending [measure], then it 
would be ‘height’.’ Sometimes [the term] ‘depth’ is applied to pre- 
cut [wood] pieces for ‘length’. 
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boundary, this being a ‘discontinuity', and is called ‘number’; or, 
[quantity] is divided 

b. into parts that do have commonality in a single boundary, this 
[kind] being a ‘continuity’. 

If a ‘continuous quantity' is not permanent in its essence, then it 
would be a ‘time duration’, but if it is permanent in its essence, that 
is, the parts that it is supposed to have would be constant, then it 
would be a ‘quantitative measure’. 

If the ‘quantitative measure’ should be divisible in one dimension 
only, then it would be a ‘line’, and at the ‘line’ a ‘surface’ termi¬ 
nates, just as the ‘line’ itself terminates in a ‘point’. If [the measure] 
should be divisible in two dimensions only, then it would he a [flat] 
‘surface’, or a ‘two-dimensional form’, and at the surface the body 
terminates. If it should be divisible in three dimensions, then it would 
be a ‘geometrical teaching body’,' or a ‘thick’ [‘three-dimensional’] 
object, the ‘thickness’ being the name for the material filling in 
between the [outer] surfaces. 

If [the measure] is considered a descending [measure], then it 
would be ‘depth’. If [the measure] is considered an ascending mea¬ 
sure, then it would be ‘height’/' The term, ‘depth’, is sometimes 
applied T 76 to the dimension of precut [wood] pieces7 or ‘length’.11 

‘length’ is the dimension that is posited first of all, and it is held 
that ‘length’ is die longer [i.c., perpendicular] of the two lines of 

from the head of a man to his foot9 would be the ‘height’ [or, 
‘length*] of a man, and the dimension taken from tire back of any 
of the four-footed creatures to its lowest point would be its ‘height’, 

‘Width’ is the dimension that is posited second, and it is held that 
the ‘width’ Ls the shorter [i.e., horizontal] dimension of [the two lines 

’ ‘Twodimcnsional fonn' - [al-t»ant|; a ‘geometrical leaching body’ - [af-jism 







Baydawi 168, T 76 

3. On the nonexistential nature of quantities 

a. The Mutakallimun held lhat a ‘number’ is composed of 'units 
of singularity'’ that arc intellectual entities having no existence exter¬ 
nally, as was said earlier. However, [say the MutakaUimun], quan¬ 
titative measurements arc [themselves] the corporeality, or the corporeal 
parts, because bodies arc composed of indivisible atoms, and [the 
measurements] arc not somedting added to [the bodies]. If it should 
be otherwise, [then the measurements] would be divided along with 
the body that is their substrate. Thus, a line would be divided ‘per¬ 
pendicularly’, and a surface 'horizontally'.11 But this is contrary [to 
the argument]. 

An objection is raised that these [measurements on bodies] arc 
not accidental qualities that permeate [bodies], so their divisibility is 
not implied. The reply [to this objection] is that if a surface, for 
example, should not be in any of die parts assumed to belong to a 
body, then it would not be inherent within it. But if it should he 
[in some one of them], dien either 

1. it would exist wholly in one part only, and thus [that part] 
and no other would have the measure; or 

2. it would exist in every single [part], so then the ‘one’ as a 
whole, either would be subsisting in the many, or it would not [be 

!’ The MS omiu the preceding explanatory t lame. 
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appropriate for lire adherence to it of these two causal factors," not 

because (he two parts of time duration, of which the antecedence 
and subsequence are accidental qualities, do not exist simultaneously 
among the individual quiddities, so how would an adjunctive rela¬ 
tion exist that is a qualifying accident for the two of them?" But 
what constitutes these two factors an established certainty in the intel- 

cssence would be the sulKlrate for them both, I mean, ‘time duration', 
together with that ‘entity’. So for that reason, by making antecedence 

a. An objection has been raised that ‘antecedence' is not an exter¬ 
nal existent, 'subsequence' likewise, for they are intellectually adjunc¬ 
tive relations, so they do not require their substrate to be existent 
externally, but only in the mind. 

a. -a. The answer [to this objection] is that what constitutes these 
two factors an established certainty in the intellect is a certain 'entity' 
[i.e., the ‘[expected but as yet] nonexistent temporal phenomenon’] 
that indicates the existence of what in its essence would be the sub¬ 
strate of them both, namely, 'time duration', together with that 

b. Another objection has been raised that if the ‘[expected but as 
yet] nonexistence of the temporal phenomenon' should be charac¬ 
terized by the attribute ‘antecedence', then the implication would be 
that nonexistence would be characterized by the attribute ‘established 
certainty', which would he impossible. 
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b. [Time duration] is the greatest celestial sphere, because it com¬ 
pletely encompasses all bodies.'1 The error of this [theory] is obvious. 

not permanent in its essence. This [theory] is disallowed because 

change of the greatest sphere]. This is the doctrine of Aristotle and 
his school. [These philosophers] argue that proof demonstration indi¬ 
cates that51 

1. [time duration] is receptive to equality and to difference,,l 
and everything of that sort would be a quamity, therefore, time dura- 

2. But, [time duration] would not be discontinuous, otherwise, 

duration] is not permanent in its essence because its parts arc not 
joined together. 

constitute a distance, nor would it be a self-moving agency, nor would 
it be any part of [the self-moving agency’s] permanent structures. 

4. Thus, [time duration] is a nonpermanent structure, namely, 
‘motion-change’ [or, ‘movement j. 

5. This motion-change is circular in nature, because what is 
straight could be discontinued, but lime duration would not be dis¬ 
continued. 

6. [Time duration] is the swiftest of [all] movements because 
other movements are measured by it, and it is the daily motion- 
change |of the revolving heavens]. 

One must understand 

ity to equality requires the [accidental quality of] quantity, and that 
would be established only if it should be established that [time dura- 
don’s] receptivity to [equality] would lie of [time duration’s] own 

91 H A Wotbon, in 76f ftUoupfy of Spiaosa 1:332, calk this “the aU-enciiding 











Baydawi said: L 179, T 81 

5. Place and void 

A place [may be defined] as an existent entity, because the intel¬ 
lect’s intuition bears witness that whatever moves will make a tran- 

Nloreover, [a place] is external to an entity resident within the 
place, because any part of [this resident] would transit with the tran- 

Theories of place 

a. According to Aristotle [a place] cons s the inner surface of 
[surface] of what is 

[of Aristode, namely, Plato, a place] 
dimension L 180 in which a body 

c. According to the Mutakallimun,® [a place, i.c., as an immate¬ 
rial space dimension] may be posited as a fact. 

A proof demonstration supporting the first [theory here (a.)] is 
that a 'place' would be either 
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b. According 10 [Aristotle’s] mentor, Plato, [a ‘place’] is an cxis- 

c. According to the Murakalliinun, [a ‘place*] is an abstracted 
space dimension that may be posited as fact. 

A proof demonstration of the first [theory (a.)],'-' is that a ‘place’ 

namely, that a place would be a void, is invalid for [the following) 

a) The first [main reason that a ‘place’ would not be a 
‘void*] is that a void would be cither 

1) nonexistential, as the Mutakallimun say, or 
2) it would be an existent, as in Plato’s doctrine. 
(1) The first [alternative! Is invalid, because if the void 

in which a body is inherent, should be nonexistential L 182 then 
it would not be receptive to increase and decrease. But that con¬ 
clusion is false. To explain the logical necessity used here, it is that 
what is nonexistential would not be receptive to increase or decrease. 



immateriality 
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[Baydawi's] statement is that if it should be nonexistent externally. 

Our [Isfahan's] position is that the increase and decrease arc 
hypothetical considerations, and that what is nonexistent would he 
receptive to increase and decrease as a hypothetical consideration. 

l)-a- The reply” to the first [subordinate] reason that 
the void would not be existential is that we do not grant that if a 
body were to exist in abstract space, then die interpenetration and 
the unification of the two spaces would be implied. 

[Baydawi’s] statement is that then the abstract space would not 
be distinguishable from space with a firmly fixed space dimension. 

Our [Isfahani’sJ position is dial we do not grant it; but what he 
intends to say is that there would be no sensate perception of the 
two spaces. But the lack of a sensate perception of the two [kinds 
of] space simultaneously would not necessitate their interpenetration 
and unification, to such an extent that to allow the interpenetration 
of the two spaces MS 90b would be to allow die inieipenelraiion 
of the universe within the spatial domain of a single mustard seed, 
which would be impossible, 

2}-a. The reply [i.e., from the standpoint of Plato], to 
the second [subordinate] reason that the void would not be exis- 

to some accidental quality. 
[Baydawi's] statement is dial if its abstraction should be due to 

some accidental quality, then whatever would have need for a sub¬ 
strate would not have need for it due to some accidental quality. 

Our position is that we do not grant, that if the abstraction of a 

quality, then the implication would be that the space dimension of 
its own essence would have need for a substrate. Indeed, the essence 

a substrate nor T 84 a need for it. Thus, the abstraction of the 
space dimension [from die substrate] due to some accidental qual¬ 
ity would not require that it have need for a substrate to such an 
extent that it would imply something impossible. 

3)- a. The reply [i.e., from the standpoint of Plato], to 
the third [subordinate] reason that the void is not existential, is that 

* MS gt: From the standpoint of Plalo. 
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91a and regarding die tenth of nine hours, that is due to the imped¬ 
iment throughout the distance. Now, the degree of resistance [from 
the sparse impediments in this second plenum] is one tenth of the 
degree of resistance in the first plenum. The time duration for the 
transition of the first plenum is ten hours, one hour of which is due 
to the original movement, and nine hours are due to the [extra] 
impediment throughout the distance. The degree of resistance in the 

[plenum]. Therefore, the time duration that is due to the impedi¬ 
ment in the sparse [plenum] is one tenth of the nine hours that are 
due to [the impediment in] the dense [plenum]. 

The result [of this reasoning] is that the contradiction that you have 
established [i.e., in b) above] would be complete only if the whole 
time duration should be set into correlation with the impediment. 

But if some of [the time duration! should be set into correlation 
with the [original] transition [without impediment], and some of it 
into correlation with the [transition with] impediment, then the tran- 
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of primal matter, and [the doctrine of] me measure being an acciden¬ 
tal quality, and [we consider that] both of these are impossibilities."* 

lion has Iktii given lor [the validity] of them both. 

Thus, 



aydawi said: 7, T 85 

Chapter 3: Quality 

A process of induction indicates that this category [of quality] is 
comprised within four divisions: 

b. Psychic qualities; 
c. Qualities specific to quantities; and L 188 

Classes of sensate qualities 

a. [A general division.] 
1. If sensate qualities are deep rooted they are called 'actively 

affective qualities' [i.e., reaction producing],3 but 
2- if they are not [deep rooted] then [they are called] ‘pas¬ 

sively reflex reactions’.*1 [This distinction is] on account of whether 
there is a passive sense reaction to them or not, or because the qual¬ 
ities derive from a blended constitution, cither in an individual entity 
as the sweetness of honey and the redness of blood, or of a specific 
kind [of blend] as the heat of fire and the coldness of water. 

b. [A specific division.] These [sensate qualities] arc [further] 
classifiable in accordance with the division of the five external senses, 

I. The sensations of touch, namely, heat and cold, wetness and 
dryness,—these [four] being called 'primary' qualities’, because die 









bles it according lo Ihe requirement of its nature 
cohesion b strong. [Heat] 

cc) produces flux and circulation, if what is fine L 
190 and what is coarse should be nearly equal, because of what¬ 
ever adherence and attraction there b in them, as in gold; and [heat 

dd) produces] melting'6 if the coarse predominates, 
|but] not extremely, as [in] iron; and [heat causes things] to vapor¬ 
ize altogether, if [the hcatj should increase, and if that which is fine 

It b most likely dial natural heat" is different from the heat of 

bodies. 
An objection is raised a) that [natural heat] would be the heat of 

a fiery atom that b broken, and b) that heat may occur through 
motion-change, the proof of this being through experiment. 

should be what causes heat, then the three elements [other than fire] 
would become heated, and there would be a conflagration due to 

thing else. Thus [scholars] did not intend that the specific qualities 
they mentioned [of the sense perceptions] were to serve as definitions 

explanation of their dbtinguishing properties. 

" T: [al-harAisii ul-glurfzlyah]; L: (... al-ghartzah]. 







and between it [i.e., coldness] and heat there is an opposition. They 
both are existential qualities that come one after the other to a sin¬ 
gle subject-substrate, and between these two [qualities] there is the 
utmost difference in nature. 

Baydawi said; L 191, T 87 

e) Humidity 
Regarding ‘wetness', the Imam [F.D. Razi] has said that it is the 

moisture that promotes both the ease of clinging [to another body] 
and of separation [from it]. But the position cannot be taken that 
therefore honey would be more wet than water since it is more cling- 

exist in die dust [of the ground], it would be fluid. 
‘Dryness’ is die opposite of ‘wetness,’ according to both lie 

Isfahan! says: L 191, T 87, MS 94a 

c) Humidity 
The Imam [F.D. Razi] has said that ‘wetness’ is the moisture that 

flows on the surface of the body and screes to promote both an easy 
clinging7* to another [body] and easy separauon from it. Thus water 
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and [sometimes] it is compulsory, as would be the tendency of a 

Sometimes two tendencies may be joined together [to go] in one 
direction, as would be the case of a stone thrown downwards, and 
the case of a man going down [a slope]. Or, [they may be joined 
to go] in two [different] directions, if we should interpret [the ten¬ 
dency] as that which causes propulsion, not as [something being 
moved] by it. For that reason there would be a difference in the 
status of two stones that would be thrown upwards with one and 

Isfahani says: L 192, T 87, MS 94a 

d) Wnght 
'Lightness' and 'heaviness' are qualities of touch consisting of two 

forces sensately perceived [as coming] from their substrate, and 
through the two of them [there is perceived] a propulsion upwards 
in relation to 'lightness' and a propulsion downwards in relation to 
'heaviness’. The propulsion upwards is [perceived as coming] away 
from the center [of the universe], and the [propulsion] downwards 
[as going] to die center [of the universe]. The first is like an inflated 

thrown downwards. MS 94b 
The Mutakallimun call lightness and heaviness dependent [in 

a [force of] natural'tenderly would not exist L 193 in a* body 
occupying its natural domain, since, if a [force of] natural tendency 
should exist in a body occupying its natural domain, then it would 
he [directed] either away from its natural domain or towards its nat¬ 
ural domain, bodi of these alternatives being absurd. This is so 
because 1) it would be impossible for a propulsive force to be directed 
away from its natural domain, otherwise, the goal naturally sought 
would be naturally avoided; and because 2} it would be impossible 
for a propulsive force to be directed towards its natural domain, 
because of the absurdity of seeking for what is already present. 





separated from it, because if two tendencies should join together but 
move in two [different] directions, die implication would be that 
there would be both a propulsion away from a thing and a propul¬ 
sion toward the thing simultaneously, which would be absurd. 

The movement of the large body would be slower only” because 
the hindrance MS 95a upon it5' would be larger, and that would 

sure of touch, while ‘softness’ is the absence of that [resistance]. It 
is also held L 194 Utat they are two qualities that are consequent 
upon the two [conditions]. 

‘Smoothness’ and ‘roughness’ arc an evenness in the position of 
the [body] parts or an unevenness in them, for they are both in the 

itics both derivable from [the category of] ‘position.’ 

Isfahani says: L 194, T 88, MS 95a 
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whiteness” of snow except that in it there arc small icy panicles 
intermingled with the air, and through that [air] the tight penetrates, 
likewise crushed crystal is seen to be white for that reason, since 
we know that when hard particles come together they do not react 

Blackness appears from the dense nature of a body and the lack 
of any penetration of light into the body's depth. 

The truth is that blackness L 196 and whiteness are two real 
qualities subsisting in a body externally, and what is set foitlt as the 
reason for their appearance may be [indeed] the reason for their 
occurrence externally. 

However, this [judgment] is contradicted by die case of the white¬ 
ness of a boiled egg. [In this case], the whiteness is observed, but 
what has been reported about it is not understood. The egg became 
hard after boiling, and the hardness had not been observed to be 
in the egg before it was boiled, although the egg was transparent. 
Thus, an intermingling of air after the boiling would be excluded, 
because the egg is heavier and [its] heaviness is proof of the absence 
of any intermingling of air [within it]. 

Moreover, [that ease] is like [the case of] magnesia that is a milk- 
like medicine obtained from vinegar in which litharge has been healed 
until it decomposes and precipitates in it and |thcn the tiquidj clarifies 
until the vinegar stays perfectly dear. The magnesia [precipitated in 

becoming white is an indication both of the lact that there is very 
little air in it and of the fact that the earth-like material after becom¬ 
ing white is more than it was before. 

The popular notion is that the original colors are black MS 96a 
and white while the rest of the colors are composed of black and 
while. There is also a theory that the original colors are black, white, 
red, yellow and green. 











'hite would have no commonality with black in the light, 

commonality in the light in spite of their difference in 

tong the [various kinds of] lights, there is ‘primary’ light 
upon a body from a light source directly by ' 
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quiescence' [i.e., in having no consonantal constriction], namely, 
[alif], [wiw], and [yi*).” 

I) This is because they arc generated by elongating the 
fmobil] vowels immediately preceding and congenial to them; [that 
is], the 'A' sound for the alif, the 'U' sound for the waw, and the 
T sound for the ya', as in [hS], [ha], and [hr].1" 

2} Moreover, it is not possible to begin |a word] with 
them in that state [of elongationj, because they are then [in their] 
quiescent [state], and it is not possible to begin with a [letter in its] 
quiescent [state], 

b) Furthermore, [the letters arc divided also into] ‘unvoiced 
consonants’, which constitute all the others, (that is, all but the con¬ 
sonant letters of elongation and quiescence), like the ]ta’] and the 
[la’],’1 and the others. And it is possible to begin [a word] with 
these [consonant letters]. 

It is well known dial 
1) the most frequent cause of sound is the wave-motion 

of the air, by beating [as on a drum] or by hard plucking [as of a 
stringed instrument]. The 'wave-motion of the air’ is not an expres- 
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Isfahani says: L 201, T 92, MS 98b 

4. lasie imsiaum 
[Of ihc various food tastes] there arc nine" with respect to the 

recipient [food material] and the causative agency. L 202 Indeed, 
a food taste will have a body [of food material] that carries it*9 which 
is either fine or coarse or medial between fineness and coarseness. 

a) Thus, heat produces 
1) in what is coarse a bitterness, and 
2) in what is fine a sharp acridity, and 

b) Cold produces 

5) in fine material a sourness,” and 
6) in what is medium [coarse] an astringency. 

c) Medium heat produces 

8) in fine material (the taste of] a fatty substance, and 
9) in medium [coarse material] a flatness of taste. 

being that which really has no taste, while the second is that which 
really has taste, but its taste is not sensately perceived because of its 
extremely dense coarseness. Nothing dissolves from [the second] that 
mingles with the tongue, so there is no perception of its taste, as 

I. bitterness [null.trail]; 2. sharp acridity [harafalll: 3. saltiness [multihah]; 4. 
sharp aatringeney fultljahj; 5. sourness |l)iun0tWi|; 6. astringency [qatx;l|; 7. sweet¬ 
ness [halSsvah]; 8- a fatty substance [tliisiini.ilt;. 9. flat of taste [talaltalt]; 10. bit¬ 
terness & astringency* [al-basha'ah] of buxthom |al-hudad]: 11. bitterness & saltiness 
[al-au'uqah] of wormwood [al-shibah]. 

M MS gl: I.e., Of [the food tastes] the simple tsttes |basavi|ult3] are tune. 
* MS gl: l e.. the recipient [al-qabil| [of it], 

-•wr&twraiul ““cnor '"p'hcr 
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would mix with the tongue and be perceived, because of die extremely 
dense coarseness, but then if [this sample] should be changed in the 
dissolution and refinement of its parts a taste would be perceived 
from it. The 'tastelessness’ in this [second] sense is reckoned as a 
[real] taste, but not so the finst [sense, that has no taste). 

there are joined in one [taste-bearing] body two tastes or more, and 
so another than these nine would be perceived. The joining together 
of two tastes would be like the mixing together 

(10.) of bitterness and astringcncy of the boxthora [Ly- 
dum], [a taste] called 'nauseous'. The boxthorri” is a medicine, 
being a species of die prickly saltwort [Salsola kali]. [And such a 
joining would be] like the mixing together 

(11.) of bitterness and saltiness in wormwood, [a taste] 
called 'brackish'.” The joining together of more [than two tastes] 
would be like the mixing together of bitterness, sharp acridity and 
astringency in the eggplant. 

Baydawi said: L 202, T 92 

5. Smell sensations 
The odors that are agreeable to one’s temperament arc called 'fra¬ 

grant', and those that are disagreeable to it [are called] 'putrid'. 
Sometimes an odor is called sweet or [sometimes] sour” in view of 
what accompanies it. The various kinds of odors do not have specific 
names. The reason for the sensate perception of these [odors] is die 
arrival in the nose of air that has been qualified by [one of them]. 
Another theory is [that the reason for the sensate perception of odors 
is the coming to the nose of air] mixed with a tine particle dissolved 
from that which possesses the odor. 















a) ‘concept formations' and 
b) 'judgmental assents' [i.e., to the concepts being formed; 

then [the judgmental assents] become knowledge], 
b. [Knowledge.] 

1. Concept formation110 is the [present] existence of the 'form' of 
the 'intelligible object of knowledge’ within the ‘knower’. What indi- 

a) that we form a concept of a nonexistent entity, and 
b) that we make it distinct from anything else, a distinction 

that will not be realised until after it has become an established ccr- 

An objection to this [doctrine] is raised with the argument that it 
would require the mind to be hot [and] cold [and] straight [and] 

[In reply to this objection it can be said], the truth is that if1" 
[the objecting philosophers] should intend by the [term] ‘form’ some¬ 
thing like a reflected image in a mirror, then that [sense] would bear 
[what is meant]."* But if they should mean something that would 

that would be [an/invalid [meaning], because [the'Vorm’]'is an 
accidental quality, while the [intelligible] object of the ‘concept being 
formed’ might be a substance. Moreover, sometimes an entity will 
form a conception of itself, so if its own image should occur within 
[a material entity], dicn the implication would be that two like images 
were joined together. 

would be one entity, because the thinking person is the one who 
brings up before himself something that is other than himself and 
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also because it would be impossible for something to appear T 94 

2. Judgmental assent111 is either 
a) ‘firmly convinced’, or 
b) it is not. 
(a) The first alternative above, [firmly convinced judgmen¬ 

tal assent], is due either 
1) to a factor of [logical] necessity, or 
2) it is not, the latter [case] being [conviction due to] 

(1) In the former alternative here, what is linked [to the 

aa) ‘open to contradiction’ somehow, this being ‘belief’, 

bb) it is not [open to contradiction], this being ’knowl¬ 
edge’. 

(b) The second alternative above [not firmly convinced judg¬ 
mental assent) is either [a case of| 

I) two equal terms, which is [called] 'doubt', or, 

aa) the probable one is [called] a ‘surmise’, L 206 

bb) the less probable one is [calledj an ’estimation’ 
[or, guess]. 

Another theory [of perception and knowledge] is to the effect that 

intelligible object, [this individual linkage] would be multiplied accord¬ 
ingly as the intelligible objects would multiply, and it would take 

itself. 
Another theory is to the effect that [the special linkage between 

about erudition, which is a state having a linkage with the intelligi¬ 
ble object. On this basis, it would not be multiplied accordingly as 
intelligible objects would multiply. 
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[Mahani continues:] L 297:3; T 94:15; MS 100b: 14 

lbn Sim's theory of perception 
In [his] al-hharat [wa-etl-TanbihM],'v Shaykh [lbn Sina] defined ‘per¬ 
ception' thus: “The perception of an entity consists in the fact that 
its real nature is represented128 to the perceiver, [and] the observer 
[of this real nature] is that agency [equally cither directly or by 
instrument] by which it is perceived.'"” 

This is a definition of ‘perception’ in accordance with [its] ety¬ 
mology, and on that account [lbn Sina] did not hesitate to bring 
the 'perceiver' into it. But the use of something derived in defining 
that from which the derivation is taken does not imply that it is a 
case of ‘definition by something more obscure.’ This is because the 
determination of the factor indicated by [the word] ‘perception’ is 
through an entity that belongs specifically to [the perception], and 
does not include all the other psychic attributes. This factor repre¬ 
sents reality on the basis of [direct] observation, and the determi¬ 
nation of [what] 'perception' [refers to] is not through mentioning 
the *perceiver,’ so there is no implication that it is a ‘definition by 
something more obscure.’ 

This definition is a determination of the causal factor named ‘per¬ 
ception’ that MS 101a has commonality with the ‘thinking process’, 

The entity perceived [then] would be either 
a. the perceiver himself, or 
b. something else, that ‘something else' being either 

1. not external to [the perceiver],1” or 
2. external to [the perceiver], and if external, it is either 

a) material”' or 
b) immaterial.11' So, these are four divisions.1” 







2. 'being present before die instrument' is known from his state¬ 
ment: .. The observer [of its real nature] is that [agency] by which 
it is perceived." 

[Isfahani continues:] L 208:14, T 95:3, MS I01b:8 

^a^Pet^tiomfThen, (two .^^rics after lbn Sina, Baydawi 
restudied this material, and reformulated the theory, saying that the 
various] perceptions'” are cither 

1. plainly external, as sensate perception in the five [external] 
senses, touch, sight, hearing, smell and taste, or they are 

2. internal, as [psychic perception in] 'the thought process’. 

a) 'concept foimation(s)' and 
b) ‘judgmental assent(s)’; because inevitably, a judgment either 

1) would not closely follow perception, or, a judgment 







Ugiblc object within the knower, A full statement of this objection 
is that if the ‘concept formed' should consist in the existence of the 
form of the intelligible object being within the knower, then it would 

this conclusion is false, and so the premise is likewise. 
An explanation of the logic used here is that an entity sometimes 

will form a conception of itself, as when we form a conception of 
ourselves. Thus, if a ‘conception formed’ should be tire existence of 
the intelligible object’s ‘form’ within the knower, then the inference 
would be, from an entity’s conception of itself, that the form of the 
entity would exist within itself. MS 102b Thus, its own image 

identical Images’ would be joined together. 
Let no one say that if an entity should form a conception of itself, 

then the intelligent agency and the intelligible object would be one. 
1,210 Indeed, an intelligent agency would be one capable of bring¬ 
ing before itself an abstracted quiddity', and that [agency) would be 
more general than one capable only of bringing before itself some¬ 
thing different from itself, or its own self Thus, if an entity should 
form a conception of itself, there would be no implication that two 
identical images would be joined together. This is because we [i.e., 
Isfahani) hold that a thing being present before itself would be nec¬ 
essarily impossible. Thus, inevitably either 

1) there would be die joining together of two identical 
images, or 

2) the doctrine would be that ‘concept formation’ is not 
tile existence of the form of the intelligible object within the knower. 

[The internal perceptions also comprise] 
(b) Judgmental assent. This is either 

1) firmly convinced, that is, impossible to contradict, or 
2) not firmly convinced. 
(I) [Regarding] the first alternative here, that is, [judg¬ 

mental assent) as being firmly convinced, is either 
aa) due to a factor of [logical] necessity,1that is, on 

account of some indication [of proof], or 
bb) not due to a factor of [logical] necessity. 
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22) not open to contradiction, whether < 
or as a matter of analogy, this being ‘knowledge'.167 

[The clause) ‘what is linked [to it]' means the relationship of 
established certainty between the two terms of 'judgmental assent’, 
namely, the object of judgment and the means of it, [certainty] to 
which affirmation MS 102a or negation may be given. 

(2) [Regarding] the second [major] alternative above, that 
is, judgmental assent as not being firmly convinced, 

aa) if (judgment] is equally balanced in its two terms, 
then it is [called] ‘doubt'; but, 

bb) if [judgment] is not equally balanced in its two 

II) what is ‘preferable’ [as more probable] is a 
‘surmise’, and 

22) what is less ‘preferable’ is an ‘estimation’. 
Another theory is that knowledge is a matter of an adjunctive 

relationship, namely, a special linkage16" between the knower and an 
intelligible object. Thus, ‘knowledge' would become a plurality accord¬ 
ingly as intelligible objects would multiply, just as an adjunctive rela¬ 
tionship would become a plurality accordingly as the objects governed 
by adjunction would multiply. 



Another theory is that ‘knowledge’"" is an attribute'" that neces¬ 
sarily produces ‘erudition', this erudition being a single state"1 hav¬ 
ing a linkage with an ‘intelligible object.' On this [basis] ‘knowledge’ 
would not become a plurality accordingly as the intelligible objects 
would multiply, since the linkage of a [single] attribute to a plural¬ 
ity of [intelligible] objects would not imply that the attribute would 
become multiple, because it is admissible for one entity to have link¬ 
ages with numerous [intelligible] objects. 

[Isfahan! continues:] L 210:9, T 95:34, MS 102b:9 
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Also, [knowledge] b. is ‘particular', being linked with the indi¬ 
vidual quiddities of each one of those [particular] factors,—as, for 
example, your knowledge of the parts of a composite quiddity,—in 
such a way dial each part would be conceived separately and differ¬ 
entiated one from the other within the intellect. Thus, if the total- 

of everything, and assuming that the ‘existence of everything’ would 
be one [existence], then a knowledge of the parts would be ‘gen¬ 
eral’ [knowledge]. 

Moreover, knowledge c. is active, in dial the form of the 'known 
object' comes hist of all to the burner, and [then] that 'mental form’ 
becomes the reason for the existence of the ‘known object’ among 
the individual quiddides. It is as when you form a conception of a 

And [knowledge] d. is passive, in dial die ‘mental form’ is deduced 
from something existing among the individual quiddities. It would 
be as when you have observed something, and then you have com¬ 
prehension of it, as when you observe the heavens, and so derive 
useful information from the ‘form’ of the heavens. 

Baydawi said: L 213, T 97 

The rational lout’s four stages of intellertiiat detelofment 

The topic of the [rational] soul comprises the four stages [of its intel¬ 
lectual development]. 

a. The first stage is a ‘predisposition to intellectual activity’, and 
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2. that noi all the particular [actions would lake place in such 
a general conception], because it is impossible for [individual] actions 

from that [particular] conceived action that would be toward 
1. cither [its] attraction, if die action conceived should be pleas¬ 

ing or beneficial as a certainty or a probability, this [alternative] 
being called a 'natural craving1; or [it would bej toward 

2. [its] rvpulsiou and defeat, if the action conceived should be 
blame-wonhy or harmful as a certainty or a probability, this [alter¬ 
native] being called a 'natural revulsion'. 

c. [The third source of voluntary action includes both] the 'will' 



action’ is the source1" of (all) the various actions.™ Thus| the ‘poten- 

action', in the consensus [of scholars], because 
1. it is an attribute that produces conformity with the ‘will’, and 
2. it is the source of [all] the various actions. 

The potential force of the celestial realm, among those who posit 
[this realm] to be perceptively intelligent, is a ‘power of autonomous 
action’ by the first definition, because it produces conformity to die 
‘will’.”1 but it is not a power of autonomous action by the second 
definition, because it is not the source of [all| the various actions. 

The potential force of vegetation is a power of autonomous action 

actions [of plant life] , but it is not a power of autonomous action by 
the first definition, because it does not produce conformity to a will."’* 

The potential force of the elements is not a power of autonomous 

conformity to a will, nor by the second definition because it is not 
the source of [all] the various actions. 

The ‘power of autonomous action’ is something other than the 
'natural constitution’, because the ‘natural constitution' is a quality 
that stands as an intermediate between heat and cold, [and between] 
wetness and dryness. Thus, it belongs to the genus of these four 
qualities, and its effect belongs to tile genus of the effect of the four 
qualities. But the ‘power of autonomous action’ is not such, for its 
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opinions and from natural cravings and aversions that conflict with 
one another. If no preference for one side [or another] should develop, 
then perplexity results, but if [a preference] does exist, then a deter- 

Baydawi said: I* 216, T 98 

Pleasun and pain an sttf mdml conctpts 

The doctrine [of the philosophers] is that pleasure 
of something agreeable, while pain is the perception 
thing disagreeable.® 

: is the perception 
i T 99 of some- 



Isfahan! sa L 216, T 99, MS 

Pleasure and pain ate self-evident concepts 

'Pleasure' and ‘pain’ are both intuitive concepts MS 106a because 
they are psychic intuitions. You have learned that with psychic intu- 

to attain to them [mentally].81 ’ * 
The philosophers' doctrine is dial pleasure is the pereeption of 

something agreeable, and pain the perception of something dis¬ 
agreeable. 

But this requires consideration, for when we eat and drink and 
have sexual intercourse we find ourselves in a special state'* and we 
know also that we arc perceiving these L 217 agreeable things. 
But we do not know whether this ‘special state’ is 

a. identical with this 'perception', or is 
b. concomitant to [the perception], or whether [the state] 
c. has |the ‘perception’] for its concomitant, or whether [the state] 
d. is not concomitant to [the pereeption], or whether [die state] 
e. does not have [the pereeption] for its concomitant. 
It would not be sufficient,—in explaining that [the ‘state of pleas¬ 

ure1] constitutes die 'perception' itself, to say that we find [pleasure] 
by way of [the perception] and so [the pleasure] is identical to [the 
perception itself], because this argument is [merely] verbal.™ 

Moreover, a questioner could object that if you have assigned the 
name ‘pleasure’ as the name lor this ‘perception’, then there would 
be nothing to dispute;™ but why then would you not say that the 

very perception? 
There is no doubt at all that this logical goal may not be real¬ 

ized from this point of view.™ Also, assuming that the special state 
would be something distinctiy different,™ then the pleasure would 
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illness is in contrast to this, that is, it is a state or habitual disposi¬ 
tion in which actions issue from their subject-substrate’” but not in 
a sound and flawless manner. 

There is no intermediate stage between these two [health and ill¬ 
ness], because [Ba>dawi] meant110 that dierc would be a single sub¬ 
ject-substrate [i.c., the members of one human body] in relation to 
a single action in a single [given] moment, L 219 and from that 
standpoint [the subject-substrate with its action] would be either 
sound and flawless, or it would not be so; thus, no intermediate 
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b) 'crookedness', however, being contrary to this, for it means 
that the parts [a line] is assumed to have do not correspond at all 
places, as in the parts a bow may be assumed to have, for if the 
concave part of one of two bows is set oxer the convex part of the 
other [bow], then one of them matches the other, but at any other 

e) ‘circularity’ being a [flat] surface such that one line sur- 

ter] point from which all straight lines are equal L 220 as they 
radiate out to the [outer] line; 

d) and ‘shape’ constituting the structure of what is enclosed 
by the boundary or boundaries of a body;— 

e) ‘prime numbers', that [are the case] whenever a number 

d) ‘composite numbers’, dial [are the ease] whenever a num- 

■four’, that 'two' will factor, and ‘six’, that ‘three’ and ‘two’ will 

(b.) Qualities [that are not themselves accidental to qualities, but 
rather,] are compounded, [both of those specific to quantities and 
of others that are notj, arc like one's physical constitution®1 that is 
composed of [both] shape and color. 

Baydawi said: L 220, T 100 

4. Ouahlm of predispodtim 

If the predisposition should be on the side of 'nonreceptivity*, as is 
‘hardness’, then it would be called a ‘potential force [of resistance]’, 
but if die predisposition should be on the side of ‘receptivity’, then 
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it would be called ‘weakness’ [i.e., ‘softness’) or, 'not a potential force 
[of resistance]’. 

Isfahani says: L 220, T 100, MS 107b 

4. Qualities of predisposition 

The qualities of predisposition arc intermediary1** between the two 
extremes of opposition, namely, ‘nonpassivity’ and ‘passivity1*” or, 
‘nonreceptivity’ and ‘receptivity’. Therefore, if the predisposition 
should lean strongly**4 toward nonrcccptivity and nonpassivity, as do 
‘hardness* and 'soundness of health’,™'' then it would be called a 
‘potential force [of resistance]’. But if the predisposition should lean 
strongly toward receptivity and passivity, then it would be called 



Baydawi said: L 220, T 100 

1. Whether they appear in external existence 

The majority of die Mutalcallimun denied [any appearance in exter¬ 
nal existence by the accidents of relation] except for that of ‘place- 
whcrc’. They held that if [these accidents] should haw [external] 
existence, then that existence would take place within their substrates, 
so the argument would be an infinite series. 

The philosopher argued that the [accidents of relation] are real, 
[being neither] a theory nor a mental entity, and therefore, they 
belong among external entities. They arc not noncxistcnts, for they 
occur after having had no being, nor do diey have a body, because 
they are not physically comparable with anydiing else. But this [argu¬ 
ment] is contradicted by (the fact of] die termination and passing 
away [of the accidents of relation]. 

Isfahani says: L 220, T 100, MS I07b/I08a 

Chatter 4: Accidents of Relation 

The accidents of relation arc the seven that remain, namely, 
1. placc-where, 2. adjunction, 3. time-when, 4. position,' 5. pos¬ 

session as habit, 6. activity, and 7. passivity.2 
In this chapter (Baydawi] discussed three topics: 1. Whether the 

accidents of relation appear in existence; 2. The case of ‘placc-where’; 
3. The case of ‘adjunction’. 
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for anything that is 'potential'." An explanation of this doctrine is 
that ‘motion-change’ is a quality that can be attained by a body, 
thus, attainment of [the stale of ‘motion’, or, ‘change’] would be a 
[preliminary, initial, kind of] completion. 

Now, [motion-change] is different from anything else, from the 
standpoint that its real nature is nothing more dtan an ‘arrival’ [i.c., 
by a body] at ‘the other1 [i.e., another stage, or, another ‘place of 
[instantj being*]. Thus, that other [place of instant being] toward 
which [the body] is directed would be |a reality] capable of exist¬ 
ing, in order that the ‘arrival’ might take place. Therefore, the occur¬ 
rence [of the ‘arrival’] is a ‘second completion’ [in motion-change]. 

Furthermore, to some degree, diat self-directed progression, as long 
as it is that, remains [in its status] as ‘potentiality’. If it should be 
otherwise, then it would be a [completed] arrival, and not a [con¬ 
tinuing] self-directed progression. So, it is made clear that [motion- 
change] is an ‘initial completion* of anything that is ‘potential’, from 
die standpoint that it is [still largely] ‘potential’. 

In summary, [this definition of motion-change by the philosophers] 
approximates what their forebears [i.c., the early philosophers] had 
said, namely, that [motion-change] is a gradual passage out of ‘poten¬ 
tiality’ into ‘actuality*.12 

Isfahani says: L 222, T 101, MS 108b 

2. The ease of ‘place-ichete’ 

A ‘place-wherc’ is the occupying presence of a body in a [particu¬ 
lar] ‘location*. The notion of ‘placc-where’ is completed only in the 
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standpoint. It is not an initial completion of [what is potential] from 
the standpoint of something actual;10 but rather, it is an initial com¬ 
pletion of something [that had been only] potential, from the stand- 

begin], 
III [his qualifying statement] [Baydawi] avoided [mention of] the 

'substantial form'21 MS !09b because [the substantial form] would 
be a ‘completion’ lor a body in motion that has not reached its goal, 
and thus the ‘substantial form’ would be an ‘initial completion’ of 
something potential. But it would not be an initial completion from 
the standpoint of its own potentiality'. The ‘substantial form* would 
not be an initial completion of something potential from this special 
standpoint: but rather, the ‘substantial form' would be an initial com¬ 
pletion of [what is potential] in an absolute sense, equally whether 
[the situation] would be from the standpoint of its being [only a] 
potential [situation],” or from the standpoint of [die situation] being 
something actual. 

Our author [Baydawi’s] statement is: “In summary, this definition 
approximates what the early philosophers had said, namely, that 
motion-change is a gradual passage from potentiality into actuality'." 
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being, [botit aspects] as potential, would also be [together] in poten¬ 
tiality. So then ‘potentiality’ would be L 224 [simultaneously] 

a. something presently existing, and 

Rather, [an existent entity] must be actual from every aspect, or [at 
least] from some aspects. 

The passage of everything that is in potentiality out into actual¬ 
ity happens either instantly, which is called ['instant generation of] 
being’,21 or, gradually, which constitutes ’motion-change’, Motion- 

ination [within actuality], or, it is a passage [i.e., from potentiality] 
out into actuality little by little, or gradually, not instantly. And this 



'instantaneity' and the quiddity of ‘gradualness' to be axiomatic |as 
a single conception] would be impossible [logically].’ 

Baydawi said: L 224, T 102 

Gradual motion change in quantity, quality, position, and place where 

a. Now. [gradual motion-change] may lake place in relation to 
■quantity’. It is exemplified by ‘expansion’ and ’contraction', namely, 
the increase and decrease of size without any addition to or sepa- 

b. [Gradual motion-change may take place] in relation to ‘qual¬ 
ity’, being exemplified by the darkening of grapes, and the healing 
up of water, and this is called ‘change’. 

c. [Gradual morion-change may lake place] in relation to ‘posi¬ 
tion’ [of one kind or another], being exemplified by the motion- 
change of the celestial spheres, and it is called ‘cyclical motion-change'. 

d. [Gradual morion-change may take place] in relation to ‘placc- 

and it is called ‘transition’. 
e. But [gradual motion-change] does not take place in relation to 







2) the second [reason] is because of the movement of 

splitting; and if [the movement] should be in [several] directions, 
then the implication would be that conflicting actions would be issu¬ 
ing from the homogeneous nature p.c., of water]." 

(2) As for the [impossibility of the] second [example], 
[that is] because there is no hole in [the vessel], so it would be 
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3. Regarding ihe [category of) 'possession as habit'," it becomes 
a fact instantaneously, so, [gradual] motion-change does not take 

4/ 5. As for the two categories of‘activity’ and ‘passivity’, [grad¬ 
ual] motion-change in them is not conceivable. That is because, [for 

ing down’ to [that of] ‘heating up’, then the case would be cither 
that the [state of] ‘cooling down' would continue in the presence of 

The first alternative is invalid, because the [state of] ‘cooling down’ 
is directed toward cold, while the [state of] ‘heating up’ is directed 
toward heat, and it is impossible for one thing in one time duration 
to be directed toward [both of] two opposites. Likewise, the second 
alternative is invalid, because, since the [state of] ‘cooling down’ 
would not be continuing in the presence of the [state of] ‘heating 

of] ‘cooling down' had stopped, between these two [opposing stales] 
there would be a time duration of ‘rest’ [and not motion-change]; 
otherwise, the implication would be that it was a case of the [infinite] 

Baydawi said: L 228, T 104 

General /actors necessarily invoked m gradual moAon-changf 

a. All gradual motion-change” necessarily involves six general 
factors. 

1. That [beginning point] from which there is motion-change; 
2. That [ending point] toward which [there is motion-change]; 
3. That [environmental category! in which [there is motion- 

change]; 
4. That [body in motion] to which [the motion-change pertains]; 
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3. [its] time duration, if a variation in the lime duration should 
be theorized, since it is admissible that [these] differing factors would 
have commonality in a [single] eflect, accident, or substrate. Their 

in which they lake place, as transition, change, or growth. 
c. The opposition [in these variable factors of motion-change] docs 

not result from any opposition by the (dl) agent causing the motion- 

ously stated, or by the (d3> environmental category in which they 
exist, since ascent would be the opposite of descent although the 
path would be one. Rather, [their opposition] results from the [oppo¬ 
sition] between (cl) [the beginning point] from which and (c2) [the 
ending point] to which [there is motion-change]. T 105 This takes 
place either in the essence, as becoming black and becoming white, 
or in an accidental quality, as the ascent and the descent. The begin¬ 
ning and the ending [of the process of motion-change] are two mutu¬ 
ally similar points, and for each of them ■opposition' has been made 
an accidental quality, in that one of the two became a starting point 
and the other an ending point. 

f. Furthermore, a division of [gradual motion-change] may be 
made by a division 

2. of the spatial distance, and 
3. of die body in motion.” 

Isfahani says: L 228, T 105, MS 112a 

Central factors necessarily invoked in gradual motion-ckange 

a. All gradual motion-change necessarily involves six MS 112b 
general factors: 

1. That [point] from which there is motion-change, namely, 
its beginning; 

2. That [point] to which motion-change proceeds, namely, its 













place in all of il; and (the division is] through the division of 
3. the 'body in motion',” because the 'motion-change' would 

be inherent within the 'body in motion’ because of [the motion- 

llie division of the factor inhering within it, if [that factor's] inher- 

Baydawi said: L 230, T 106 

types offorce required to make gradual motion charge necessary 

[Gradual motion-change] requires some force to be its necessary 

change is called 
a. 'compulsory' [motion-change]. If it should be otherwise, and if 

[the force) should have an [intellectual] awareness of the conse¬ 
quences [of its action], then it would he called 

b. Voluntary' [motion-change. And again] if it should be other¬ 
wise, then it would be called 

c. 'natural' [motion-change]. 
Each one of these is cither swill [motion-change) or slow, but the 

slowness is not on account of the dispersion [within it] of periods of 











Ibn Sina's Argument that Quiescence occurs wtien Straight line Motion 

Shaykh Abu "All [lbn Sina] argued in support of the commonly held 
doctrine, [saying) that when a body- dial is in motion toward one 
or another of the points along a [certain] distance—comes to that 
point the arrival is a matter of a [single] moment.1” 

[This is true], since, if its arrival at that point should be widiin 
a time duration, the time duration being capable of division, then 
in a [given] portion of that time duration the case would inevitably 

If the arrival should be in a mome 
tional force] that brings about the ar 





and "son of the father”; 
c. and [another property is) that if [dte adjunction) should be 

absolute and present in one part [i.e., either ‘father' or 'son'), then 
it would be so in the other part. However, if the subject-substrate 
of [only) one of the two should be present, then it would not imply 
that the subject-substrate of the other must be present. 

d. Then, another of [adjunction's properties] is [that in it there 
is] whatever is mutually agreeable on both sides [of the rclation- 

e. [another property is] where there would be some limited differ¬ 
ence, as [one] being half or double [the other), or an unlimited 
[difference], as when one is more or less [than the other). 

To characterize [the adjunction] as having equivalence in it may 
require dial dierc be a description [of something] real on both sides, 
as ‘lover’ and 'beloved', or on one of them, as the ‘blower’ and the 

[when something is on the] 'right' or 'left'. 
[The adjunctive relation] may be a qualifier in the rest of the cat- 



b. the ‘substrate* of the adjunction alone fi.e., the 'delimiting 
adjunct*], but what we have in mind is not linked to it,lu and 

c. upon the ‘total combination* resulting from 
1. the adjunction that is set up as an ‘accident* (i,e., properly, 

the ‘governing adjunct’l, and 
2. its subject-substrate, properly, the ‘delimiting adjunct*] 

to which the 'adjunction' is made accidental, this [total combination] 

An example of the first [i.e., “a)” above] is fatherhood. And [an 
example] of the second [i.e., “b)” above] is a essence [i.e., of some 
named person], of which fatherhood is made an accidental quality. 
And [an example] of the third [i.e., “c)** above] is the father who 
is the ‘essence' together with the attribute of fatherhood. 

Therefore, a true adjunction1 "* is a frame of reference, whose quid¬ 
dity is something intelligible, (and is] in a relationship with the under¬ 
standing [that one might have] of another frame of reference, that 
[in turn] is also something intelligible, [and is] in a relationship with 
the understanding [held] of the first frame of reference, equally 



515 ACCIDENTS OF RELATION 

Nol ever)' relationship is a relationship of adjunction. Indeed, even 
though the quiddity of the relationships that arc not adjunctions"7 
should be something intelligible in a relationship with the under¬ 
standing held of some other thing, nevertheless that other thing would 
not be something intelligible in a relationship with the understand¬ 
ing held of the relationship. 
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tile two adjoined parts would have a characteristic corresponding to 
a characteristic of the other, as a 'mutual likeness', or an 'equiva¬ 
lence', or 'brotherhood'. 

c. Another property of adjunction would be whatever would mutu¬ 
ally differ on the two sides, in that each of the two would have a 
characteristic differing in a certain limited way1" from the charac¬ 
teristic of the other, as one [side] being half1*' or double [the other]. 
Or, MS 116a [it would be differing] in an unlimited way, as one 
[side] being 'more' or 'less* [than the other]. 

Sometimes if an adjunctive relationship is made to characterize a 
subject-substrate, then that will necessitate a genuine attribute on both 
sides, as 'lover' and ‘beloved'.1*3 In [the case of] the lover it would 
be the perceiving frame of reference,11* and in the case of the beloved 
it would be the frame of reference'*' to which perception is linked. 

Sometimes [such a case] will necessitate a real attribute on one 

is described with the attribute of knowledge, but without the 'known' 
being described by any further attribute. 

Sometimes [in such a case) there is no necessity for a real attribute 
on either side at all, as with [the terms], ‘right’ and ‘left’, for they 
are [already] adjoined, L 235 without consideration of any fur¬ 
ther description on [either side]. 

Adjunction may be accidental to all existent beings. In regard to 
the Necessary Existent, the Most High, it is as 'The First of. In 
regard to substance it is as 'father of. In regard to quantity,'** it is 

of. In regard to quality, it is as 'the hottest of or “the coldest of'. 
In regaid to place-where, it is as ‘the highest of or 'the lowest of. 

of. In regard to the adjunct, it is as 'the nearest of or ‘the farthest 
of. In regard to position [here in the sense of ‘posture’], it is as 



Adjuncts in their individual natures, in their species, in the 
-a, and in their opposites arc [all] subordinatcly consequent 

On priority in the adjunctive relationship 

priority over something may be 
a. within time duration, as the father being prior to his son, 
b. in any particular case and in the generality of nature, as the 

part is prior to the whole, 
c. in causality, as the sun (itself] is prior to its own outshining 
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Baydawi L 236, T 109 

SECTION 3: SUBSTANCES 

a. The philosophers said that a substance would Ik* either 

3. a composite of the preceding two, namely, a body; or 
b. none fof the foregoing] would be the case, and then [substance] 

1. If [this incorporeal entity] should be so linked with a body 
as to have a governing function [over it], then [the incorporeal entity] 
would lie a soul. 

2. But, if it should Ire otherwise, [i.c., not so linked with a 
body as to have a governing function], then [the incorporeal entity] 
would be an intellect.3 

c. The Mutakallimun held that every substance is 
I. a space-occupying entity, and every space-occupying entity is 

a) [cither] receptive to division, this being a body, 

single unit of substanccj.3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 

lsfahani says: L 236, T 109, M 116b 

SECTION 3: SUBSTANCES 

When [Baydawi] finished [Book 1], Section 2 on accidents, he began 
on Section 3 on substances, and you have learned the meaning of 
substance in |Book 1], Section l, Chapter I [on the universal]. 





The topics of [Book 1], Section 3 consist of two chapters, Chapter 
I being on topics about bodies, Chapter 2 on [topics about] incor- 

Baydawi said: L 236, T 109 

I. Definition of a bodf 

The delimiting definition that is satisfactory to all modem [scholars] 
is that [a body] is a substance that accepts [all] three dimensions 
intersecting at right angles. L 237 An objection has been raised 
against [litis definition]" 

b. if the factor of the receptivity [of substance to dimensions] 
should be an accidental quality, then [the factor] would not lie part 
of substance. But 

c. if [this dimension reception factor] should be the substance 
[itself], then the genus would be included within it, so then some 
other specific difference would be called for, and [the argument] 

The Mu'tazilah hold that [a body] is anything with length, width, 
|and| depth, while some of our own [Asha‘irah] colleagues [of the 
Mutakallimun] hold that [a body] is anything composed of two or 
more parts. But there is no doubt that the re al nature of a body is 
something more apparent than these [definitions]. 





Judgmental assent to the existence of a body is of the third kind; 

[the body's) surfaces and their slates.” Thus, in view of the fact that 
that [conception] has been transmitted to [the intellect], foDowing that 
[transmittal] the intellect makes tile inherently necessary judgment 

ing [the body] is dependent upon sense perception. T 110 
Now, as to defining [a body], the definition of a body that satisfies 

the majority of Contemporary scholars” is that a body is a substance 

depth, that intersect at right angles.1' This is a descriptive definition 
of a body, not an essential definition, equally whether we say that 
substance would be a genus for the [individual] substances, or that 
it would be concomitant to them. This is because receptivity to the 
three dimensions that intersect at right angles belongs among the 
concomitants specific to [bodies],” not among their essential qualities, 

A right angle is one of two that arc equal and that occur when 
one straight line is erected upon another straight line so as to be 
perpendicular to it, that is, not inclining to either side, thus: 

right angle right angle. 
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three dimensions actually would be occurring in it. That is, it is pos¬ 
sible to posit in it [one] dimension (accidental to it), then to posit 
another dimension (accidental to it] intersecting the fust at a right 
angle, then to posit in it a third dimension [accidental to it] inter¬ 
secting the two of them at a right angle also. 

[The authorj stipulated the three dimensions to intellect at right 
angles only because a multiplicity of dimensions might intersect a 
surface, but not at right angles. If he had not stipulated the three 
dimensions to be intersecting at right angles, then the receptivity to 
them would not be the [specific] property of a body, since a sur¬ 
face would have commonality with a body in this [generalized recep¬ 
tivity]. Indeed, many dimensions might intersect in a surface, but 

— I—. Therefore, an intersection of three dimensions at right 
angles is die [specific] properly of a body. 

The stipulation mentioned, that is, the intersection MS 118a at 
right angles, is not intended as an exclusion of the surface, for the 
surface, being an accidental quality, is excluded from the definition 
of substance that was mentioned, without requiring any other stip¬ 
ulation to exclude it. Rather, the stipulation mentioned is intended 
only so that the receptivity to the three dimensions would be the 
[specific] property of a body, because without this stipulation, the 
receptivity would not be the [specific] property of [a body]. 

An objection might be raised that this definition belongs to a nat- 

not apply specifically [and exclusively] to it, because a geometrical 
teaching body would have commonality with [die natural body] in 
[this stipulation!- 

The reply [to this objection] is that the specific [and exclusive] 
factor is [the author’s] statement, “[A body is a substance that has] 
receptivity to the three dimensions intersecting at right angles." The 
geometrical teaching body does not have any commonality with [the 
natural body] in [this statement]. For that [substance having] a recep¬ 
tivity to the three dimensions would be something to which the three 
dimensions would be external, but the geometrical teaching body 
would not be something to which the three dimensions would be 
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before conceiving this specific property [of it].17 But that [doubtful 

unable to express what it is and explain it will indeed form a con¬ 
ception of this specific property. 

b.-a. [Reply has been made also] regarding the second [doubt¬ 
ful aspect], in that what is meant is that the real nature of a body 
would be such, although what is said in definition does clearly define 
the body. We do not grant that [the definition] would be a [mere] 

the object defined, not in order to give information by way of [the 
definition] about the object being defined in order to serve as a 

c.-a. [And reply to Tbn Sina has been made] regarding the third 
[doubtful aspect], in that we do not grant that it would not be admis¬ 
sible lor the form to be [integrally] within [the body's] receptivity 
to the [three] dimensions. 

[Bavdawi] states that since form is that constituent factor by which 
a body has being in actuality', then if [the form], along with that 
[latter function], should be [also] a constituent factor MS 119b in 
the [body’s] receptivity, then it would be a case of a single factor 
being the source for [both the body's] receptivity and [its] actuality 
in being. 

Our [Isfahani’s] position is that its being a constituent part of the 

source of [both] the receptivity and the actuality in being. But rather, 
the source of the [body’s] receptivity would be the sum of the form 

such a case would be impossible. [The impossibility] would be implied 
only if there should be no plurality in [such a case]; that would be 
impossible. 
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ing [the divisibility], this being the doctrine of a party of the early 

b. The second [possibility] would be that a body would be com¬ 
posed of actual atomic parts” [but] not limited [in number], minute 
and not at all divisible. This is the doctrine to which some [of our] 
early scholars adhered, as well as al-Nazzam, of the Mu'tazilah 
Mutakallimun.*0 

c. The third [possibility] is that [a body] would not be composed 
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Then let us take eight parts from among the endless numbe 

inevitable either that the bulk [of the total] would increase with 

The second alternative [here] would necessarily require an ir 
penetrability of parts, which would be impossible,77 so the first alter¬ 
native is indicated. 

Then in that case, it would be possible to join the eight parts to 
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while dividing into three divisions [actually] would be dividing 
five divisions."1 [But, all] this is contrary to lact. 

So then, the present [universe] would not be [in] gradual mot 
change, although it had been assumed that it was [ini gradual mot 
change, and the demonstration argument"2 was based upon it.! 



the future it would not be possible for a body to be in gradual 
motion-change, for gradual motion-change takes place only in a time 
duration, and there is not a bit of time duration in the present 

The philosopher!' argument* against the cmptsiSm of bodies from atoms 

The philosophers argued in rejection of the atom [from their the¬ 
ory of the composition of bodies] for a number of reasons. 

a. With every space-occupying entity' its right side would be some¬ 
thing other than its left side. And its brighter side would be somc- 

that is because there was a (real] difference between its two sides. 
This is because 

1. if [die two sides) should be two [different] substances, then 
the thesis [of the philosophers denying the atomic composition of 
the body] would be established; otherwise 

2. p-e., if the difference between the two sides should not be 
in their substances], then it would imply that the difference was 

another atom beneath the other [extremity], and if both [of these 
outer atoms] should move [inwards] equally and steadily, then most 
certainly there would be a junction of the two [outer] atoms, so a 
division [there] would be implicit [i.e., as a possibility]. 
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g. If a hand mill turns and the large ring traverses (a distance 
the width of] an atom, then the small [ring] either would traverse 
[a distance of] 

1. less than an atom, and so the atom would be divisible, or 
2. a complete atom, and so the [mill's] small” and large [rings] 

would be equal, or 
3. an atom at one time, and at another time [the mill] would 

Ik- at rest, so [dearly] the parts of the mill would be coming loose. 
[Another example] similar to that one would be [with] the three- 

Isfahani says: 1. 247, T 115, MS 122a 

The philosophers’ arguments against the composition of bodies from atoms 

The philosophers argued in rejection of the atom [from their the¬ 
ory of tile composition of bodies for the following] seven reasons.” 

a. With every space-occupying entity that can be postulated, its 
right side is something other than its left side; that is, the side that 
meets what is on its right is something other than that which meets 
what is on its left. And if we should arrange a [flat] surface of atoms 
and set one side of it facing the sun, then it would be bright, but 
the other side would not be bright; thus, its bright side would be 
something other than the dark side. So, implicitly there would be a 
division [of some kind in these two examples]. MS 122b 





interpent ■trated [among the al omsj; but the corruption of [such rca- 
soning] i 

d. If t t body should have umber of atoms, and if its 
shadow's image sometimes should be tw ice |the body’s length], then 
the shadow's image [equal to the body’s length] would be [only] the 
shadow t if half [the body]. T) tus, die [body’s] atoms, which are odd 

L 248 a hall [shadow],”’1 and [by 
this half shadow] the middle atom [oft he body] would be bisected, 

luld be a division, which is 
the desired logical goal. 

bisected. Thus, [in a bodyl t i line the -om’of <ddd> m odd i„ 
number validly may be bisected, and the middle atom validly may 
be bisected, so the implication is that there would be a division [in 
a body composed of atoms]. 

e. If a line should he assumed to be composed of three atoms 

the line should move to the right and the [upper] atom should move 
to the left, and if [at the same time the upper] atom should [attempt 
to] move to a point above the second [atom], then dial would be 
impossible, because the second atom [simultaneously] would he mov¬ 
ing to the spat e of the first atom [on the right]. 
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of atoms unrcccptive to division, then necessarily [at lcastj one of 
the aspects of this division [to which it is receptive],111' especially esti¬ 
mation and assumption, would continue endlessly. Thus, the body. 

Now, the factor receptive to these divisions would not be the con¬ 
tinuity, because that [continuity] would vanish when the divisions 
would take place, and die [first] factor receptive to the divisions nec¬ 
essarily would remain with the divisions. [This is] because the [first] 

tor] that is received, and the [first] factor—that is receptive to the 
[second] factor then would be characterized by the [second] fac¬ 
tor that is received; and the [first] factor [that lias been so] char- 

second factor] exists. 
Therefore, the [first] factor, that is receptive to the divisions, would 

be something other than the continuity, and it would be receptive 
both to the continuity and to the discontinuous separation. That 
entity that is receptive bodt to the continuity and to the discontin¬ 
uous separation is called ‘primal matter' or ‘matter’, while the con¬ 
tinuity is called a ‘form’. 

Then [Baydawi] stated L 250 that one must understand, more¬ 
over, that the proof demonstration used by the two parties [Mutakalli- 
mun and philosophers] prohibits the division [of bodies] from being 
one in actuality but requires that it be a division by estimation. 
Indeed, the proof demonstration of the Mulakallirnun prohibits [such] 
an actual division,1” while the philosophers’ proof demonstration 
requires that it be by estimation, the philosophers' motive being 
more than MS 124a to establish division by estimation [as vali 

[with both parties] it is admitted that the parts of a body are not 

that those [body] parts [i.e., atoms in their formal doctrine] would 
not be receptive to division cither [physically] by breaking or by 

Then [Baydawi] stated that no one can say that a division by 

8 
8 
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estimation would be a nearly collapsing argument that had led to 
admitting that the division would be a mere disengagement. Indeed, 
since [all) the parts assumed to exist would resemble one another, 
division, in its various aspects, that is, [physically] by breaking or 
by cutting, or [intellectually] by estimation or by assumption, would 
produce in what is divided a duality in which the nature of each of 
the two parts would be the same as the nature of the other, and 
also [would be the same as] the nature of one that is outside [i.e., 
outside the place of division, but] is matching in kind. 

Thus, what would be true between any two [parts] would be what 
would be true between any other two. Therefore what would be 
true Ik-tween a pair [of parts],—that were [already] distinctly sepa¬ 
rate from [the standpoint of] that continuity which [in itself] elim¬ 
inates any physical disjoining into two [sections], would be what 
would be true between a pair [of parts] that were [still] continuous, 
and vice versa. That is, T 117 the physical disjoining that elim¬ 
inates continuity would he true between any two [siill| in continu- 

So the implication would be that a division by physical disjoining 

[separated body] parts should he alike, hut this is ruled out. It is 
admissible that a body be composed of parts that arc varied in quid¬ 
dity, so there would be no implication that what would be true be¬ 
tween [any given] two [parts] would be true between any other two. 

But if it should be granted that die hypothetical [separated body] 
parts would be alike’19 then it would be admissible that those parts 
would become individuated in such a manner as to hinder physical 
separation; and so those parts would be receptive both to continu¬ 
ity with each other and to discontinuous separation from each other. 

An objection might be raised that a [three-dimensional body hav¬ 
ing] extension, from the standpoint of its extension, would be a 
specific nature that occurs, so its necessary features would not vary 
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form without having a position [i.e., in reality], and if a [corporeal] 
form should come upon it, then it would become [a body] having 
a specific position1" through the ability of an entity other titan itself;'*' 

Our position is dial if a [corporeal] form should come upon [the 
primal matter] then [the latter] would become [a body] having a 
specific position. This is only because 

a) if the [corporeal] form should come upon it and if no 
position for it should result, then the implication would be that of 
a body existing [in reality] without a position, which would be impos¬ 
sible by rational intuition; and 

b) if all [possible] positions for it should result, then the 
unplication would be that one body was existing in many places, 

c) if some indefinite position for [the primal matter] should 
result, that also would be impossible by rational intuition. So the 
indication would be that [the primal matter] would become [a body] 
having a specific position."’^ 

with position] would be “through the ability of another entity [than 
itself]”, is only because that given posidon would not be more appro¬ 
priate than some other. For as that posidon was a possibility, so also 
another would be a possibility; thus, what was [merely] admissible 
would become what was preferred [for existence] without there being 
an agent of preference. 

appropriate for [the primal matter] than would some other, only 
because if that specific posidon should be more appropriate to it 
than would some other, then either the priority would be [from the 
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[Objection to 1st corollary, 2nd reason]: 
(a.-2.) As to the second reason [for the impossibility of separat¬ 

ing corporeal form from primal matter] an objector might admit 

An objection might be raised that the reply to the impossibility 
has also been given.1” 

[b. 1.) Regarding the first of the two reasons indicating the impos¬ 
sibility of separating primal matter from the [corporeal] form, an 

a definite position, on condition that the [corporeal] form would be 
closely associated with it. An explanation of this is to say that we 





if the specification of bodies through those accidental qualities should 
be caused necessarily by substantial forms,1'0 then their specification 
by this [type of| form* would make it necessary that they have 
their being through other forms. Then what would be said about 
[these latter forms] would be like what was said about the first one, 
so then implicitly the argument would be an infinite series, 

(l.-a.) [In answer, the philosophers] might argue that the 
specification of a particular elemental body through [its] particular¬ 
izing substantial form would take place only because [its] matter, 
prior to the origination of that form within it, had been causally 
modified by another [corporeal] form through which its matter had 
become predisposed to receive the appropriate form. 

(2.-a.) Furthermore, [in answer, the philosophers] might argue 
that the specification of celestial bodies through their substantia] forms 
would take place because every celestial sphere would have matter 
differing in quiddity from the matter of [every] other celestial sphere, 
and every [kind of] matter would refuse to receive anything except 

l.-a. [In rebuttal of these answers), the objector then rould 

a) that whatever die factor [may be], [that the philosophers] 
theorize to be the necessary cause for the specification of a particular 
body through its particularizing [substantial] form, [the body's spe- 

b) that from the various [kinds of] celestial matters [there 
is derived in fact] tire cause for the variance in the accidental qual¬ 
ities and structures [of bodies]; and 

c) therefore, it may be held161 that elemental bodies MS 
128a are each one made specific through a particular [new] qual¬ 
ity, because prior to its being characterized by' this quality' it had 
been causally modified by another [earlier] quality on account of 
which its matter had been predisposed to receive the appropriate 
[new] quality. 
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2. a. Regarding celestial bodies, every one of them would be 
made specific by a particular quality because its matter would not 
receive anything L 257 except that quality. In such a case [as the 
objector has set forth] the need to establish this [substantial] form 
would collapse. 

But another objection could be raised that the [first] objector does 
not have the right to demand from [philosophers] by what cause 

[its nature] as a species through the [particularizing action of] the 
substantial fotm, and indeed, a body cannot possibly attain [its nature] 

Further, the accidental qualities mentioned are specifically applied 
to a body that has been particularized upon obtaining its substan¬ 
tial form. And so, the substantial form does not require what the 

something closely associated with the hody;'“ but rather, [the sub¬ 
stantial form] requires that its dependence be upon the [Divine 

Baydawi said: L 257, T 120 

3. Classes of bodies 

The philosophers hold that bodies are either simple or composite. 
Simple bodies are spherical, because a unitary nature does not 

require variegated structures. They are divisible into celestial bodies 
and elemental [terrestrial bodies], the first [of these divisions com¬ 
prising] the celestial spheres and the celestial orbs. 

Simple bodied celestial spheres 

The celestial spheres established by astronomical observation are 
nine, the first [to be considered of these nine] being the greatest 
sphere [or] the ‘glorious llirone‘, the body encompassing all other 
bodies. A number of reasons point to [the existence of the ninth 
and greatest sphere]. 

IS gl: [al-fa'il al-mufariq] W ■ High. 



[body’s] motion-change should be away from die direction of view/goal, 
then [what was beyond the point attained] likewise [would not be 
included in the direction of view/goal], while if [the motion-change] 
should be toward the direction of view/goal, then the direction of 
view/goal would include what was beyond [the point attained]. Thus 
[the direction of view/goal] would be corporeal [in its reference], 

2. Moreover, the factor delimiting [the direction of view/goal] 
would lx- a single body. [This is so] because if this delimiting body 
should be doubled, and 

a) if one [of the two resulting bodies] should not encom¬ 
pass the other, then that which is near [i.c., to the body in motion- 
change] would be limited by both [bodies], but not that which is 
remote fi e,, from the body in motion-change]. But 

b) if [one of the two resulting bodies] should encompass [the 
other], then the body encompassed would be inside [the other. This 

c) the [larger] encompassing body would delimit the bounds 
of the [smaller] body that is near [to the body in motion-change] 
by [the larger body’s] encompasstncnt [of the whole system]; and 

d) [the larger encompassing body would delimit die bounds 
of] the body that is remote by the (act of [that larger body's own] 

3. Further, |thal single body delimiting the direction of view] 

w [al-jiliah tnula'alliq al-islllrah wa-maqsad al-iiiiilahaihk bi-al-wusul ilayhaj. 









is in contact with the [outer] convex surface of the one contained, 
and the center of the totality is the center of the earth. 

One of them,—[the ninth one that] is not set with celestial orbs,1’1 
and lltat encompasses the other eight [spheres] and causes the whole 
[system] to move in a daily motion-change,'”—is called die ‘gr 
est sphere’, the ‘highest sphere’, the 'glorious throne [of God]’, 
body encompassing all other bodies, and the delimiter of [all] 

a. The first [reason supporting the existence of the ninth sphere] 

it is a body that is the ultimate boundary of [all] bodies, and the 
body that is the ultimate boundary of [all] bodies necessarily must 
encompass them all. 

If the case should be otherwise, then the implication would be 
that [the universe ends in] a void that is boundless, although our 

b. The second [reason supporting the existence of the ninth sphere] 
is that a ‘direction of view’ is an existent entity and has a position. 

[This reason is valid because the ’direction of view’] is [both] 

Now, whatever is [both] a scnsatcly perceived line of sight point- 

would be an existent entity and not an abstraction; that is, it would 
have a position [within existence). Therefore, a direction of view is 
an existent entity, not something abstracted from materia] [reality], 
that is, it has a position [within existence]. 

Baydawi's expression, "which [a body...] seeks to attain”, is a 

is that an objection would lie raised not granting that everything 
that was the goal of a body in gradual motion-change must be an 
existent entity. Indeed, whiteness might be the goal of a body in 

f
 I

f?
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a) Thus, under the Greatest Sphere is the Sphere of the 
fixed Stars'" L 261 that moves slowly from west to cast having 
two poles and an equator, these being other than the poles and 
equator of the Greatest Sphere. This one [the eighth] is also called 
the Sphere of the Zodiac. 

b) Then [seventh] comes the sphere of Saturn; 
c) then [sixth] the sphere of Jupiter;1''1 
d) then [fifth] the sphere of Mars;'*1 
c) then [fourth] the sphere of die sun according to [the gen¬ 

eral] opinion;'” 
f) then [third] the sphere of Venus;'” 
g} then [second] the sphere of Mercury;11’ 
h) then [first] the sphere of the moon.”* These [last] seven 

are called the [concentric sphere] likenesses to the sphere of the 
Zodiac."" All these [foregoing] then would be the 'universal spheres’. 

With regard to the ‘minor spheres’,110 each of the universal major 
spheres those related to the seven mobile planets but not the sun,— 

1) a [smaller] sphere revolving in an epicycle21" dial does 
not encircle the earth, being situated] in the compact space outside 
the center [of the earth and between each pair of adjacent major 
spheres]. The convex [outer] surface of the epicycle comes in con¬ 
tact with each of the two surfaces212 [of the compact space] at two 
points of which the one farther from the center of the earth is called 
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an 'apogee' and Ihe one nearer (o il a 'perigee'.®’ Further, [each 
universal major sphere) envelops 

2) a [second, larger] epicyclic sphere eccentric to the cen¬ 
ter of die earth®' [hut] encompassing the earth, [while yet] separate 
from its neighboring likeness [i.e., the next larger concentric sphere). 
Their two convex surfaces and their two concave surfaces™ come 
in contact at two points, of which the one farther from the center 
of the earth is called the ‘apogee',** while the one nearer to it is 
called the ‘perigee’. 

As for the sun, one of the two [lesser] spheres is sufficient for it, 
that is, [either) the eccentric one [on the larger epicycle] or the one 
revolving [on the smaller epicycle], without preference being given 
to one of them rather than the other. However, MS 130b Ptolemy 
saw fit to assert as a certainty that the eccentric one was preferable. 

[The astronomers] have affirmed that Mercury has another sphere 
that is also eccentric, so Mercury has two [minor] spheres fa’ and 
'll’] both being eccentric, [and one fa1] being also epicyclic] [i.e., 
both these spheres arc in addition to the sphere that is epicyclic 
only]. The [universal major concentric sphcre| likeness [i.e., pre¬ 
sumably either Mercury or the next larger to it] envelops tills one 

envelop their [next smaller] likenesses. This one [‘a’] is railed the 
‘revolving one', and this ‘revolving’ [epicyclic sphere] goes about and 

likenesses. This other one fb’] is called the deferent'®’ [i.e., as it 
is the bearer] of the [first eccentric and] epicyclic sphere [‘a*]. 

[i.e., a third minor] sphere, that envelops its [other minor] spheres, 
[the] eccentric and the epicyclic. That [third] sphere is called the 
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would be impossible in [a lower] convex surface lhal is surrounded 
by [die upper concavity]. If it should be otherwise, then either an 
intcipenetration [of the adjacent spheresj or an occurrence of a void 
between their two surfaces would be implicit. 

And [the same nonrcccpuvity to quantitative motion-change applies] 

in all its nattirr. However, in this there would be a tolerance [for 

be because of its lack of [additional] space that is its condition [for 
existence]. But that fact does not imply that [the sphere’s] concav¬ 
ity has commonality with it.3" 

Isfahani says: I. 262, T 123, MS 131a 



Anolhcr objector could deny the lact that water, glass, and crys¬ 
tal,—that do not veil one's vision from what is behind them,—are 
colored, and that their being visible does not require that they be 
colored. Tlie [category of] visibility is not confined within [the cat¬ 
egory of] coloration, as everything that is colored is visible, without 
the reverse [being true]. Further, this same person could object that 
if the eighth and the ninth spheres were colored they would be vis- 

la- raise. L 263 
The spheres altogether arc neither hot nor cold; since, if they 

should be either hot or cold, then they would be extremely hot or 
cold. Indeed, if at any time [a situation in] nature should require 
some factor, so long as there would be no hindrance |from within 
nature], then that factor would come into being in the most com¬ 
plete way possible. That being so, heat and cold would come to 
dominate the elemental world on aecount of its proximity to [the 
spheres]. But the conclusion is false, so the premise is likewise. 

This demonstration proof is weak, for there are various kinds of 
heal that differ in their real nature but arc called heat by analogy, 

one or more kinds [of heat] that would not be an extreme, and like¬ 
wise in the case of cold. However, on the hypothesis that the heat 
and cold in [the spheres] would be extreme, still there would be no 
implication that the heat [or cold] would come to dominate MS 
131b the elemental world, since it is admissible that (the spheres] 
might not have any effect through [the heat and cold] on whatever 

It would be preferable to say that the spheres altogether are nei¬ 
ther hot nor cold, nor arc they characterized by anything derivable 

lional force either to upward or downward [motion-change],*"1 so 
they both would be receptive to straight motion. But this is not so, 
for reasons we shall explain. 

The spheres altogether are neither light nor heavy, neither absolutely 
nor adjuncthely [to something else]; otherwise, they would be recep- 

*" MS gi: I.c., [that] is related lo them. 
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Baydawi said: L 265, T 124 

Simple bodied celestial orbs me fixed in the spheres 

Regarding ihc celestial orbs [i.e. both stars and planets], they are 
simple bodies,1" located upon [and embedded in] die celestial spheres. 
They all give out light except the moon, for it receives its shining 
light as a bench! from the sun. Bearing witness to this fact is the 
variation in [the moon's] light according to its nearness to the sun 
or its remoteness [from it]. 

Let no one say that perhaps [the moon] is a globe, one of whose 

its own axis with a motion adjusted to the motion of the sphere, as 
in doing so [the moon’s] eclipse contradicts this theory. 

Isfahani says: L 265, T 124, MS 132b 

Simple bodied celestial orbs are fixed in the spheres 

Regarding the celestial orbs, they are bodies that are simple, ethe¬ 
real, and spherical, located upon [and embedded in] the celestial 
spheres. They give light of themselves, except the moon, for it receives 
its shining light as a benefit from the sun. Bearing witness to this 
fact is the variation of [die moon's] light in accordance with its near¬ 
ness to the sun or its remoteness from it. 

Let no one say that perhaps the moon is a globe, one T 125 
of whose two faces gives light while the other face is dark, and that 
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The generation and corruption of the elements 
Now, ihe (individual] dements MS 134a arc completely subject 
to [the process ofj generation and corruption; each of them turn¬ 
ing into another, in that [each] casts off one form and puts on 

ters of [the earth’s] secrets, that is, alchemists who arc seeking the 
elixir,1" make stone into water, that being by making the stone into 
salts first, cither by firing*** or by pulverizing, and then dissolving 

Another example is the transformation of air into water, for air 
dial comes into contact with a (dulled] vessel (of food or liquid] 
becomes drops of water. Indeed, dew will form upon a bowl inverted 
I, 268 over ice, and as often as you lift it up the same thing hap¬ 
pens again and again. 

And that docs not happen by percolation,because water by its 
nature docs not ascend, and because, if it should be by percolation, 

not contain many particles of water, especially in the summer. This 

air, then they would of themselves rise very high because of the ex¬ 
cess heat and would not remain near the vessel. Further, if the water 

either that there would be a dwindling away of these particles when 
the repetitive formation of the dew after being brushed from the 

remain as it was; or that [the water |>articlcs] would decrease, so 
that the |dcw’s] formation each time would be less than the time 
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Another example is the transformation of lire into air when a 
flame becomes air. For if fire that separates from its flame should 
retain its own nature then it would set fire to whatever would con¬ 
front it on one or another of its sides. Therefore, [die separated fire] 
is transformed into air. 

Another example is the transformation of air into fire through a 
strongly forced current [of air]. For when a persistent strong cur¬ 
rent of air is made by the bellows, and the ways by which fresh air 
enters it are closed, then the air in the bellows becomes L 269 
fire. Anyone who sees this [process] will witness to it. 

Now, after such transformation [of elements] without an inter¬ 
mediate step lias been clearly shown, then the possibility of a trans¬ 
formation by one or two intermediate steps will be understood. 
Therefore, these transformations are evidence that primal matter is 
a commonality/” 

Baydawi said: L 269, T 126 

Composite bodies ate made from the elements 

Composite bodies are created from the blending together of these 
four [simple bodied elements] in various blends that [in turn] are 
adapted to differing [natural] characteristics, namely, minerals, plants, 
and living animate [nature blcndsj. 

A blend is the intermediate quality [of matter] that results from 
the interaction of the simple elements, in that their particles become 
miniaturized to the extent that the resisting strength of each of [the 
elements] breaks the resisting strength of each of the others' quality 
[of matter], so an intermediate quality [of matter] comes into being. 

[sfahani says: L 269, T 126, MS 134b 

Composite bodies art made from the elements 

Composite bodies are created from the blending together of these 
four [simple bodied elements]- earth, water, air and fire—in vari¬ 
ous blends that have been prepared [to accept] diflering natural 



namely, minerals, plants, and 

lend is an entity that has been prepared [to accept] til 
[within it] of the [substantial] forms of composite [bod 





[each] is changed in its qualities. From [these new qualities] a qual¬ 
ity originates that has a mutual resemblance with the whole [mass] 
and is more or less an intermediate [quality] 

The [substantial] forms of the simple [bodies] and of the elements 
do not disintegrate when they blend and interact. It would not be 

the relationship of one entity to another would be that of overcoming 
and being overcome simultaneously. 

If the action [of one of them as an active agent] upon the other 
should precede [the former’s] being acted upon by [the latter], then 
the [latter] that had been overcome [by the former], necessarily 
would be [in turn] the one that would overcome [the former]. 

But if [the former’s action] should be after its being acted upon 
|by the flatter], then |the former] necessarily would be the one that 
would overcome [the latter], after [the former] had been overcome. 
'ITierefore each one’s action upon the other inevitably would be in 
some aspect different from the aspect in which it would be acted 
upon. 

Moreover, it would not be admissible for [the action] to be in 

[’substantial] form’ while the quality would be [the entity] subject 
to breaking, because the [substantial] form brings about breakage 

“ Property [khiUqf, MS: [khalaql. 



by (llieork*) 
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motion-changes.242 [Eternal likewise] are the [bodies of the] elements 
in their material substances, and in their corporeal forms by their 
species, and in their substantial forms by their genera. 

c. Those [philosophers] who preceded [Aristotle] held that all 
[things] are eternal in their essences, but temporal in their forms 
and attributes. However, they had differences over these essences. 

[Another] theory was raised that the [element of] origin would 
have been a material substance. Then the Creator Most High took 
it under the most grave observation, and it melted down and became 
water. Then from it earth resulted by becoming compressed, while 

ing from the smoke of the fire.263 
Other theories were that that first [clement of] origin would have 

that [the first rlrment| was air, and another was that it was fire, 
while the rest were formed by becoming compressed, and the sky 
was formed from the smoke. 

Another theory was that [the first element] would have been small 
panicles of every genus, separated and in motion; then whenever 

match and adhere together and become a body. 

and [then| primal matter to which [the soulj was strongly attracted 
and to which it became linked, Then this linkage would have become 

Another theory was that [the first clement of origin]183 would have 
been units and these [all] came to be holders of positions; [from 
them] points were generated, and then these were arranged together 
and became bodies. 

Galen accepted all [of this early philosophy] as the basis [for his 
own drought].286 





(c.) The lliird [iheory] is the doctrine [both] of the philosophers 
who preceded Aristotle such as Thales, Anaxagoras, Pythagoras and 
Socrates, and of all the dualists, such as the Manichaeans, the 
Bardaysanites* the Marcionites, [andl the Mahayana Buddhists. 
These [philosophers] held that all bodies arc eternal L 272 in 
their essences, while being temporal phenomena in their corporeal 
forms, in their substantial forms, and in their attributes. But then 
they differ 











Galen acccpicd all [of (his early philosophy] as che basis [for his 
own].** 

Baydawi said: L 274, T 129 

Arguments for the temporal nature of bodies 

[The first reason for the temporal nature of bodies is that] 
a. Bodies would have been quiescent if they had been present in 

I. Any bodies present in past eternity would have been quies¬ 
cent, since any motion-change [by a body in past eternity] logically 

a) antecedence [of the motion] by another factor, [and that 
other factor's antecedence in turn] 

b) would negate [the body’s] past eternity. 

[Tliat is] because 
a) if [a body's] quiescence should be due to its own essence, 

then the [body's] separation from [its own essence] would be impos¬ 
sible; and 

b) if [the quiescence in past eternity] should be due to some 
other factor, then inevitably that other factor would be a ‘necessary 

If the case should be otherwise [than alternative (a.)], [then that 
other factor's] action would not be eternal and due to [the body's] 

ical progression] in [the body's own essence], [the case altogether] 
avoiding both infinite series and circular arguments. 





he an eternal (power), hut (that eternal power] would cease when 
[the specific entity] came into existence, so what you have stated 
would be contradicted. In reply, our position is that the factor that 
would cease would be the linkage [i.c., between the power and the 
entity], and that (linkage) is not an existential factor. 

Isfahani says: L 274, T 129, MS 138a 

Arguments for tire temporal nature of bodies 

After (Baydawi] had finished stating the doctrines (of the Greek 
philosophers], he proceeded to establish the argument (for the doc¬ 
trine] that [all] bodies arc temporal phenomena both in themselves 
and their attributes. He set forth three reasons. 









not continue. On this basis, [the question] whether the delimited 
entity would lie quiescent or in motion-change would not depend 
upon its attaining a ‘place*. 

3. An objection has been raised not granting the impossibility 
for a body in past eternity to be in motion-change, [although] your 
statement [i.c., Isfahani in representing Baydawi's doctrine] that any 
motion-change [by a body in past eternity] logically would require 
the antecedence [of the motion-change] by another factor, which 
amounts to the negation of [the body's] eternity [by that other fac¬ 
tor]. In reply, our [Isfahani'sj position is that past eternity would 
exclude a particular motion-change, but it would not exclude motion- 
changes that have no beginning. 

Our author [Baydawi] stated that the quiddity of motion-l ining!' 
in itself is a negation of past eternity. [This is] because the quiddity 
of motion-change according to its particular kind [i.c., whether ‘motion' 
or ‘change’] is a composite of both an entity that has ceased [to exist] 
and an entity that has come to be existent. Therefore, the quiddity 
[of motion-change] is linked’1” to the antecedence MS 139b of 
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many MS 140b existing tilings are [each one] a temporal phenom¬ 
enon, not something that eontinues. 

Thus, it would be established that the secondary cause [for the 
existence] of bodies would not be a ‘necessary cause’, and diereforc 
the determination is that the secondary cause of bodies would be an 
‘agent of free choice’. Now, everything having an agent of free choice 
as secondary cause would be a temporal phenomenon, in accordance 

not possibly be eternal. 

change that seemed to be perpetual, its motion-change being the 
condition for these temporal phenomena and their alterations, so 
that the continuance of everything issuing from [that secondary but 
necessary cause] was not implied to be by an intermediate factor. 
Of course, it would still be true that some of what would issue from 
[the necessary cause] by an intermediate factor would be a tempo- 

phenomenon] would be the required motion-change that is renewed 
|but] has no continuance. 

[That theory would not be admissible] because our position is 
that if the existence of these temporal phenomena should depend 
upon the existence of a motion-change and that motion-change 
[should depend] upon the existence of another motion-change, and 
so on without end, then the implication would be that there would 
be a coming together of endless motion-changes all arranged together 

impossibility: and that if the existence of these temporal phenomena 
should depend upon a motion-change that would be nonexistent 
T 132 after it had been in existence, L 279 then the necessary 
cause, along with the fact that this motion-change was nonexistent, 
would become a completely adequate and continuing cause lor the 

of the necessary1 cause,—along with the fact that this motion-change 

the continuance of the Irmporal'phenomenon 
An objection could be raised that the continuous motion-change 

of the [theoretical] body logically would require that there be a link¬ 
age of the individual phases of the motion-change [in a series] one 
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by saying that their premises have neither been granted nor demon¬ 
strated. L 280 

[Baydawi continues:] 

b. [And then arguments] against the ‘termination’ of bodies. Fur¬ 
thermore, one should understand that the validity of predicating the 
‘termination’ of bodies is derived from their ‘origination’. 

Now, even though they do acknowledge that [bodies] are tempo¬ 
ral phenomena, the Kanamiyah hold that they are everlasting. [They 
argue that] if [bodies] should become nonexistent, then their non- 

2. to their displacement [Irani existence] by the coining of an 
opposing factor, or 

3. to the cessation of some condition. 
But [to them] all these [reasons] arc impossible.m The ‘Kalam’ 

dialectic argument [by other scholars] has been proceeding with the 
issuance of foimal statements and responses. 

Isfahani says: L 280, T 132, MS 141a 

Arguments against the temporal nature of bodies 

a. [First there are arguments] against the ‘origination’ of bodies. 

I. The first [argument against the temporal origination of bod¬ 
ies] is that if bodies should be temporal phenomena, then the par¬ 
ticularizing of their origination at a determined time would be without 
an agent to cause the particularization. But the conclusion is false, 
and the premise is likewise. 

An explanation of the logic used is that if [bodies] should be tem¬ 
poral phenomena, then they would have an cflectivc cause, and that 

n. The second alternative 





i; the occurrence of its effects would necessarily occur 
together with (the effective cause], or 

2) it would not. MS 141b If the first alternative (1) 
should be true, then the eternity of its effects would be implied, and 
therefore the eternity of bodies would be implied. This would be 
contrary (to our proposition), but it is what was claimed. 

But if [the second alternative (2) should be true, namely, that the 
occurrence of the effect together with the effective cause] should not 

a hypothesis concerning its essence3*' together with all the things that 

effects as nonexisting. [The case now would Ire one in which the 

It) (if] the particularization of that exact time”’—and not 
another—by the existence of that particular effect should dtptnd upon 
(that exact time] being particularized by some (agent) entity on ac¬ 
count of which that [exact time] would be preferable by reason of 
the existence of that particular effect, then that [entity as] particulariz¬ 
ing agent would be considered in the transaction of cause and effect, 
as [the agent] would have been an entity existent before that, and 
therefore, whatever13" necessarily would be in the transaction of cause 
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would have mailer. [This is] because if bodies L 281 should be 
temporal phenomena, then before their origination they would have 
been realities having the possibility of existence. The possibility [of 
existence] would demand a substrate established [as a certainty],”1 

closely associated with them, namely, matter. And matter is eternal, 
because if it should be a temporal phenomenon,—and every tem¬ 
poral phenomenon has matter,—then [all] matter would have other 
matter, and the argument implicitly would be an infinite series. Thus, 
it would be established that [matter] would be eternal. And matter 
does not exist apart from form that is also eternal; dius, the body 
[i.c., as a composite of matter and form] would be eternal. 

3. The third [argument against the temporal origination of bod¬ 
ies] is that a time duration would be eternal, because if it should 
be a temporal phenomenon, then its nonexistence would precede its 
existence in the land of precedence that could not be realized except 
within a time duration. So, before the existence of a time duration 
there would be [anothrrj time duration. But this would be contrary 

temporal 

























5. Bodies as limited entities 

The dimensions” lhal exist externally have iheir limits, equally 
whether they are posited to exist in a void”-” or in the plenum.' 
[This is] conrrary to [the doctrine of the philosophers of]1:2 India. 

Our theory is that— 
a. if we should assume L 285 [that there is] a line of unlim¬ 

ited length, and if we should assume another line of limited length 
parallel to the first, and if the limited line should bend around from 
the parallel to head towards an intersection [with the unlimited line]” 









Chapter t: Incorporeal Substantial Beinos 

finishing Chapter 1 on bodies, [Baydawi] began Cha 
oreal substantial [or, transcendental] beings in wltic 



5, T 135, [Isfahani continues]: I. 286 

i. Classes of incorporeal substantial beings 

MS 145a 

Topic 1 is on the classes of substantial beings that transcend mat¬ 
ter, namely, those that are neither a body nor corporeal [in nature].* 
The substantial beings not observable [by human sense perception] 

a. arc either the effective causes or governors of bodies, 
b. or they are not the effective causes or governors of bodies. 

1. The first [class], namely, those invisible beings that are the 
‘effective causes’ of bodies, arc the 'Intellects of the Celestial System’ 
and the ‘Angels of Celestial Rank', according to the scholars of our 

2. The second [class], namely, those invisible beings that gov¬ 
ern bodies, are subdivided into 

a) higher beings who govern higher, that is, celestial bod¬ 
ies, these [governors] being the ‘Souls of die Celestial System', accord¬ 
ing to the philosophers, and ‘Angels of the Heavens', according to 
the scholars of religion, and 

b) lower beings who govern in the elemental world, governing 
1) either simple bodies of the four elements, T 136 

fire, air, earth, and water, and the species of all existing beings,— 
[in this governing role] they are called ‘Angels of the Earth’, as they 
are the ones to whom the Keeper of the Revelation, prayers to God 

“There appeared before me the Angel of Rivers, the Angel of 
Mountains, the Angel of Rains, and the Angel of Harvests;" 

2} or particular individuals, and |in this governing role] 
they are called "Souls of the Earth”, such as are [human] “rational 

3. The third [class], namely, those invisible beings who are nei¬ 
ther the effective causes nor the governors of bodies, arc subdivided 

a) those ‘Good in themselves', namely, [those called] the 
‘Angels of the Divine Presence’ by the scholars of religion, and 

b) those ‘Evil in themselves’, namely, the Devils, and 





and gems I have gathered from the philosophers, and for the mind 
to comprehend all these things by way of proof probably would be 
an impossible task. As God Most High has said, 

‘“No one knows [all] the warriors of your lord but He.'" [Qur’an: 
74:31] 

Baydawi said: L 287, T 136 

2. The intellect! of the celestial system1 

The philosophers taught that [the Celestial Intellects] are tile greatest 
of the angels and the first created things [in existence], [This is] just 
as it is recorded of [Muhammad], peace be upon him, dial he said, 

"The first thing that God Most High created was the Intellect.’"0 
The strongest evidence [the philosophers] have in the proof [of 

this doctrine] is set forth in two points. 



thing noble. And [it is because] 
3. a body would have an effective causality only upon a recep¬ 

tive entity- that would have [both] a 'position* and some ‘relation to’ 
[the body]. It would not have effective causality |either] on 'primal 
matter' or on a 'form', since primal matter would not have a posi¬ 
tion before the form would join it, and [the form] would not have 
an individuation before the primal matter would join it. Thus, [a 
body] would have no effective causality- [citherj on a body or on 
anything whose activity would depend upon a body. 

b. Therefore, the existential cause of [the Celestial Spheres] would 
be an 'incorporeal substantial being’ capable of functioning [directly 
and] without an [intermediating] instrument; that is, [it would be] 
the Second Intellect p.e., the ‘First Produced Celestial Intellect’]" 
that comes as the first of all [created things] from God Most High. 

This (existential cause] would not be 
I. an accidental quality, because that would not precede sub- 
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ii fat this point] the doctrine [of the philosophers] 
[First Celestial] Intellect has its 
a) 'existence’ from the First Principle, [an existcn 



form and substantial form. AnTso, from the Second [Olestiaipniel- 
lect there emanates accordingly,“ the Third [Celestial] Intellect, with 

the Tenth [Celesiial| Intellect, that is railed the ‘Active Intellect'. 
This one was referred to as 

a. ‘the Spirit' in the statement of Him the Most High: 
“On the day when 'the Spirit’ shall stand forth with the angels 

all in ranks.” [Qur’an 78:38] And this Active Intellect is the 
b. the 'Effective Cause’ in the 'world of the elements’, and 
c. the '[Generous Being]’ who pours out [of its own nature] an 

abundant provision for the spirits of humankind." 
Now, the ‘pen’ may be taken as a metaphor for the First [i.c., 

the Second] Intellect,'' from the statement of [the Prophet] God’s 
blessing and peace be upon him, 

"The first thing that God Most High created was the pen, for 
[God] said, ‘Write’. Then [the Prophet] repUcd, 'What shall I write? 
Then [God] said, 'The decree particularizing [the existence] of what 

And the 'tablet', being the second created thing, may be taken as 
a metaphor for the ‘throne’ [of GodJ, or anything joined to the 
throne, according to the statement of [the Prophet] upon whom be 
God’s blessing and peace, 

“No created thing exists whose recorded form is not kept under¬ 
neath the Throne.” 

Baydawi said: L 291, T 138, MS 148a 

The celestial intellects transcend the limitations of matter 

[Here is a] corollary. Since the [Celestial] Intellects have been 
abstracted [from matter), they do not originate in time nor do they 
terminate in comiption. Their species are limited to being within" 

I MS Garieu 283B: "tlKvgxcin are 
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Isfahani says: L 292, T 139, MS 148b 

3. The souls of the celestial system 

The philosophers have presented this argument [regarding the souls 
of the celestial spheres]: 

a. The circular rotational motion-changes of the celestial spheres 
are not in keeping with nature, because if they should be in keep¬ 
ing with nature, then the naturally sought goal [of their rotational 
motion-changes] would be also the naturally abandoned starting point 
[of their rotational motion-changes]. The conclusion is false, as it 
would be impossible for the naturally sought goal to be the natu¬ 
rally abandoned starting point. In explanation of the logic [they have] 

that was sought*' that [simultaneously] constitutes a heading toward 
that direction. So, if that should be natural, then the implication 
is that a [sphere] rotating hi a single [continuous] motion-change by 
nature would be seeking for that which by nature it was leaving 
behind. And in [this] single [continuous] motion-change [the sphere] 
naturally would be seeking to reach a certain position in its path 
while [at the same time] naturally it would he abandoning it and 
fleeing from it. 

Let no one ask why it would not be admissible that the natural 











Isfahani L 294, T 140, MS 149b 

This doctrine is held both by the philosophers and by the Defender 
of Islam. [Abu Hamid Muhammad] al-Ghaaali, who is one of our 
own colleagues.15 Evidence for the incorporeal nature of human 
[rational] souls, namely, that they are neither a body nor corporeal 
[matter], is provided both by reason and by tradition. 

a. Reason provides evidence [of the rational soul’s incorporeal nature] 
from several aspects. 

I he Rational soul’s knowledge about God is not divisible as mailer 
1. The first [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of 

the rational soul's incorporeal nature] is that [real] knowledge about 
God Most High—and about other noncompounded beings, as arc 
the point, the unit of singularity, and the simple elements from which 

a) if [the total] knowledge about a simple being should be 
divided, and if the part of knowledge about the simple being should 
be [specifically] the knowledge about that particular simple being, 
then the ‘part’ would be equal to the ‘totality’ of it,54 and one [quan¬ 
tity of] knowledge would [then] be two [quantiues of] knowledge, 
which would be an impossibility. While 

b) if the part of knowledge about the simple being should 
not be [specifically] the knowledge about [that particular simple 
beingj, and if the total quantity of the parts of the knowledge that 
are not [specifically] the knowledge about [that particular simple 
being| should not indicate that there was something additional in 
those parts, then the result would be the same; that is, it would be 
an impossibility because the implication then would be that die 
[specific] knowledge about that particular object of knowledge would 
not at all he knowledge of it. But this would be contrary to the 
assumption [i.e.. that it was in fact knowledge of the object]. 

c) But if the total of the parts of the knowledge that are 

“ t- pXfta * cwnptcW'leJjity*10 



not [specific] knowledge of [that particular simple being] should indi¬ 
cate that there was something additional to those parts, and if that 
addition should be divided,” then the division of it again requires 

(a) if part of that addition sliuuld he [specific] knowledge of 
|the particular simple being], then it would imply that the part was 
equal to the whole, and the one [quantity of] knowledge would 
become two [quantities of] knowledge [which of course would be 
impossible]. L 295 While 

(b) if part of that addition MS 150a should not be [specific] 
knowledge of [the particular simple being], and if the totality of the 
parts of that addition docs not indicate that there is something addi¬ 
tional to the parts, then it would likewise he an impossibility, because 
it would imply that the knowledge about that object of knowledge 
is not at all knowledge of it. And this would be contrary to the 
assumption [i.e., that it was indeed knowledge], 

(c) But if the case should indicate that there was something 
additional [to those parts], then the discussion would be transferred 
to the additional factor, and the argument then would be either ari 

Thus, it has been established that lire knowledge about a simple 
noncompounded being would be indivisible, and so the substrate” 
of that knowledge would be indivisible; otherwise, it is implicit that 
that indivisible knowledge would be divisible, for the divisibility of 
the substrate logically requires the divisibility of what is inherent 
[within it]. So it has been established that the substrate of the knowl¬ 
edge would be indivisible;” and [since] every body and corporeal 
entity is divisible,'” therefore the substrate of the knowledge would 
be neither a body nor a corporeal entity.61 

An objection has been raised against this [reasoning], in that it is 
not granted that if the substrate of the indivisible knowledge about 
the simple being should be a body or corporeal [being], then from 
[this substrate's] divisibility there could be no inference that the indi¬ 
visible knowledge would be divided. 
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ity, or il would not be. If [the body member's form] should be 
sullicient, then the implication would be that [the rational soul] 
always would be thinking in [the body member],n because the body 
member's form always would be associated closely widi [the ratio¬ 
nal soul], and the hypothesis is that the form would be sufficient for 
[the rational soul] to think in [the body member]. 

But if [the body member's form] should not be sufficient [for the 
rational soul] to think in [the body member], then [the implication 
would be diat] it always would be impossible for [the rational soul] 
to think in [the body member]. [This is] because, if that particular 
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Moreover, (he form inhering within the rational soul must inhere 
within [tl>e rational soul's] substrate, if the rational soul should be 
corporeal [in nature]. That is so because, if the rational soul should 
be corporeal [in nature], then it would be capable of action because 
it would share in the substrate, since every corporeal active agent*7 
is active only because it has a commonality with the body. Thus, if 
the form inhering within the rational soul should not inhere [also] 

lie eoqxircal [in nature]. But this would be contrary to the [objec¬ 
tor’s] hypothesis. 

Baydawi said: L 298, T 142 

Rational toutI cm comprehend inltlligiblts without limit 
4. The fourth [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of 

the incorporeal nature of the rational soul] is that the intellectual 
power [of rational souls] is able to comprehend imcUigiblcs without 
limit, because it is able to perceive numbers and shapes without 
limit. Not one of the corporeal powers is able to do that, as we shall 

An objection has been raised regarding the absence of any limit 
upon the intelligiblcs to the effect that if by this you should mean 
that [the rational soul's] intellectual [power] would not terminate at 

another intelligible, then the ‘power of imagination' is able to do 
the same. But if by this you should mean that [the rational soul's 
intellectual power] would be able to call to mind [all] intclhgibles 
without limit at once, then that would be impossible. 

Isfahani says: L 298, T 142, MS 152a 

4. The fourth [aspect in which reason supports the doctrine of 
the incorporeal nature of the rational soul] is that the intellectual 

'JqlliT""' ”"Um* y’t0" 0 il*n|' lht MS 111,11 1<W im"*n' "”UmJ >ak"n 



arc unable to comprehend the limitless causation of motion-changes.™ 
An objection has been raised to this point to the effect that it 

would not be granted that the intellectual power [of rational souls] 
has the power of real action |i.e., externally] at all, much less that 
it would be said to be capable of actions without limit. [This is] be¬ 
cause 'thinking' is a term for the soul’s receptivity to an intelligible 
form, and this is ail experience of passivity, not of direct ac tivity. 
Moreover, experiences of passivity without limit would be admissi¬ 
ble for corporeal [natures], as in the case of the imprinted ‘souls’ of 
the celestial spheres™ and the primal matter of the [simple] elemental 

And if we should grant [the rational soul's intellectual power] a 
capability for [external] action, then what do you | people] mean by 
your statement that the [rational soul’s] intellectual power is able to 
comprehend intelligibles without limit? If by this [statement] you 
should mean that the intellectual [power of the rational soul] does 
not terminate at [merely one] intelligible without the ability to com¬ 
prehend another intelligible, then [the answer would be dial] the 
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Baydawi said: L 298, T 142 

Rational souls conceived as material bodies timid not perceive universals 
3. The fifth [aspect in which reason supports die doctrine of 

the incorporeal nature of the rational soul) is that if perceptions of 
universal* should inhere within a [material] body, then they would 
he become particularized by qualities of size, shape and position in 
conformity with their substrate, I, 299 and thus they would not 

sality of a form is9" its applicability to each one of the individuals 
[in a group], if an [individual's] quiddity is taken as being abstracted 
from its external properties and its abstraction [means] that it would 
be stripped of external accidents, and [if] nodting dial should become 
accidental to it on account of its substrate would impair [the form's 
universality]. If it should be otherwise, then the commonality of log¬ 
ical necessity would require us to say that the perception of a uni¬ 
versal would also become inherent within a particular soul, but that 
the particularity of the substrate would not imply the particularity 
of its inherent. 

Isfahani says: L 299, T 142, MS 152a 

Rational souls conceived as material bodies could not perceive universals 
5. The fifth aspect |in which reason supports the doctrine of 

the incorporeal nature of the rational soul] is that if perceptions of 
universals should inhere widtin a [material] body, then they would 
become particularized by qualities of size, shape, position and place 
in conformity with their substrate. But this conclusion is false, so the 

As for the logical necessity used here, it is that every [material] 
body is particularized by qualities of a definite size, a definite shape, 
a definite position, and a definite place. Thus, if [any] perceptions 
of universals should inhere widtin a [given material] body, then [the 
perceptions] would become particularized according to drat same 
size, shape, position, and place, because the particularized substrate91 

L'i source lnanuKripl!^,' * ^ 
MS gl: Namely, the [malenal] body. 



with its definite size, definite shape, definite position, MS 152b 

Now, regarding the falsity of this conclusion, it is because any* 
thing that has been particularized by qualities of a definite size, a 
definite shape, a definite position, and a definite place would not be 
in conformity with something that was not like that, nor would there 

no abstracted and universal forms.’-' 
There is an objection to this aspect in that the ‘universality of the 

form'41 consists in its applicability to each individual [in a group], if 
[the individual's] quiddity is taken T 143 as being [immaterial 
and] abstracted from its external properties, and the abstraction of 
its quiddity [means] it is stripped of its external accidents, and [if 
the form’s] universality is not impaired by anything made acciden¬ 
tal to it because of the substrate in the way of an extension, a shape. 









Baydawi said: L 300, T 143 

5. The temporal nature of rational souls 

After the scholars in the [various] religious communities had estab¬ 
lished the fact that—except for that One who is a Necessary Bring 
in Himself.—whatever exists would be a temporal phenomenon, they 
agreed that [the rational soul) is a temporal phenomenon. 

ory] that [the rational soul] could Iiavc been created before the cre¬ 
ation of the body, as it is related in the [ancient] annals1"-' that God 
had created spirits prior to bodies by two millcnia. But others pro¬ 
hibited that theory L 301 because of die word of [God] the Most 
High, 

“Then We brought him into being as another type of creature." 
[Qpr’an 23:14] 

Aristotle differed from those who preceded him and made |the 
rational soul’s] temporal existence conditional upon the temporal 
existence of die body.10' He argued, moreover, dial [rational! souls 
constitute a unity in their species; otherwise, they would be com¬ 
posite beings, because of their having commonality [with a body] in 
tiieir being [a rational] soul, and thereby they would become a body, 
because every composite being is a body. Thus, if [the rational soul] 
should exist before the body existed, then it would be a single unit, 
because the plurality of individuals in a species comes about only 
by way of a material substance, and [the soul's] material substance 
is a body. So [the rational soul] would not become a plurality prior 
to [the body's existence]. And when [the rational soul] would become 
linked to its body, if it should continue as a single unit, then the 
implication would be that every unit would know [merely] what 
every other unit knew, and if it should not continue as a single unit. 

An objection to [the theory of Aristotle] has been raised in that 
die common understanding is that [an entity's] being a [rational] 
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accidental quality, composition [of the rational soul] is not implied 

But even if this argument should be granted, still we p.c., Baydawi 

body. How could dial be, when all incorporeal beings have a com¬ 
monality with one another in their substantial nature while yet 
differing from one another in their species? 

not be admissible that [the soul] should become a plurality,—prior 
to [the existence of] these [particular] bodies,—on the bans of the 
plurality of some other bodies? 

Your [i.e., Baydawi's audience] confident conviction T 144 that 
the doctrine of metempsychosis is a falsity is based upon [the doc¬ 
trine of] the [rational] soul’s temporal nature. That is, when the 
body has completed its first stage of perfection, a soul pours into it 
as [part of] a general event of pouring, and because its [fulfilled] 
condition now exists, and then no other [additional soul] will join 
with [this body] since every [rational soul] finds itself to be a single 

by this [reasoning] would be argument in a circle. 

Isfahani says: L 301, T 144, MS 153a 

After the sdiolars of the [various] religious communities104 had estab¬ 
lished the fact that -except for God Most High, that One who is a 
Necessary Being in Himself,—whatever exists would be a temporal 
phenomenon, they agreed dial die [human radonal] soul is a tem¬ 
poral phenomenon, for indeed, [die rational soul] belongs with what¬ 
ever is other than God Most High. However, some [scholarsj among 
the religious communiucs held it admissible that the [rational] soul 
should be created prior to the creation of the body, according to 
what was narrated in the ancient records of history' that God Most 
High created spirits before bodies by two millenia. 
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if (hey [eachj should be different in quiddity, L 302 (hen (he Tac¬ 

tile factor in which they had distinguishability [i.e., of one from 
anodier], and so, they would be composites [in nature]. Regarding 
the falsity of the [foregoing] conclusion, it is because [of the argu¬ 
ment that] if the [rational] soul should be a composite, then it would 
be a body, but such a conclusion would be false because of the proof 
[already] given that [the rational soul] is an incorporeal being. Thus, 
it is established that the soul is a unity in species. 

Furthermore, if [the rational soul] should exist prior to die body- 
then it would be a single [undivided] unit, because a plurality- of the 
individuals of a species comes about by way of their material sub- 

so, for the soul to become a plurality prior to the [creation of the] 
body would be impossible. Thus, it is established that if [the ratio¬ 
nal soul] should exist prior to [the creation of] the body then it 
would be a unity in species. 

Then, when [the rational soul] is linked to the body, even if [the 
rational soul] should remain single, the implication would be that 
every single [rational soul] would know [only] what [every] other 
otic would know. But this would be contrary [to the hypothesis]. 
And if the soul should not remain single after its linkage to the body, 
then it would be divisible. But the conclusion [here again] is false. 

' gl: That is. his statement that human talinnal [al-u.il' al-ttf[k|a)i at- 

human [hathailyahl souls. 





everyone finds himself to be one, not two [beings]. Therefore, 

sily of the metempsychosis [doctrine] is based I- 303 upon the 
[doctrine of the] temporal nature of [human rational] souk However, 
establishing the doctrine of the temporal nature of [rational] souls 
upon the falsity of the doctrine of metempsychosis would be a cir¬ 
cular argument. 

An objection could be raised"1 that if [rational] souls should be 
a unity in species then their becoming a plurality, and their increase 
prior to [the creation of] the body, would lie impossible. That would 
be the case because if [the rational souls] should be various and 
many, then they would not be a unity' in species, because if they 
should be a unity in species then it would become impossible for 
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INCORPOREAL SUBSTANTIAL BEINGS 

These [powers] may be divided into agencies of perce 

Potters of external perception 

The powers of perception then may be divided into external and 
internal [operation]. The powers of perception externally are the five 

S&l 
The [sensate] perception of sight is by the reflection of an image 
back from the visual object to the pupil of the eye, and by the 
imprint [of the image] on a pan of [the pupil]. Ibis [imprint] is 

plane of the visual object; and therefore a near [object] seems 10 be 
larger than a remote [one]. 

An opposing theory had been raised that [sight lakes place, rather], 
through rays of an assumed cone that radiate from [the eye] to reach 
the visual object.11* But this theory is impossible, because if it should 
be true then the eyesight would be confused by gusts of wind so 
that an object directly in front [of the viewer] would not be seen 
while something else would be seen. 



Isfahani says: L 303, T 145, MS I54b 

6. The rational soul’s linkage to the body and goi emanre within it 

The philosophers hold that the [rational] soul neither inheres within 
nor resides adjoining the [human] body, because [the rational soul] 
is an incorporeal substantial being. Titus, its linkage to the body is 
not the linkage of inherence, like the linkage of form with matter, 
or accident with substrate as is the linkage of blackness to a body. 
Nor is it the linkage of adjacency, as is the linkage of a man to his 

from which he separates himself at other times. Rather, [the ratio¬ 
nal soul] is linked with the [human] body as a lover is linked with 
his beloved, by love wherein the lover is unable to part from his 
beloved as long as companionship is a possible reality. 

The motivating cause for the linkage of the [rational] soul to the 
body is that [the soul's] stages of completion and its ongoing plea¬ 
sures, both of which are sensate"’ as well as intellectual,™ arc depen¬ 
dent upon [die body]. 

[but] is receptive to it and can obtain it by means of bodily instru¬ 
ments and powers. God said, 

"Moreover, God brought you forth from your mothers' wombs 
knowing nothing, [then] He gave you L 304 hearing, and sight, 
and |thc emotions of your] hearts, [these being] a lifelong prompt¬ 
ing for you to give thanks." [Qur’an 16:78] 

The [rational] soul at first is linked [to the body] by the living 
spirit that comes from die heart, and this [spirit] being a thin vapor- 
like body composed of the finest particles of nutriment. Then the 
rational soul pours out upon this spirit a power that flows along with 
the spirit's current to the various parts and deptlis of the body. 
Through that power [the rational soul] effectively brings about in 
every member of the body, bodi externally and internally, powers 
that arc appropriate for each member; and through die powers dial 
have been stimulated in it each member's usefulness is completed. 











The fifth of the five external senses is touch, namely, a potency 
spread over all the skin of the body, by which is perceived heat and 
cold, wetness and dryness, smoothness and roughness, lightness and 
heaviness, and other things that may be felt such as hardness, softness, 
and stickiness. Touch perception is through nearness and L 306 

No sensation [of touch] takes place by means of sometliing [artificial] 
the operation of which resembles the operation of the hotly mem¬ 
ber wherein this power resides, because perception [by this sensej 
takes place only by passive reaction to an object [i.c., external to 
the body],1*1 while no object [external to the body] would passively 
react to anything [artificial] resembling itself. 

Now, regarding [the question of] plurality and singularity in the 
power of touch, there is an observaton to be made. It is possible 
that there would be many powers, each one of which would per¬ 
ceive two opposing [conditions of each of] these [touch] qualities. 

all these [various touch| qualities would be perceived. 

Baydawi said: L 306, T 146 

Pout'S of internal perception 

Coordination 
The fits! [of the powers of internal perception] is the pc 



ceives all these factors together. Its location is the forepart of the 
first anterior lobe of the brain. 

Isfahan! says: L 306, T 146, MS 155b 

Powers of internal perception 

When he had finished his explanation of the powers MS 156a of 
external perception he began to explain the powers of internal per¬ 
ception, also five in number. They either perceive directly or they 
aid in perception. Those that perceive directly either perceive forms 
that arc perceivable by the external senses, or they perceive the indi¬ 
vidual quiddities that are not perceivable by [the external senses]. 
Those that aid perception do so either by memory retention, or by 
executive action. Those that aid by memory, aid either those that 
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which il can perceive them all together, so likewise it is unable [to 
make that decision] except by a power that preserves together all 
[the sensory data]. Otherwise, the form of each of the two sensate 
[perceptions in succession] would become nonexistent when [the 

This sense"” is different from the L 307 power of coordina¬ 
tion, because the ‘reception' [of sensory data in the latter] is through 
a power different from the power through which there is the ‘preser¬ 
vation’ [of sensory data], since ‘reception’ and ‘preservation’ arc 
somedmes separated. If both [of these functions] should be through 
a single power, then they would not be separable, and this is what 
[Baydawi] referred to by his statement that perception [i.e., the recep¬ 
tion of data] is not the same as preservation. The [power of] imag¬ 
ination is located at the bark of the anterior [brainj lobe. 

Baydawi said: L 307, T 147 

Estimation 
The third [of the powers of internal perception] is the [power of] 
‘estimation’, namely, the power that perceives the particular indi¬ 
vidual quiddities [such] as the ‘friendship’ of Zayd and the ‘hostil¬ 
ity’ of 'Amr.”* Its location is the forepart of the posterior lobe [of 
the brain]. 

Islahani says: L 307, T 147, MS I56a/b 

Estimation 
The third of the powers of internal perception MS 156b is the 
[power of] ‘estimation’, namely, the power by which the [rational] 
soul perceives among particular sensate objects the particular indi¬ 
vidual quiddities that are not sensate objects, [Examples of these] 
arc the ‘friendship’ of Zayd, the ‘hostility’ of ‘Amr, and the per- 
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1. The first [source of voluntary movement] is a 'particular 
concept' of something that may be appropriate or inappropriate, a 
concept that may or may not correspond [to external reality]. It is 
only necessary that the concept be particular, since the relationship 
of a universal concept would be with all particulars equally, so no 
specific particular would occur through it. Otherwise, the implica¬ 
tion would be that one of the equal entities would have preference 

since it would be impossible for [all particular] entities to occur with- 

would spring from that [particular] concept, either 
a) as an attraction—whether that tiling be pleasant or advan¬ 

tageous, assuredly or supposedly so,—that is called ‘appetitive attrac- 

b) as a repulsion and overcoming—whether that thing be 

called 'belligerent repulsion'. 
3. Tlie third [source of voluntary movement] is a ‘[positive] 

will’ or a ‘[negative] aversion’. They constitute the ‘resolution’ that 
becomes an irrevocable decision after some hesitation whether to act 

tionship would be equal between each of them and the one able to 
decide between them. 

4. The fourth [source of voluntary movement] is that motion- 
change comes from the [voluntarily elective] power and is dispersed 
in the muscle. What demonstrates its difference from the rest 
sources is the fact that one person might have the desire a 
resolution [to act] but be unable to move his body members 

desire or resolution [to act]. 

t 
§■ 

a,
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L 309, T 148 Baydawi said: 

Powers of body mtXum-chimgr that art naltnatty autonomic 

The naturally autonomic powers of body motion-change either 
a.) will preserve the individual or b.) will preserve the species. 

a. The first group [i.e., powers preserving the individual] lias two 

1. the ‘nutritive' [power], that changes nutriment into [a struc¬ 
ture] resembling the person nourished, in order to replace what has 
been dissolved; and 

2. the 'growth' power, that adds to the [various] sections of the 
body, according to a natural symmetry', up to the limit of development. 

b. The second group [i.e., powers preserving the species] also has 

1. the ‘generative’ [power], that separates off a part of the 

2. the ‘formative’ [power], that changes that ‘material sub¬ 
stance' in the womb and provides it with forms and powers. 

c. Four other auxiliary powers serve these four powers |i.c., a. 1-2 
and b.1-2]: 

1. [the power of] 'drawing' dial draws along"’ what it needs. 
2. [the power of] ’digestion’ that makes nutriment into some¬ 

thing appropriate to become part of the being dial is nourished, and 
this [power] has four stages: 

a) when [the nutriment in the mouth] is chewed; 
b) [when the nutriment] in the stomach becomes like a thick 

c) [when the nutriment is] in the liver, that is, when the 
chyle becomes the ‘humors', namely, blood, yellow bile, black bile, 
and phlegm; and 

d) [when the nutriment is] in the [lower digestive] organs. 
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3. [the power of] ‘holding’ that holds what has been drawn 
along L 310 while the digesdon is working on it. 

4. [the power of] ‘propelling’ that propels the excess residue 
ready for disposal on to the last organ [in its couise]. 

Isfahan! says: L 310, T 148, MS 157b 

Powers of body motion-change that are naturally autonomic 

When he had finished explaining the powers of perception and [the 
powers) of body motion-change that are voluntarily elective,—[pow¬ 
ers] in which mankind has a commonality with the animals,— 
[Bavdawij began [to explain] the powers of body motion-change that 
arc naturally autonomic, [powers] in which [mankind has a com¬ 
monality with [both] animals and plants. 

There are three fundamental powers: two [powers] [a. 1-2) for the 
preservation of the individual, namely, the powers of nutrition and 
growth, and one [power, i.e., in two divisions] (b.1-2) for the preser¬ 
vation of the species, namely, the power of reproductive generation 
[of beings] of the same kind. These three powers are called the 'veg¬ 
etative' powers.1*' 

a. [For the preservation of the individual] 
1. The ‘nutritive’ power is the one that changes food given as 

nutriment into [a structure] resembling the person being nourished 
in order to replace what becomes dissolved; thus, the action of this 
power would be die [whole process ofj changing the food [given 
for nutriment] into [a structure] resembling the person being nour¬ 
ished. The place of its action is [in] the nutriment that has been 
given and its purpose is to replace what becomes dissolved. 

2. The ‘growth’ power is a power that is the necessary cause 
of increase in the various sections"6 MS 158a of the body of the 
person being nourished. This increase is according to a natural sym¬ 
metry that is preserved in the [various] parts T 149 of [die body] 
of the person being nourished so that by its symmetry growth"7 may 
be completed. [Baydawi’s] expression, “accortfing to a natural sym- 







plete [fa.2) growth], and [when il] preserves the condnuity or the 
species by reproducing its kind [(b. 1 /2) preservation of both species 
and individual]. 

c. An auxiliary service to these four powers of nutrition, growth, 
[species] generation, and [individual] form preservation [i.e., a I 2, 
bl/2]—is rendered by four other powers, [namely], I. drawing, 2. 
digestion, 3. holding, and 4. propelling. 

(i.) The power of 'drawing’ draws in the food that is needed 
and it is present in all body members. 

a) [The power of drawing] is in the stomach because the 











vanishing ii would be continuing to live in actuality while in poten¬ 
tiality it would be falling apart in corruption. There is no doubt that 
the actuality of surviving is different from the potentiality of cor¬ 
ruption. But, if the ease should be otherwise [i.e., if they should be 
the same), then everything surviving would be a possible corruption, 
and every possible corruption would be surviving. 

[However], it would not be admissible for the substrate of a ‘poten¬ 
tial corruption* to be identically the same as the substrate of an 
‘actual survival*. The substrate of a ‘potential corruption’ would be 
receptive to corruption to such a degree that in itself it would be 
characterized as 'corruption*. [On the other hand], an ‘actual sur¬ 
vival' would not be continuing at the point of corruption, so [the 
‘actual survival'] in itself would not be characterized as [‘corrup¬ 
tion']. So, the substrate of an ‘actual survival* would be different 
from the substrate of a ‘potential corruption’. And therefore, there 
would lie two different entities within the soul, and this would imply 
that [the soul] would be composed of the two entities, one of the 
them being the substrate of the 'potential corruption* and the other 
die substrate of the ‘actual survival’. Each of these two parts would 
be a 'substance' by the inherent necessity in the fact that ‘part of a 
substance' would be a ‘substance’. Therefore, the implication would 
be that [the soul] would be composed of‘primal matter' and ‘form’, 
and so, the soul would not be incorporeal. But [all] this would be 
contrary to the hypothesis. 

1. To dris [reasoning of the philosophers a first] objection has 

‘possible nonexistence', and this would not be a factor of certainty, 
so it does not call for a substrate. 

2. Also [there is a second objection, asking] why would it not 
lie admissible that the soul should he composed of [some] ‘primal 
matter’ and a ‘form’ that would be different from the primal mat- 

don that it would be a [material] body? 
3. Also [there is a third objection, that] the soul being a tem¬ 

poral phenomenon, it would have been preceded by the possibility 

did not require that the soul be material, so [its] possibility of cor- 

phers' argument] is that this possibility [i.e., of nonexistence] is one 
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stance, docs not logically require its ccssauon with regard to its own 
identity, because the cessation of a totality fi-e., in its completeness] 
docs not logically require the cessation of every one of its parts, in 
contrast to the actual realization (of the totality],>n<> So, in that case, 
the body may not be the substrate for the [rational] soul’s possible 

[the body] may be the substrate for [the ’soul's] possible existence' 
as an accidental quality. And this constitutes the difference between 
the possibility of the former [i.c., the body's being a substrate for 
the soul’s possible existence] l. 313 and the possibility of [the 
body’s] corruption. 

Further, the doctrine of the philosophers1’0 is that after the soul 
has withdrawn from the body, it will have either bliss or misery [and 
for good reason].1’1 

If [man’s] soul has understanding of God Most High, 
His necessary existence, and His deep flosving goodness, 
namely, how He has provided everything needful 
how He has given everything its physical constitution, 
and provided it with [divine] instruction; and further, 
[if man's soul] is self-purified of defects, 
and has cleared itself of stains from any unseemly event, 
if it is free of diseased conditions, 
and has ceased pursuing whims that leave repulsive traits. 
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^[Qur’an 2:38, etc.) ^ *" 
May He gather us "among those favored of God,— 

the prophets, and people of truth, 
the martyrs, and people of virtue. 
Oh, the)' will be excellent companions!” 

[Qur’an 4:69] 

[END OF BOOK ONE] 
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